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1965

More Snow Due
In Holland Area

rjl,' .

Firm,

Holland’s pace slowed today

causing widespread drifting in
& winter storm described as the

worst so far in the

1964<6S

Six

Hope

Seniors

Between 9,000 and

Win

and West

Holland

Ottawa

Fellowships
The University of Chicago,

Tanis Apple Storage Co. near
Marne Saturday afternoon.
Fire also caused an estimated
$2,000 damage to a semi trailer
and its cargo of apples at M-21
and 56th Ave. in Zeeland Township at 8 p.m. Sunday.
Mrs. Clifford Tanis, wife of
one of the owners of the Tania
Apple Storage Co., discovered
the warehouse fire at 2:55 p.m.
Saturday and called Marne firemen. The warehousewas located
at Kenowa Ave. and Burton St.
in Tallmadge Township, near
the Ottawa Kent County line.

In

area was closed. A 5^-inch cooperation with the Ford
snowfall on top the 4ft inches
fell up to noon Wednesday, plus winds in the 20-30 mile
bracket reduced visibility on
highways and resulted in hazardous driving warnings.
And the end was not in sight.
Predictions called for continued
heavy snow and continued hazardous driving conditions with

which

new snow accumulationsup to
4 inches. North to northwest
winds 20 to 35 miles an hour
will cause continued severe

Foundationthree year masters
program in the Humanities, has
awarded $4,300 to six Hope College seniors,for graduate study
during the next academic year.
Robert E. Streeter, Dean of
the division of the Humanities,
University of Chicago,notified
Hope of the awards last week.
Recipients of the fellowships
include two Michigan students,
Paul G. Bast of Grand Rapids,
and Marion L. Hoekstra of Kalamazoo. Four others, Marjorie

driftingand extremely difficult
highway travel, but snow is expected to diminish to flurries
and winds will diminish later

Gouwens, South Holland, 111.;
Larry J. Haverkamp, Hanover,
Ind.; Carole S. Timkovich,Lan-

tonight.

of Cleveland,Ohio, will join
their Michigan classmates on
the Chicago campus in the fall.
The students have been taking a special program of study in their junior and senior
year at Jlope which constitutes
the first two years of the three
year masters program,the third
year to be completed at Chicago and the funds are provided

be colder tonight with
the low zero to 4 above. Friday
will continue cold and partly
cloudy but Saturday will be
sunny and warmer.
The low this morning was 13
degrees. At 11 a m. it was 16.
Schools closed today were
It will

Zeeland public and

KRONEMEYER’S FINEST HOUR

Hamilton.

Agnew and

Absenceswere slightly higher
in Holland and West Ottawa
secondaryschools, but not substantiallyhigher than those of
the last three weeks in which
absences
mounted
.....
.......
...... because
....... of
flu and measles. Several students were tardy, and buses in
-many ........
cases were 5 ----to 10 min-

Don

meyer’s teammates, are carrying the ex-Holland Christian player to the locker room amid
the other Hope players and Hope fans. The Flying Dutchmen won the game, 104-102 in a

Hol-

land. is given a shoulder ride off the Civic Cen-

sing, IH.j and Paul K. Hesselink

ter floor Wednesday night after he sank t h e
free shot to defeat Calvin. Dennis Weener of
Holland and Jim Poppink of Muskegon.Krone-

Kronemeyer's
Free

ship.

double overtime and took the

Wieren hit an off balance layup
for the game’s 15th tie, 98-98
with 2:43

Throw

Provides

a

Robinson,

Connell.

-

Kronemeyer,Hope Collegefreshman from

Win

Christian
schools, Hudsonville public and
Christian schools, Borculo pub- for this purpose.
Don Kronemeyer, playing in
lic and Christian schools.SaugHope College ranked second his first Hope-Calvinbasketball
atuck, Coopersville, Bentheim, out of 37 participatingcolleges, game, sank a free throw after
Russcher. Huyser, Vriesland,in the highest number of awards the buzzer of a double overtime
Franklin. East Holland, Drenthe , for one school.
Wednesdaynight to give Hope
public.

10,000

bushels of apples were destroyed as fire caused an estimated
$30,000to $40,000damage to the

season.
schools held classes today but
nearly every other school in the

•

champion(Sentinelphoto)

Allegan Unit

_
late.

Incorporates

MIAA

Home Show

Jim Fredrickshit a jumper
and Campbell added two free

To Include

throws to put Calvin up, 102-98
with 1:52 to play. But Calvin
didn't score again. Kronemeyer,

32 Exhibits

who had an off night and hit
only three times in 17 tries,

Plans are continuing for the
16th annual Holland Home Show,
drove for a layup with 1:31 left.
March 9-13 in the Holland Civic
Then came Walters’ tying basCenter and 32 businessesare
kel and ,he wjnni fr^

t

6

th

planning displays.

.

f
W

^

.

,

.

^
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Jaycees

Director.
The personal solicitation, dir-

Are Lauded

ected by Bud Prins, dais
1954, yielded $127,623, with

of

more

HUDSONVILLE (UPD- The than 35 per cent of the alumni
30-man small town Hudsonville participating
In addition, the alumni conJunior Chamber of Commerce,
which didn’t know what k was tributed $14,000 to thePhysicsgetting into when k launcheda Mathematics Building Fund,
nation-wide battle against the $13,000 in the form of bequests,
administration's King-Anderson$18,000 toward scholarships and
Medicare Bill, got Into the Con- $2,000 in miscellaneousgifts.
gressional Record Monday.
Rep. Thomas Curtis, R-Mo.,
who is co-sponsor of the Herlong-CurtisElderly Care Bill in
the House, informedDr. Robert

Marian Stryker and Bud

Prins presented a check to
PresidentCalvin A. VanderWerf during the halftime of the
Hope-Calvin basketball game,
Plekker and Norman Unema, at the Civic Center Wednesday.
“I am informed that in the
Firemen from Walker City, co-chairmen of the national jayGeorgetown Township, Grand- cee drive, that be had read into 1947-1964 period, the alumni of
ville and Wyoming assisted the Congressional Record activi- Hope College contributed$1,Marne firemen in fighting the ties of the HudsonvilleJunior 734,532. In 1964, $183,535 in
blaze. Two firemen,one from Chamber of Commerce during gifts made this a record year,
Marne and one from Walker the Monday session of the I HI sdute the alumni of Hope
College for their unprecendentCity, were slightly injured while House
battling the blaze. Both were
The Hudsonville Jayceee are ed support of an institutionof
treated for minor injuries at the spearheading
National higher learning and rededicate
scene.
Junior Chamber drive against myself, the faculty and staff
Officialswere not sure what the medicare bill and plugging toward the most earnest effort
caused the blaze. They said for the Herkmg-CurtisBill. The in continuing to develop our
sparks from a nearby trash fire
may have landed on the roof
of the building. It was not
known whether any of the apples
could be salvaged.
The truck fire near Zeeland
started when a box of apples
apparently toppled on an alcohol burner used to keep the apples i'roln freezing in transit.
The truck was owned by the

Herloog-Curtia Bill amends the program and curriculum.
“With such support, how can
current Kerr-Mills Act which is
optional and state-controlledin we fail to continueto develop
contrast to the Social-Security and graduate well educated
liberal arts students, well prelinked King-AndersonBill.

Besides the message of en- pared for advanced study in
couragement from Curtis Mon- other leading academic instituday, the Hudsonville Jaycees: tions! The answer is, we shall
—Received from Rep. Robert not fail! God Bless You All!,”
P. Griffin, R-Mich., a report Vander Werf said.
that he is “extremely proud of
W. P. Produce Co. of Grand the important contribution to
Rapids, and the load of apples the nation’s education on the
was bound for Chicago.Truck care of the elderly the Jaycees
driver was Frank Willard, 50, have undertaken”.

championship biggest spread 'and ‘caiWn^n- Show manager Dwight Ferris
said today the show will open
Moi-e 2,500 fans in the Civic joyed
5M5 in the (lrs,
March 9 at 6 p.m. The
,U
I
, seconds of the second half. The Tuesday
show hours Tuesday through
With the free throw hat made Knights had |ed
at half
he score
bedlam broke | It took
fjve mi„
Friday will be 6 to 10 p.m. and of Bailey, Mich.
Saturdaythe show will be open Holland township firemen
loose and the Holland freshman catch
, th^p^,
ALLEGAN
— The newly or- was
u/Qc carried
norruin trnin
tho floor
flnnr on
nn uv DraHv hsh
r ^ from 2 to 10 p.m.
. ,
from the
were called to put out the blaze.
ganized Committee on Economic the shoulder* of his teammates.
h' i. ha_k-f
rerris
saw entertainment nas
Ferris said
has
Opportunity - a M'tof Allegan ^ few minutes later he return- minute later to nut Hoop in 1)6611 secured and will be anCountv Resource
R*sn,,r"‘rw*vplftnnu»nt
------ —
later to put Hope in noimced tater. The Home Show
County
Development ^ t0 Die floor
and
made the nunute
frnnt
— announced Friday incorpora- _______
secon(j sh0t of the __________
one-and-one
_
its 15th

Hudsonville

Hope College alumni contributed to the 'college of their
choice' in record numbers and
amounts during 1964,” announced Marian Stryker, Alumni

the

left.

,

104-102 win over Calvin and

MIAA

j

Gave $127,

Truck

More than 10,000 bushels of
apples were roasted in two separate fires last weekend in Ottawa County.

as howling winds whipped up a

two-day snowfallof 10 inches

Destroy

Alumni
^
^ * of
Apple Storage
Fires

Pack

-Were

told by Dr. J. Russell

3030

Has Banquet

Brink, Kent County Medical
Society president, that “Your
The Blue and Gold Banquet
group is to be congratulated on
for Cub Scout Pack 9030 was
the excellentwork you are held in HarringtonSchool gym
doing.”
Monday evening. The banquet
utes
— Won priase from House was held in observance of the
City engineer Laverne Serne !lon P^P61,5 ^a(i been applied bonus Kronemeyerwas fouled
Minority Leader Gerald R. 55th anniversary of the founding
bulge in the regulationb
HoUand Exsaid all street departentmen 'or an(1 received, authorizing it
(be buzzer by Kim Campbell
Ford, Mich., for “an excellent of the Boy Scouts of America.
was four and Calvin held it change Club and proceeds go for
and equipment were out at 2 Io ‘unctN>n as a non-profit jn Hope's back court after he
kit on medicare. It will be most
Cubmaster Ray MUhoe was in
72-68 with 8:40 to play. The lead
,or
group. It will now move ahead bad taken the rebound and was
helpful to anyone who is sin- charge of ceremonies.
changed hands six times, four ne^y Holland ctojdre*1GRAND
HAVEN
Several
with a program for Allegan about to throw a long pass.
in the first
| Exhibitors mclude Arwell Pest persons were sentenced in Ot- cerely interestedin knowing the Special guests were the Rev.
Holt Seeks Cooperation
County under provisions of the The {oui came as it looked
Hope lost Roy Anker on fouls
Breite and Den Bley- tawa Circuit Court Wednesday facts about the King-Anderson and Mrs. Henry Van Raalte,
anti-poverty Economic Oppor-ilikethe game was goi fato
In Job of Snow Removal
approach and its alternatives.” Mr. and Mrs. Harold J. Mouw,
with 7:03 to play and this hurt. ^er Ben Wabeke Vacuum Clean- by Judge Raymond L. Smith.
tumty Act of
a third overtime. The Knights
Miss Florence Ten Have and
City Manager Herb Holt toHomer Patterson. County Ex- had nlissed a sho, with stw0 The 6'7” junior sparked Hope's er Headquarters Hoime BUlld- Ronald Ennenga, 22, of Spring
Ray Stam.
Speoialites,Nies L.P. Gas, Lake, was charged wkh feloniday asked Holland residents to tension Director a spokesman ,seconds to ,av a(ter Car| attack with four baskets in
Rev. Van Raalte gave the inmany
tries
and
was
tough
on
}?ome
Heating
and
Air
Condicooperate with city street for the group, stated Hie com- WaMers had driven the laM t0
ous assault and sentencedto 3
vocationand Den 4 gave the
crews in snow removal.
iimi.ee
ntu>
ueeu
wurmiK
U*6
boards
with
seven
rebounds,
j!00.111^:
Hoeksema,
A
J.
to
4
years
at
Jackson
state
prismittee has been working very
Capt.
opening ceremony with CubmasHolt said that some private
on. The judge recommended the
VALLEY FORGE, Pa., - A ter Mishoe reading a short story
snow plowers are dumping
minimum sentence and gave Hope College graduate, Capt.
on the heritage of scouting.Ray
snow onto sidewalks and into
Potter, his replacement
Ennenga credit for 40 days servDavid C. De Jong, was among Stam, institutionalrepresentaintersections.
ed ir jail.
Intermediate'''
his best and ^“"a, ha
Michigan recipients of the tive, presented the Pack with
There is a city ordinance
Obie Hayes, 19, of Muskegon,
Board Of Supervisors and
efft^To! aTad
reb°Un<iing with 15 and
Freedoms
Foundations awards their new charter. '
14
L,awn and Garden Shop, Holland who was with Ennenga Jan. 14
against dumping snow into operativeExtension Services.
being made today in PennsylCubmaster Mishoe and assisstreetsor sidewalks or in piling
when
a
Muskegon
resident
was
I Brady picked off 14 rebounds ?oard 0l„ReaJt0rsvBr0Woer ,and
A program from combined lii a A
vania. He received $100 and the tant Cubmaster Bob Kingshott
it too high alongside roadways. surveys of these and
Standings
and sank 10 baskets to follow ^freJ's ?ssln^er? studios, assaulted at Spring Lake, pleadGeorge Washington Medal Anted awards to the foUowagencies and individuals
^ L: Walters with 24. Van Wieren Mlch,ean B611 Telephone Co., ed not guilty. He was also charg- ward.
Mike Wesseldyke and Dan
Peoples State Bank, Field Enter- ed with felonious assault.
a m. today. Some streets were
2
had
17
and
nine
rebounds.
Calbe submitted for (GovernorH°P^
9
Bobcat pins; Kim Slayplowed three times and still the
Sharon Meeuwsen, 19, pf Hol- Capt. De Jong, who graduated
4 vin lost Ken Fletcherand Ed prizes, Northgate Lumber Co.,
Romney's approval by March 1 ( a‘vln ..................7
from
Hope
CoUege
in
1955 re- er, Owen Moeller and Rickey
drifting continued.
and
Holland
Tractor
Sales.
land,
was
sentenced
to
6
months
Patterson said. As soon as ap- A^ion ..................
7
5 Douma in the first overtime.
Voy, Wolf badges; Dennis MaatOne man coming to Holland proval is received, further de- Adrian ..............6
5 Rick Duistermars led Calvin Also displaying are Keppel’s in jail unless she makes restitu- ceived his M.D. degree from
man and Joel Maatman, Bear
the
University
of
Michigan
in
from Grand Rapids said the trip tails on implementing the pro- Kalamazoo ..............6
Sons,
S
and
S
Soft
Water
Servtion of $400 damages to a car
5 with 21 while Fletcher had 20;
took an hour and 45 minutes in- gram will be announced. O ivet ................
1959 received his commission in badges; John Flieman, Lion
ice,
Starbrite
Pools,
Stoltz she unlawfully drove away.
4
7 Fredricks, 18 and Douma, 16.
badge; Mark Ten Brink, Webestead of the usual 45 minutes.
Piano, Bremer and Bouman,
Mrs. Dorothy Pierson, 35, of the Army Medical Corps in
Hope (104)
The county-wide committee Alma .................0
los badge.
1960.
He said road conditions were includes T. E, Malila, Lew LovVande
Bunte
Insurance
Agency,
Grand
Haven,
charged
with
FG FT PF TP
Others receiving awards are
not too bad but cautious drivers ett, L. E. White and Chester
At present Capt. De Jong is
j‘7 Investor’s Diversified, Rexair abandonment of her three small
0^t ^ Practire Mon- Van Wieren, f ..
7
1
traveled at a slow pace
Sales and Services, Richmond children, was placed on proba- studying in Washington, D.C. He Rodney Vuurens and John Flie8 Studio, Board of Public Works tion for 18 months.
lives with his wife, the former man, gold arrows; Dean Brandt,
The AAA said all highways in jfhayw, Mward Cance'and Lyle day. Walters5 was the key to the ®^r;
J
Dennis Mishoe, Rodney Vuur25 and Sears Roebuck and Co.
the Lower Peninsula were slip- Burge, Plainwell: Russell Ruga- w1.1];
Walters,
.. 12
Others sentenced were Jack Dorothy Essebagger,also a
ens, Stuart Mac .Kenzie and
pen- and snow covered and haz- ber, Wayland; Fred BiUet and .VValter.s sc0r6d 25 points, in- Kronemeyer, g . 3
10
Wydeck, 18, and Joseph Zerba, Hope graduate and their three
David
Ringelburg, silver arardous.
Mrs. Donald Stehower. Hamil- 6)udin8 four m the second over- p0ner c ..... 7
17, both of Grand Haven. They children in CoUege Park, Md.
rows; John Flieman, Rodney
ton; Donald Spencer and Mrs.
and int6reepted two key Buys ......... 3
Mrs.
were given 60 - days jail terms Dr. De Jong is the son of the
Vuurens, Mark Ten Brink, Ranafter being arrested for tire Rev. and Mrs. Garret De Jong,
Lloyd Spencer, South Haven; pa‘vir! Pasfs. that sto^
dy King and Stuart Mac Ken'Early Birds' Will
at 91
theft. Michael Snyder, 24, of retired Arabian missionaries.
John Prevast. Otsego; and e!J,la’
Totals .... 44 16 21 104
zie. service stars.
Muskegon, was charged with
Capt. De Jong’s award was
county supervisors, John
^a^_adL
man'
Calvin (102)
Hear
tunities to win the game and
GRAND HAVEN-Mrs. Mary forging a check in a Holland for the Armed Forces letter, John Flieman and Mark Ten
Allegan; Carl Strand, Watson
FG FT PF TP
(Mate)
McMillan Oakes, 91, store. He was placed on proba- “My Vote ; Freedom’s Privi- Brink were graduatedfrom Cub
both
made
several
muffs
at
Campbell
f
and Clem Rewa, Dorr. Mrs.
Scouts.Cub Scout Olympic game
George M. Van Peursem of
pietcher
widow of James W. Oakes, died tion for one year and must pay lege.”
Luella Button. Allegan, was winning it. Just
Zeeland, former speaker of the
awards went to Stuart Me Kenat
her
home,
803
Lake
Ave.,
$100 costs and make restitution.
named to serve as recording tying basket, Campbell had Duistermars c
zie and Dean Brandt.
Michigan House of RepresenWednesday. She had been critstepped over the free throw line Douma g
secretary for the group.
The pack Is sponsoredby the
tativesand now associated with
and a point was disallowed.The Frednci^ «
tically ill for the past week, i i
HarringtonPTC and den moththe Michigan Manufacturer's
She
was
a
life
long
resident
of
J.
shot came with 23 seconds left Schrotenboer. f ! 3
Association in Lansing, will Pack 3042 Has Annual
Admitted to Holland Hospital ers are Mrs. Dean King, Mrs.
and Kronemeyer committed the £)en ouden
i
Grand Haven. Mr. Oakes, Grand
.
speak at the Holland Chamber Blue and Gold Dinner
Wednesday
were Anna De Clarence Maatman, Mrs. WalHaven businessman, died in
of Commerce Early Bird Break1954.
Jonge, 259 Peck St., Zeeland; ter Vuurens and Mrs. Gerald
With 1:13 left to play in the
...
16 25 102
fast on Tuesday, March 2.
Mac Kenzie. Committeemenare
v* O 1 (1 seconc|
cpnnnH nvprtimp
fabric Den,
The annual Blue and 'joiu
overtime, Chris
She was a member of First ZEELAND — Jacob P. Van- James Alan Olesen, 977 ColThe event will be held in the potluck dinner of Pack 3042 was Quden missed a free throw that _
Martin Cole and Clarence MaatPresbyterianChurch, active in den Bosch, 79, of 422 West Cen- lege Ave.; Carla Stratton,
man.
Tulip Room at 7:30 a m. and held Tuesday evening m the wou|(j have put the
the Ladies Social society which tral Ave., Zeeland died Saturday RiverviewTrailer Park, Hamilljvji ll id
will adjourn at 8:30 a.m. Ser- Lakeview school gym with
she had served as president; night at Ferguson - Droste - ton; Fay Higgs, route 3; Mrs.
vice for “early birds’’ at front proximately 200 Cub Scouts and \ As for Hope, it was somewhat RrirlnP
member of GriffinCircle for 30 Ferguson Hospital, Grand Rap- Herman Wieten, 33 East 22nd
tables at 7:20 a.m.
their families attending. The ironical that Kronemeyer made
years; honorary member of ids. He was a member of Third St.; Mrs. Frank Van Fleeren,
Van Peursem will speak on cubs made the table decorations.
Reynolds Circle. She was former Christian Reformed Church and 269 West 11th St.; Joyce KnoU,
the free throw because the
f^nrrlpn
at
“Workmen’s Compensation—
Cubmaster Cecil Helmink wel- Flying Dutchmen had beeni
V^IUU president of the Grand Haven had been employed at DeWitt 108 Spruce Ave.; Edward Drier,
Fact and Fancy.’’ He formerly comed the Cub Scouts, their
bothered at the line throughout ! An F
t R
• Women's Club; a representative Industries and Hatcheries in Burnips, LeRoy Tooker, 612 ZEELAND— Mrs. Jennie Vanserved as state representative families and guests, who were
the game. They missed four one- Pianned bv the Honand G?rden °n the welfare board, member Zeeland. His wife died in Nov. Apple Ave.; Mrs. John Daining, Iden Bosch, 85, widow of Martin
from Ottawa County and was a Mr. and Mrs. Egbert Brink.
380 West 23rd St.; Mark Dunn,
1964.
1116
Vanden Bosch, of route 1, Zee.
former state chairman for the The opening ceremonieswere in and-ones in the
Hope had 34 chances at the
Survivingare six daughters, 1650 Waukazoo Dr.; Jacob land, died at the Zeeland Com°f ““
Republican party.
charge of Mrs. Jan Mahaney’s free throw line and made 16. on Thursday, March 4, at
Mrs. Henry (Fannie) Wiggers; Raad, 15519 RUey St.
Wnmnn'c
county 0ES organization.
munity Hospital Wednesday
Woman’s iLiterary Club.
Breakfast reservationsmay be
Discharged Wednesday were evening where she had been a
She
is
the
last
member
of the Mrs. Henry (Arloa) Blauwkamp,
was The Knights also made 16 and
The afternoon will begin with
made at the Chamber office in given by Russell DeVette.
Me Millan family.
had 25 tries. They missed two
both of Drenthe; Mrs. Fred Rebecca Stivens, 313ft Central patient for the past 15 days.
a dessert-tea arranged by Mrs.
the Hotel Warm Friend. William Den 4 closed the meeting.
Surviving are a daughter, (Grace) Voss of Kalamazoo; Ave.; Mrs Christopher Postma, She was a member of the
one-and-onesin the overtimes.
Donald Rector at 1:30 p.m.
Venhuizen is breakfast chairMrs. Inez Oakes Nelson of New Mrs. Alto (Hilda) SneUer, Mrs. 342 Felch St.; Richard Cornells- South Olive Christian Reformed
The game was tied 12 times
This will be followed by the
man and committee members Report Guns Stolen
York City; one brother-in-law,George (Josephine)Ter Haar sen, 1530 Elmer St.; Mrs. David Church.
in the regulationgame with the
awarding of prizes for the most
are Margaret Gearheart, WilEdwin C. Oakes of Alameda, and Mrs. WiUiam (Myrtle) La- Dozeman and baby, 24ft West Surviving are three sons, ConThe theft of twd guns from a last deadlock, 85-85. Floyd
original,the funniest and the
liam Afman, Albert Kraai, Herb
N. M. and several nieces and mer, aU of Zeeland; two sons, 17th St.; Mrs. Harvey De Free nie of Olive Center, Herman of
car
was
reported
to
Holland Brady, who turned in a brilliant
Colton, Harvey Kronemeyer,
prettiest hat. Artificial material
nephews including Miss Esther Earl and HUbert, both of Zee- and baby, 412 West 21st St.; Borculo and Lewis of Zeeland;
police by Ivan Meeusen of 9 all-around game, made the flyGil Heidema and Jerry Horne.
will be allowed.
Dean Nyland of Grand Haven. land; one stepdaughter,Mrs. Kathy Rooks, 709 Marylane Dr.; one daughter, Mrs. Arthur (Aning
layup
to
give
Hope
an
85-84
North River Ave. Saturday.
Reservationsfor the bridge
Gerrit Ver Beek of Holland; one Wilbur Vander Kolk, route 2, na) Lemraen of East SaugaMeeusen told police the guns, lead with six seconds to go but must be made by March 1 with
Father of Local Man
stepson, HUbert Komejan of Hamilton;Mrs. Jason Woldring, tuck; 18 grandchildren;
a .12 gauge shotgun and a .30 Campbell’sfree shot with three
Mrs. Jack Glupker. Chairman Mrs.
seconds
left
put
the
game
into
Zeeland; 37 grandchildren;37 94 East 24th St.; Allen Fischer, 15 great-grandchildren.
caliber
rifle,
weret
aken
from
Dies in Grand Rapids
of the day is Mrs. Robert Coopgreat grandchildren; two broth- 4671 Pine Dr.; Tony Last, 271
GRAND RAPIDS - Willard the trunk of his car which had overtime.
er. Hostesses will be Mrs. Sidat
ers,
Tom of Grand Haven and West 23rd St.; Mrs. Chester
Hope had battled back after
E. Obenchain,72, a patient at been parked in his back yard.
Ticketed After Mishap
ney Tiesenga and Mrs. Frank
John
P. Vanden Bosch of Zee- Vander Moien, 198 West 16th
trailing
83-80
with
two
minutes
The
theft
was
reported
at
9:35
the Michigan Veterans’ Facility,
Fleischer.
Ottawa County deputies cited
Mrs.
James
(AUie)
Hamelink,
St.;
Audriann
HU1,
121
Elm
land; one sister-in-law,Mrs.
to go. A Walters free shot and
died Tuesdav afternoon follow- a.m
Patricia A. Van Gelderen, 20, of
76, of 137 FairbanksAve., died Peter Vanden Bosch of Zeeland. Lane.
a
jumper
by
Bill
Potter
tied
the
ing a long illness.
1398 Lakewood Blvd., for inunexpectedlyin HoUand HospiSurviving are three sons,] Miss Pamela Zoerman, daugh- game 8343, with 50 seconds to Three Divorces Are
terfering with through traffie
tal
Wednesday,
She
was
iU
a
The
regular
monthly
meeting
play.
James W. Obenchain of Hol- ter of Arthur Zoerman, 4460 OtOselus B. Plummer, 84,
Granted by Court
following
a two-car accident at
short
time
and
was
taken
to
of the Ottawa County Chapter
In the first overtime, Hope
land, Willard T. Obenchain and tawa Ave., has been admitted
the intersection of River and
Of
Saugatuck
Succumbs
the
hospital
Tuesday.
She
was
of
Muscular
Dystrophy
AssociaGRAND HAVEN - Three diCharles J. Obenchain of Grand to the Basic Studies Honors grabbed a four-pointlead In the
rica, Inc., will be Howard Aves. at 6:50 a.m. WedProgram, according to Dr. Sam- first minute and still had a vorces were granted in Ottawa a member of Ninth Street DOUGLAS - Oselus B. Plum- tion of America,
Rapids; seven grandchildren.
Christian
Reformed
Church
and
held
at
7:45
tonight at the Hol- nesday. Deputies said the Van
uel Clark, head of the Honors three-pointlead, 92-89 with 2:31 circuit court Wednesday. Kenmer, 84, of Saugatuck, resident
land
Heighta
Christian Reform Gelderen auto made a left turn
waa
a
Ufe-kag
resident
of
HoL
College at Western Michigan to play. But Rick D^iteraari’ neth Lamb, HoUand, was given
of Ganges until 1960, died early
Driver
in Crash
ed Church. Interested persons into the path of a car driven
Univvaity.A 1964
1964 graduate of ttuwtfointplay after a basket a divorce from Ruth Lamb,
Tuesday In the CommunityHos- are Invited to attend.
by Barbara L. Mokma, If, of
Holland police charged Evert HamJton
High School, Miss and Potter s foul knotted the South Gate, Calif., and waa also Survivingare the husband;! pital in Douglas.
route 4, Holland.
J. Prinaen, 33, of route 3, Holthree
stepdaughters.
Mra.
GorZoerman ia majoringin «B|Ush score at 92-92 at the end of the given custody of two children
Surviving are three daughBirths aT Holland Hospital inland, with failing to yield the
(Edna) Teockinck, Mrs. ters, Mias Lucille Plummer of
firat overtime. Walters and Mary Katherine WaUact. Holclude a daughter,Lynae Sue,
Smith of
right of way following a twoCampbeU each missed basket j Itnd, was given a divorce from Richard (Mary) Robbed and Saugatuck,Mrs. James Sewers born Wednesday to Mr.
car accident at 9:38 p.m. MonA sop, Jack Darrin, waa born Mteropti in the last 30 seconds. Leroy E. Wallace and may re- Mrs. Robert (Elaine) Cooper; a of Saugatuck, Mra. Janus Henarren K(
day at the intersection of
stepson, Gordon Hamelink, Ml soa of Detroit;oae son. WiUiam
Eighth St. and College Ave.
of HoUand; seven grandchtiPolice laid H* Prinaen car Jk* (luihM if route I, Dorr. Writer. Korod «d Cter. Yu
dnm, two great grandchildren,
collided with a car driven by
and several nieet
William
Orabufaiu of U»
Mrs Arden (Alice)
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List First

Semester
Honor Roll
The honor roll for the first
emecter of the 196445 year
has been released by the Holland Christian High School.

Named to the ninth grade
honor roll are the following;
Cheryl Arts, Paul Biauwkamp,
Jone Bosch, Janice Breaker,
Steven Bushouse,Karen De
Haan, Bob De Nooyert Lloyd
Dozemap, Robert Dozeman, Susan Dubois, Bonnie Greydanus,
Mary Groenhof, Mary Hekman,
Nancy Hertel, Pamela Hietbrink, Mary Hoffmeyer, Bill
Hop, Rosemary Jipping, Gloria
Johnson, James 'Jonker, Ann
Jorritsma,

FAMILY BASKETBALLTEAM - These five
brothers can make up their own basketball
are the Pete brothers and aU five
pnblic school team. Standing
are Larry, Ron, Bob, Tom
are the sons of Mr. and

reserve* and the other three play on the
freehman, eighth and seventh grade teams

respectively.

(Sentinel photo)

Others who appeared
cipal Court last week were
Grace Welters, 204 West 13th
St., interfering with through
traffic, $10; Dennis Dwight
Ferris, 486 WashingtonAve.,
failureto stop in an assured
clear distance. $10; Robert W.
Strecher, route 1, failure to
stop in an assured clear distance, $10; David Lee Von Ins,
271 West 36th St., failure to stop
in an assured clear distance,
$10; Opert P. Bird, route 1,
East Saugatuck, failure to yield
the rigth of way, $10; Lavern
Charles Mills, 435 Beach St.,
failure to yield the right of

5 Pete Brothers Play Basketball
Basketball is the chief topic
of conversation these days in
the Arthur Fete family.

And

well it should be when
a family has a complete basketball team under one roof. This is the case vfith the
Petes, who live at 170 West 10th
St. They have five boys who
are playing basketball this season on a Holland public school
team.
The oldest of the quintet is 16year-old Larry who is a junior

at Holland High School and a

way,

guard on the Dutch varsity. His
15-year-old brother, Ron, is a
Holland High sophomore and
plays on the reserve team.
The other three brothers are
playing on the E. E. Fell Jun-

Sharon Lynn Nienhuis
Mr. and Mrs. Earl E. Nienhuis of 33 West 37th St., announce the engagement of their
daughter. Sharon Lynn, to
Roger Lee Lange jans, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Langejans,
1548 West 21st St.
fall wedding is being

while 13-year-oldTom plays on
the eighth grade team and 11year-old Kenny is a member
of the seventh grade team.
With that many basketball
players in one family, naturally the talk centers on basketball and sports.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete enjoy the
lively basketball chatter and
they are familiarfigures at
each basketball game. It keeps
them busy watching five teams

A

planned.

Mr. and Mrs

(CM«nb«r9 photo)

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Brewer of were married Feb. 25, 1915, by
route 4, Holland, are planning the Rev. B. Nagel and are lifeto hold open house Thursday, long members of Pine Creek
Feb. 25, in celebration of their Christian Reformed Church.
The Brewers have one daugh50th wedding anniversary. They
will receive relatives, friends ter, Mrs. Edward Siegers of
and neighbors in Pine Creek route 4. Holland, and two
Christian Reformed Church grandchildren. Mrs. Dale Vanden Brink and Paul Edgar
from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m.
Mrs. Brewer, the former Siegers. Mr. and Mrs. Brewer
Jennie Schutte. is 70 years old have lived in their present
and Mr. Brewer is 74. They home all their married life.

Cuba
AAUW Meet

Dinner, Talk on

Featured at

120th St., careless driving, $12;
Carl John Dams, 6348 West
Members of the Holland
143rd Ave., speeding, $15; RichBranch
of the American Assoard D. Mokma. 19 East Eighth
St., speeding, $15.
ciation of University Womep

Two Hurt As

BASKETBALL PARENTS — Mr. and

Kampen, route 4, speeding, $15;
Gark Weersing,530 West 32nd
St., speeding, $12; Geraldine
Ann Wagner, 28 South Elm St.,
Zeeland, speding, $12; Lance K.
Stell, 115 East 13th St., speeding, $12; Wayne J. Westveld,
177 Glendale Ave., speeding,
$12; Donald J. Ryzenga. route
1, speeding. $17; Sharon Kay
Coombs. 332 Butler St.. Saugatuck. disobeyedred light. $10.
Jacob John Boeve, route 3,
disobeyedred light. $10; Mary
Kay Den Uyl, Macatawa Park,
disobeyedstop sign. $7; John
N. Elfers, 250 North Lindy St.,
Zeeland, disobeyed stop sign,
$7; Caroline E. Kooiker, 22 West
28th St., disobeyedstop sign,
$10; Donna Jean La Grand, 31
East 35th St., improper backing, $7; Darlene G. Dirkse, 244
East 13th St., disobeyed stop

Mrs. Arthur Pete of 170

West 10th

St., qualify as two of the biggest boostersof the Holland public school athletic program. They have five sons play-

has played varsity baseball and
run cross coutnry for the Dutch,

ing basketballthis season.Here the Petes are seen at a Holland

High basketballgame in the Holand fieldhouse.

interested

(Sentinelphoto)

Cars Collide
At Junction

lege campus. Tables were decorated with red, white and blue

GRAND HAVEN - Two

flowers and candles to carry

Beek,

Tenth grade nonor roll includes Celia Arens, M y r n a
Arens, Linda Baas, Henry
Berghoef, Charles Bos, Roger
Boyd, Karl Bratt, Gayle Bremer, Gary Brower, Wayne Brower, Joe Dahm, Evelyn De Boer,
JoAnne De Haan, Larry Essenburg, Mary Jo Gebben, Tim
Geerlings, Lois Gritter, Kathleen Groenhof, Steve Hamberg,
Glenn Hamburg, Philip Hekman, Timothy Heimus, Ruth
Holstege, John Janssen, Lynn
Karsten, Nancy Koeman.
Others are Susan Kort, Belva
Kuipers. Sharon Lamer, Mary
banning, Yvonne Lemson,
Joyce Mellema, Donna Meyer,
David Mosher. Ellen Plockmey.
er. Jerry Sail, Elaine Schaap,
Linda Scholten,Nancy Schrotenboer, Mary Staat, Jim Sterken, Bruce S t u r i n g. David

5,

held a dinner meeting Thursday
speeding, $15;; Clarence W.
evening in the Terrace Room
Boeve, 1113 South Shore Dr.,
speeding, $12; Dale E. Van of Durfee Hall on the Hope Col-

Besides basketball, Larry

was an

right of way, $10; Joyce Carolyn
Artz, 216 Cambridge Rd., failure to yield the right of way,
$10; Kathleen M. Schiefer,3901

Mil-

Robert Zwier.

Bert Brewer

South

Lloyd A. Alofs. route

Petes are strong supporters of the Holland public
schools athletic program and
give their youngsters lots of encouragement in sports.

and Pete

Van Wyke, Joann Ver
.

Bend, Ind., failureto yield the

ior High teams. Bob, who is
14, is on the ninth grade team

ipectator. It is expected the
other Pete boys will also play
Dtber sports on the junior
and high school level.
Larry has his sights set on
king a coach and its sure to
assume that sports will be

$10.

Fernando Marlines,

Bonnie Keen,

dred Knoll, Leslie Kotman,
Linda Nienhuis.
Also John Otten, Susie Petroelje,Mary Poortenga,Judy
Prim, Ruth Roelofs, John
Rods, Donna Schipper, Dale
Scbolten, Mary Slotman, Mark
Spykerman, Beth Streur, Reverly Todd, Jack Vanden Berg,
Mary Vanden Bosch, Kathleen
Vander Leek, Nancy Van Halsema, Richard Van Hemert, Robert Van Langevelde, William

per-

out a patriotic February theme. sons were in fair condition today in MunicipalHospital folMrs. Henry Godshalk presidlowing a two-car crash at 8:30
ed over a short business meetp.m. Saturday at the junction
ing, following which Mrs. Judof US-31 and M-45 in Grand
son Bradford,area representaHaven township.
tive for world problems, intro-,
duced the speaker, Dr Donald Driving the cars were Daniel
Herman, assistant professor of Shoemaker,16, route 1, Zeeland,
’

Grand Val- and Terry Garbrecht,18, Muskegon. State police charged
Shoemaker with failure tc '’.d
Choosing as his topic. “The
Cuban Revolution and the Im-1 the right of way after tie t iled
to stop for a stop sign and his
plications for Latin America
and the United States”, Dr. car struck the Garbrecht car

poliltical science at

ley State College.

I

Terpsma, Douglas Terpstra,
Kenneth Vander Kanvp, David
Van Halsema, Jill Van Hemert,
Jerry Venema, Elly Verhagen,
Sheryl Wabeke. Susan Zwier.
Named to the 11th grade roll
are Beth Beelen. Beverly Boer-

man, Mary Bomers, Linda
Bouwman, Linda De Wit, Carol
Dyke, Janice Faber, Terry Genzink,

Ruth Gruppen, Marilyn

Gunther. Jean Hart, Carolyn
Haverdink.Earl H e m m e k e,
Jean Joldersma, Linda Karsten,
Ardith Kickover,Marsha Koning, Brian Kooiker, Nancy
Koop. Larry Kotman. Ellen
Nienhuis, Nicola Postma, Tom
Postma, Ann Prince. Linda Raterink, Glen Riemink.
Others include Linda Schrotenboer, Gary Smith, Diane
Stephenson, Jean Storing , Lois
ten Hoor. Jayne Tien, Karen
Tinholt, F a y t h Vander Ark,
David Vander Meulen, Doris
Van Drunen, Betty Vreeman,
Karen Waldyke, David Wyngarden, Valora Zoerhof.
The 12th grade honor students
are Ruth Achterhof, Harold
Alferink,Ben Becksvoort, Martha Beelen, Janet Boereraa,

broadside.
in his informative and
Garbrecht’s wife, Alice, 18,
interesting talk, first briefly
received serious abdominal inMiss Margaret Ann Meyers
traced Cuba’s history since the
juries and was put on the crititurn of the century.
An April 24 wedding is being
cal list in MunicipalHospital.
He said that, although Cubans State police arranged for the
planned by Miss Margaret Ann
talked about for many years in
would be reluctant to admit it,
Mrs. Jack Miller and Mrs Me>ers. Grand Rapids, daugh- sign, $10.
transfer of special blood from
the Pete home.
democraticgovernment in Cuba
ter of Mrs. ConstanceJ. Manthe Lansing Regional Blood CenRoger Doolittle, co-chairmen for
Ma
[aynard Ter Keurst. Jeni- started to fail as soon as United
cewicz and the late Frank E.
ter later Sunday night when her
son, failure to yield the right of States intervention ceased. He
the Junior Welfare League Fine
Meyers, and Richard Miner,
condition became more serious.
Arts Festival, are extending an son of
and Mrs Merrill way,
way’ $10;
*lu; Cornelia
U)rnella Gras,
uras, 263
263 reviewed the tyranny of BaDennis Shoemaker,16, brother
Will
tista from 1952 to 1959, a perwh
st
Division
stZeeland,
imAdmitted to Holland Hospital
Miner,
East
27th
St.
invitationto all the Holland •
of the driver, was admitted for
proper lane usage, $10; John H. iod during which he made a perThursday were Mrs. Minnie Start
a possible concussion and other
Zeeland children in grades
Miss Meyers is a graduate of Stephens, 155 West 15th St.,
April 1
sonal profit from graft of eight
Rotmcn, 382 West 20fe St.;
Kindergartenthrough 3 to be Kentwood High School. Grand careless driving, $27 suspended hundred million dollars.Castro injuries. His condition also was Nancee B o n n e m a, Shirley
Frank Van Etta, 69 West Eighth
fair.
ALLEGAN — Henry Barber, at the Civic Center on Saturday, Rapids, and Mr. Miner was on conditionof no further violamade his famous July 26, 1953
Brandsen, Hazel Bredeweg,CalSt.; Michael Jousma, 170 East
The two drivers were treated
graduated from Holland High tions in one year; Marjorie Ann
Allegan, will chairman Allegan
unsuccessfulrevolutionaryatvin Bremer, Jean Brower, AnFeb.
27
for
a
morning
of
art
27th St.; Leena M. Merrill,
School
for cuts and bruises. Robert
Altena, 140 East 37th St., im- tempt to overthrow Batista, and
county’sannual month - long
nette Bruinsma, Kay Compaan,
fun. The festival is planned
route 1, Hamilton; Mrs. Fannie
Bunker, 14, West Olive, a pasprofier backing, $12 suspended by 1959 he succeeded in doing
James Deur, Mary Diepenhorst,
Volkema, 1687 Ottawa Beach Cancer Crusade beginning April from 9:30 a m. to 12:30 with a
senger
in
the
Shoemaker
car,
on Condition of no further vio- so.
Rd.; Mrs. John De Witt, 224 1, county Cancer Society presi- small admission.
did not require medical treat- Richard Dykema, Gary Enlations in one year.
The speaker stated that Cas- ment. The Garbrecht’s three- sing, John Frieswyk, Louise
South Maple St., Zeeland; Rob- dent Dr. A. B. Nitchellhas anNorman David Lam. 882 West tro was not a communist when
In previous years Junior Welmonth-old daughter Sherri es- Hamer, Wilma Haveman, Mer*
ert Busscber, route 2, Hamil- nounced.
26th St., speeding, $17 suspendfare League has provided Kidhe
came
into power but need- caped injuries.
rie Holwerda, Merle Jaarda,
ton; Raymon Schutt, route 4;
ed on condition of no further ed international support and
The county’s quota has been die Karnivals, Silver Skates
Janice Jonker, Laurel Karsten,
David Swift, 555 Jacob Ave.; raised to $12,700based on popu- Carnivals, children'splays,
violationsin one year; Jose A.
needed to use dictatorialmethCarrol Kloosterman, Kathy
Mrs. Minnie Gumser, Restha- lation at 22 cents per person. activityfairs and concerts but
Rozales, 246 East Ninth St.,
ods so he c 'dared himself a
Hits
Knoll, Lee Koning, Nancy Konven; Judy Vanden Berg, 236 At a recent executive board this is the first approach to prospeeding, $27 suspendedon concommunist hi 1960. Many say
ing, Paul Kooiker, Allen Koop,
North Franklin.Zeeland (dis- meeting, it was pointed out that viding an actual art experience
dition of no further violations in
that Castro betrayed the revoDelwyn Langejans, David Leep,
charged same day); Judy Mon- this amount had been raised in for Holland’s young artists,
one year; Thomas Elenbaas, 228
lution and the speaker agreed.)
Rosemary Meeusen, Helen Padschein, 14578 Riley St. (dis- previous years when quotas The program will be divided
West 15th St., speeding, $15
Castro promised to restore HAMILTON — Fire late Sat- ding, Sandra Peerbolt,Robert
charged same day); Miner were lower
suspended
on
condition
of
no
members into three differenttypes of art
the constitutionof 1940, to hold urday afternoon destroyedthe Petroelje.
Dykman, 68 Madison PI.; Art agreed they could “do it again work, games, collages,and easfurther violationsin one year;
Gil Rigterink home at 5453 136th
Also listed are Robert Pott,
Paul R. Overbeek, route 3, general elections,to give land Ave., west of Hamilton
Renkeraa, 8460 112th Ave., West in
painting.The games section,
el pai
to the peasants, and not to naEdith
Praamsma, Della RieZeeland,
careless
driving,
$22
under
Olive (discharged same
County chairman, school edu- under the leadership of Mrs.
Hamilton Fire Chief Andy mersma, Jack Ritsema, Kaytionalize industry. He did not
suspended on conditionof no
Discharged
Thursday were cation, Mrs. Charles Bobson, re- George Becker and Mrs. Marsh.
t
keep these promises.Since he Dykema said the blaze was lene Schaafsma, Mary Schipfurther violationsin one year;
Michael Dekker, 620 South 160th po^ the local unit has had a11 Elzinga. is designed to procaused by defective electrical
pers, Ruth Steenwyk, Sheryll
Eugene M. Haight, 496 Harrison destroyed the middle class in
Ave.; Mrs. Harold Bosma and numerous requests throughoutvide a challenging form of art
his revolution, illiteracyis ac- wiring. The rear portion of the
Swieringa,Marilyn Tubergen,
Ave., speeding, $17 suspended
baby, route 4; Mrs. Thomas ' the past year for loan of the entertainmentto the children.
tually higher now than before two-story frame home was com- Mary Tuls, Judith Vanden
on
condition
of
no
further
violaVerdoo and baby, 54 East 16th film on smoking in relation
Easel Painting is designedto
the revolution, despite great pletely gutted by flames, Dyke- Bosch, Rose Vanden Bosch,
tions in one year; Linda D. RitSt.; Mrs. Odie Kelch and baby, lung
f>ive the children the opportunity
literacy programs, the speaker ma said.
William Vanden Bosch, Jack
ter, Spring Lake, no operator’s
route 2, Hamilton; Mrs. Wil- The local
Unit and of fre^Kan, "ri*ina\Pain,1"8
The fire was discoveredat Vanden Heuvel, Ellen Vander
said. Only thirty per cent of
license, $12 and 10 days in jail
ham Emenck 526 Pinecrest the Red Cross have been co- raTva',ed hy, the'r .own t^ou*b^ Marlene Kay Van Kampen with jail term suspended on con- the population is literate.
5:10 p.m. by a neighbor of the
Ploeg, Jacklyn Van Hemert,
Dr.; Mrs. Gordon Brewer and operating in working out
mte,r“ts,
sec l°" ls
Rigterinks. No one was home
Although
the
U.S.
is
not
purdition
of
no
further
violations
Janice Van Huis, Ruth Van
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
G.
Van
baby, 465 Rose Park Dr.; Jef schedules
QphpHi.Uc
under. the direction of
Mrs.
whereby both agen-U.
, M
chasing their sugar, Cuba is when the fire started.
Wyke, Willie Vreeman, Ruth
Kampen of 6380 120th Ave., an- in one year.
frey Haan, 30 Wall St., ZeeHamilton firemen, assisted by
producingmore than ever and
Walcott,
Ward Walters, Janice
nounce the engagement of their
land; Robert Shanks, route 5;
selling it all to Russia. Since firemen from Graafschap and Waterway, Thomas Wedeven,
Mrs. James Van Kley and ecutive secretary Wilma Harlan 11,6 coU**e sec<10" wl11 Pr°- daughter. Marlene Kay, to RoRussia is the world’s largest Overisel, battled the blaze for Janice Weener.
vide the experience of working bert Rotman, son of Mr. and
baby, 360 MarquetteAve.; Hen- said.
sugar producer, they are at two hours. Dykema said damwith different types of mater- Mrs. Marvin Rotman of 54
ry Bouwman, 954 Baywood Dr.;
present paying Cuba more for age would run “several thousials and making original de- Scotts Dr.
Marcia Lemmen Feted
Mrs. Minnie Jonker, 219 West
sugar than the world market and” dollars.The loss was parsigns from different types of
Miss Van Kampen, a gradu19th St.; Mark De Wkt, 271
tially
covered
by
insurance.
Mrs. Kenneth Kooiker, presi- price and are anxiously trying
At Surprise Shower
articles and textures. The stu- ated from Holland High School
Franklin St.; Lori Barman, 201
dent of The Woman’s Literary to sell it to others.
dents will be working with yarn is a junior at Michigan State
Scotts Dr.; Mrs. Andrew SlaGub. announced that the “Attic
The Latin American Youth Mrs. Richard Blocker Dies A surprise shower was given
scraps, wood scraps, pieces of University. Rotman was gradager, 3429 Butternut Dr.
for Miss Marcia Lemmen WedSpecials
and
Second
Bests” Conferences held in Havana
Judson T. Bradford of Holland cloth, and many other types of ted from Holland High School event will again be held at the
In New York Hospital
nesday evening at the home of
have
as
their
theme
that
the
and is now a senior at Michigan
was selected as Ottawa county’s household articles.
Mrs. Bob Heeringa. The hostess
club on April 30.
Cuban
Revolution
is
just
the
Holland Emblem Club
AUBURN, N.Y. - Mrs. DoroState University.
representative on the Republiwas assisted by Mrs. Harold
Plans were made at a com- first step in world-wideupristhy Doan Blocker,,wife of the
Holds Regular Meet
can state central committee at Junior Welfare League
mittee meeting at Mrs. Kooi- ing and that Latin America is Rev. Richard J. Blocker, pasand Mrs. William
The Holland Emblem Club
Grand Haven Man Dies
Heeringa.
ker’s home on Friday morning. next. Castro hopes to foment
uiS Sponsor* Gome Night
tor
of
Sand
Beach
Church
in
No. 211 held their regular meetMrs. Jerome Couniban will problems in other areas into Auburn, N.Y., died Friday in
After Fall in His Home
Miss Lemmen opened her
ing in the dub rooms
Republican convention.He
Junior Welfare League enterassist Mrs. Kooiker. Other which he can move. However, Aurburn Memorial Hospital at gifts under a white sprinkling
with Mm. Beatrice Stokes, the succeeds Leonard Zick of Hoi- tained 28 students of the Holland
GRAND HAVEN - Bernard members on the steering com- the speaker said that the left the age of 64.
can with pink streamers atland.
president,presiding.
Junior High Special Education Walter De Stigter, 79, of 906 mittee are Mrs. J. H. Van wing parties in Latin America
She had lived in Auburn for tached to each gift. A buffet
Plans were made for a joint
Others nominated for the post department Friday night at a Elliott St., Grand Haven, died Dyke, treasurer, Mrs. Leo Salare doing well as has their
meeting and initiation of officers were Mrs. N.J. Danhof of Zee- games night in the Jefferson Saturdav afternoon in Mercy
I2
was a raember luncheon was served.
isbury, recording secretary, common market.
of
the
Sand
Beach
Church and
Games were played and priito be held in Benton Harbor in land, Ed Meany and June Storm School gym.
Hospital in Muskegon three and Mrs. Albert Nutile, pubIn the Sino^ovietsplit, Cuba the Ladies Society and a for- es awarded to Mrs. Henry PostMay.
of Grand Haven and Leonard The party was planned by hours after he fell in his home licity.
stands in the peculiar position mer Sunday School superin- ma, Mrs.
Comport,
Mrs. Jewel Fauquher, Mrs, Zick of HoUand. When Ottawa Mrs. lirry Den Uyl, chairman, and went into shock.
Members of the club ire of believing with the Chinese tendent.
Miss Card Dulyea and Mias
Virginia Buis and Mrs. Helen county
a part of the 5th assistedby 10 league members He was born in the Nether- asked to save second bests of that violence is the method to
She is survived by her hus- Mary Heeringa.
Renner were winners of the Lit congressional district, it named and the student teache-, Mrs. lands and lived in the local area clothing, jewelry, furniture,unuse to overthrowsmall nations, band; one daughter. Mrs. Earl
Also present were the Mettie Deen Hub. Past presidents a man and a woman to :he state Daniel Boone and her husband. most of his life. He was a reused gifts, and any other mis- while receiving much aid from C. Kidder, Rockland,Me.; one
dames Harry Fowler, Sr., Obarw
and charter members were hon- central committee.Now in the Refreshments were served by tired employe of Baatian Blescellaneous treasuresfor the Russia who claims that comGtaj A. Blocker, Grand
ored and gi ven
Fowler. Phillip Fowler, Ida
9th district, Ottawa as the lar- Mrs. George Dally and Mrs. sing Co. His wife, the former project.
munism can succeed by paaet- Rapida, Mich.; one slater. Mrs.
theme was car- gest Republicancounty in the Huger DooutUe.
-dyea,
William Heeringa,Sue
Jennie Ver Woert, whom he
The next committee meeting fu' means. So, Dr. Herman said, George C. Seibert.Dallas, Tex|ii| flit in the table decorations. dlatrictis accorded one mem- . Original plans were to attend married in 191C, died in 1951
Fik, William Heyboer, Gerrit
will be held in the club dining Latin American countries sup*
Sears Doan
the Mes- ber. Muskegon county also has the Holland • Trivene City bas,n Ungeveldt, Harold UrnSurviving are a son, Gerrit,a room on Friday, Marco I. at port Russia, but thoaa who want
of Garden Grove. Calif.; James
Hud- one member and tha other coun- ketball game, but when the sister hi the Netherlands, two 9:30 a m. with chairmen of the
and Marvin Nienhuis.
violence get aid and arms from H.
Riverside, Calif.;
and Joyce tin' in the large district elect game wai rescheduled the plana grandchUdren and two greet division and „ those
Mias Lemmen will become the
Russia, via Castro, who favors five grandchildren, saveral ni*.
bride of Hairy Fowler, Jr., on
two
were changed. y
granoenuoren.
tba Chinase view.
cec ao^napbrn.
April
V
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Panthers

64-50 Defeat
HUDSONVILLE - West OtUwi’i basketball team lost its
sixth game in a row as they
met defeat at the hands of
Hudson vllle Unity Christian,
6440 score before 800 fans at
the Unity

gym

Tuesday

night.

The Panthers had difficulty
in stopping big 6'4” Carl
BBS

Aalbers as he worked the baseline to get several easy shots
and score 27 points for the
Crusaders. He had 17 poin!
the first half and adoed eight
more in the third quarter before be picked up nis fourth
foul and sat out most of the

'i
m

fouth quarter.
Unity hit an excellentpercen-

tage against the West Ottawa
zone in the early stages of the
game as they built up a 6-1
lead. The Panthers roared
back and tied the score at 7-7
midway in the quarter and then

lead

took the

9-7

on

a

turn-

around jump shot by Bruce Van
Huis. The score was tied at 1111 and was 13-13 at the end of
SUCCESSFUL HUNTERS - Jakie Roelofs
Roelofs of
helped on the trip by their does. Roelofs’dogs
the first quarter.
Zeeland (left) and Alvin (Moon) Elders
are named Sonny Boy and Prince and Elders’
The second quarter was close
Hudsonville bagged these 20 cottontail
rabbits
all rabbits
dogs are both called Sport. Rabbit season ends
all the way as the Panthers deduring two recent hunting tripe to the JonesMarch L
fense forced the Crusaders to
ville area in southeasternMichigan. They were
(Prince Studio photo)
throw the ball away several
times without getting a shot.
completed their first gallons. Disselkoen, Herman Essenburg
Neither team was able to get
They
were Donald Van’t Hof, Arthur De Groot and Marvi
more than a three point lead
Mr. and Mrs. David Allen Barber
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ten Brink Jr.
Donald Brinks and John Dyke- Meersman.
(iMl’t studio)
throughout most of the quarter.
At
the
morning
worship
serv(Prlnc* photo)
However the Panthersmanaged ice Sunday in Second Reformed ma. A total of 156 persons
Claudia Jeanne Reek became and Judy Barber, sister of the
Phyllis Jean Kievit, daughter girl, Roxanne Cornell, niece of
came to donate. There were 29
to hold a brief five-point24-19 Church the Rev.
Mrs. David Allen Barber in groom as bridesmaid, wore simof Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Kievit, the groom, wore a floor-length
walk-ins who had not been prelead about midway in the quarevening ceremonies on Feb. 5 ilar gowns of rose pink taffeta
Beckering, pastor, preached on
390 MayflowerAve., became white dress and carried a basviously contacted.
ter.
with bell skirts and short sleevin Third Reformed Church.
the
sermon
topic
“The
Service
the bride of Henry Ten Brink ket of petals.
Unity came back on a basket of the Saints." The choir sang
Mrs. N. J. Danhof served as
The bride is the daughter of es and matching Dior bows.
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Kendall Mar link, nephew of
by Tom Nyenhuis and two foul the anthems “Breathe on me, chafrman of the clinic. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Reek, They carried pink and white
Ten Brink Sr., Hamilton,in an the groom was ring bearer and
Danhof secured volunteer works hots by Aalbers to cut the lead
163 West 35th St., and the groom carnations.
Breath
of
God"
and
"Send
evening ceremony Feb. 12, at Donald Kievit, brother of the
ers.
to one point. They tied the
Attendingthe groom as best
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Forth Thy Spirit.”
In
the Holland Heights Christian bride, lit the candles.
score at 26-26 and then went on
Doctors were A. Vande Waa
Forrest Barber, 363 West 21st man was Eric Anderson.Bruce
Reformed Church.
Sunday was MissionaryEm- and M. J. Frieswyk.
Jack Ten Brink, brother of to take a 31-30 half time lead
Yingling and James Reek were
St.
ALLEGAN
City councilThe church was decorated the groom, served as best
phasis Sunday in the Classis of
as Aalbers scored ten straight
Brass tree candelabra and ushers.
Registered
nurses
included
with palms and ferns, altar man. Groomsmen were Ron
Zeeland. The Rev. Gordon Lamen
in session until after bouquetsof white snapdragons A reception for 150 guests was
points.
the Mesdames Sherwin Walman,
missionary
on
furlough
bouquets of red and white Lemmen and Jay Timmer, and
midnight Monday
finally and pink carnations were used held in the church rooms. Judy
West Ottawa hit on 13-37 in
and candelabra. The ushers were David Kievit, and the first half while Unity had from Japan was guest speaker ters, Arthur Lee, Jacob De
Witt, Elmer Hartgerink and passed a resolution to approve in decorations of the church. Westerhof and Dave Mannes
Rev. Rodney Westveer officiat- Greg Carroll.
at the evening service. His ser12-30. Van Huis and Aalbers
The Rev. Russell Vande Bunte presided at the punch bowl; Mr.
William Scheele.
the business district assessment
ed at the double ring ceremony. For the occasionthe bride’s
had a scoring duel in the first mon subject was “The Cost of
performed the double ring cere- and Mrs. Dale De Ridder at the
roll
requisite
to
Allegan’s
downPracticalnurses and aides
Clarence Walters played appro- mother chose a dress of egg half as Van Huis scored 16 and Disciplesnip in Japan” and the
gift table; Mrs. Frank Fleischmony.
anthem was “Beside Still Wa- were the Mesdames Melvin town renewal plan. A few repriate music and accompanied shell brocade with brown ac- Aalbers 17.
Roger
Rietberg
played
the er and Marilyn Barber served
Boonstra, Robert Wiersma, Sy- ductions in assessments were
ters.”
Earl Weener who sang “Be- cessories and a corsage of
In the third quarter the Crusamade following a detailed re- organ for the ceremony and ac- coffee; Mrs. Marvin Jalving,
cause” and “The Wedding white carnations and pink roses. ders began to pull away. Led
The consistoryhas set the brant Schipper, Floyd Bos,
view of minutes taken at last companied Mrs. Rietberg, the wedding cake and Patty Reek,
Prayer.”
The groom’s mother chose a by the scoring of Vande Bunte, Sundays of the Lenten Season Andy Christiansen, Ralph Oersoloist.
guest book.
The bride, escorted to the al- dress of beige lace with brown Nyenhuis and Aalbers, Unity aside as a trial period for the tel, Henrietta Van Spyker and Monday’s hearing.
For their wedding trip to ChiGiven
in
marriage
by
her
Also approved were paving
tar by her father,wore a floor- accessories ahd a corsage of built up a ten point lead with proposed duplicate morning Stanley Rutgers.
cago, the new Mrs. Barber
assessments
for Douglas, Cres- father, the bride wore a pale
length gown of tissue taffeta white carnations and pink 3:49 left in the quarter. They worship services. Beginning Other workers for the clinic
pink lace over taffeta street- changed to a loden green cashcent and Sherman Sts.
and a rosepoint lace bodice. A roses.
added one point to their lead on Sunday, March 7, the morn- were the Mesdames A1 JansJaycees Richard Crandle and length gown featuring wrist- mere sheath with black patent
large cabbage rose complement- A reception for 75 guests was and held an 11-point51-40 lead ing schedule will be: 8:45-9:45 sen, Ed Lamse, Theodore VanDoran
Wedge appeared at the length lace sleeves and a bell accessories,a white fur hat and
ed the back of the bouffant held at Jack’s Garden Room at the end of the quarter. Unity a.m.— The first worship serv- den Brink, Willard De Jonge,
meeting to report on progress skirt. A Dior bow held in place the corsage from her wedding
skirt which ended in a chapel with Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hirdes outscored the Panthers 20-10 in ice; 10:00-10:45a.m— The Sun- David Plasman, Jan Janssen,
her short veil. She wore a
of their city park project. The
train. Her elbow-length veil fell as master and mistress of cer- the quarter.
day School session;11:10-12:10 Dwight Wyngarden, H. C. DickThe bride attendedWestern
organization has been working strand of pearls, a gift of the
from a crystal and pearl crown. emonies, Mr. and Mrs. Ron
Unity scored first in the —The second worship service. man, Duane Hop, John Wal- — strictly with volunteer equip- groom and carried pink and Michigan University and the
She carried a single red rose. Stewart in the gift room and fourth quarter to build their
The Guild for Christian Serv- ters, Henry Steenwyk, Rudolph
ment and labor — for the past white roses fastened to a Bible. groom is a student at Davenport
As maid of honor Miss Karen Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Cornell at lead to 13 points and they held ice of Second Reformed Church, Van Dyke, Jay De Haan and
two years, to reclaim swamp She also carried the handker- College.He is employed at HanKievit,sister of the bride, wore the punch bowl.
this lead throughout the rest of will meet on March 2 at 7:45 Miss Marie Ver Hage.
land between Monroe St. and chief carried by her mother and
a floor-lengthdress of red velFor the wedding trip the the ball game. Both teams sub- p.m. to hear Dr. Anthony Lui- Helping to load and unload the Kalamazoo River near the grandmother at their weddings. sen’s Drug Store. They are at
vet and a matching pill box hat bride changed to a camel tan, stituted freely in the fourth dens speak on the subject “The equipment for the clinic were
Jan Haynes as maid of honor home at 165 West 17th St.
Elmer Ensing, Leon Veldhuis, C & O depot.
with a short veil. She carried two-piece dress and matching quarter. Unity won 64-50.
Nation and The Kingdom.”
When their project is coma white muff with a single red coat with a corsage of roses.
March 5 is the day set aside Allen Goreman and Willard
The Panthers hit on 8-29 while
pleted Jaycees hope to enlist
rose.
The bride is employed at Hol- the Crusaders hit 15-30 for a for “Women’s Day of Prayer” Taylor.
the aid of other organizationsin
Followingare the donors:
Mrs. Barb Lemmen and Mrs. land Rusk Co. and the groom fine 50 per cent shooting aver- with services to be held in
furnishing picnic and recreaage in the second half. Unity Faith Reformed Church at 1:30 Donald Van’t Hof, Ed Dykem^
Maxine Timmer, sisters of the
tional equipment. The gioup
at Bohn Aluminum Inc.
also made 10-17 from the char- p.m. Mrs. Riemstra from Grand Arthur Kraai, Nelson Koeman,
bride, were bridesmaids, and
was promised continued supThe couple will reside at 163 ity line while the Panthers hit Rapids will be the speaker. Judith Jongekryg, Hollis
were dressed identicallyto the
port from the council in the
8-25.
The theme for the day will be Brouwer, Simon Grassman, matter of funds and city trucks
honor attendant. The flower! Vander Veen Ave.
Coach Jack Bonham was “By Prayer with Thanksgiv- Mrs. Simon Grassman, Allyn on occasion.
pleased with the performance ing.” A nursery will be provid- Arendsen, Tom Gebben, Terry
Presented for study were a
Janice Hulst Feted
Foss, Mrs!' Terry Foss, Mrs. P.
of junior forward Dave Dykeraa ed.
List
Gov. George Romney will| stra, Sipp H. Houtman, Gary
prospectus on an employee reas he hit 10 points and hustled
The Rev. John Sergey, pro- Kooiker, Mrs. J. Weenum.
On Tenth Birthday
tirement fund but action was visit Holland on the first day of stra, Sip H. Houtman, Gary
Also giving were Milt Roelofs,
on the boards. Coach Andy Ten ducer and director of the Ruspostponed until a later date. the 1965 Tulip Time festival Vreeman, Don Gebraad and
Janice Hulst was honored by Harmsel praised his front line sian language Temple Time Louis Beyer, Howard Johnson,
Mike Lucas.
Possibilities of subscribing to a
Plans for the Fine and Ap- the fourth grade girls of East of Aalbers,Vande Bunte, and program, was guest minister at Leon Sterken, Gerald Timmer, Michigan MunicipalLeague job May 12, Mayor Nelson Bosnian
View Christian School Tuesday Nyenhuis.
the morning worship service in Henry Geerlings, Louis Elzinga,
plied Arts Show to be held in
classificationsurvey were dis- announced at a monthly meetThe Crusaders were led by First Reformed Church. He al- Mrs. Julain* Hiddinga,Hilbert cussed but no action was taken. ing of the Tulip Time board of
afternoon on the occasion of
April and for the annual banVinden Bosch, Dineke Vonk,
her 10th birthday anniversary. Aalbers with 27 followed by so providedspecial music.
City supervisors will be asked directors Tuesday afternoon in
quet were discussed at a meet- The party was given by Mrs. Nyenhuis with 13 and Vande
At the evening service the Don Wiersma, Jeff Walters, El- to meet with the council prior Civic Center.
ing of the Holland Color Camera Eugene Hulst who was assisted Bunte with 11 while Van Huis Rev. Gordon Van Wyke a mis- mer Hartgerink, Mrs. Hazel
The governor is expected to
to appointingnew supervisors
led the Panthers with 18 follow- sionary of the Reformed Church Janssen,Betty Raak, Erwin
Five Holland area students
Club Tuesday evening in Room by Mrs. Harold Wolbert.
or re-appointment of those now, don a Dutch costume and his
working in Japan, was guest Poest, Lee Vanden Bosch, Ern- serving. March 15 was set for specially carved wooden shoes have won their local school esGames were played and fav- ed by Dykema with 10.
204 of Van Raalte Hall on Hope
Ten Harmsel will be trying minister. He preached on “The est K o r t e r i n g, Dave Graf,
ors presentedto each guest.
and join local burghers in the say contests and are competing
the combined meeting.
College campus. Wally Clark of
to
even the Crusaders record Gospel of Hope.” Miss Charlotte Mick Nienhuis,John Vander
Lunch was served. Prizes were
There will be two council annual street scrubbing cere- for the state contest award of
the Grand Haven Camera Chib
won by Janice De Vries, Luan- Friday night as they travel to Coenis from the Coopersville Woude, Ted Lucas, Merit vacancies to fill at the April 5 monies on opening day. Open- an 11 -day trip to 10 national
and new member Jack Aus- na Rotman, Kris Tills, Karen Grandville for the regular sea- lible Church sang two solos, Zwiers, Donald Brinks, Lloyd election.Marvin Hays, member ing day events were rained out shrines and the New York
son’s final game. The Bullldogs letty Dykstra was accompan- De Jonge, Joseph Riedl, Jack
sicker of Holland were wel- Roelofs and Gail Veneklasen.
for the past eight years and last year and the governorwas World’s Fair.
are sporting a three game win- ist.
Nieboer, John Flekstra, Gerald
Also
invited
were
Chris
Helmayor for two terms, has an- unable to return the following The Holland Jaycees, sponcomed.
ning streak and will prove a
The Aid Auxiliary of First Slagh, Gerald Blauwkamp, Har- nounced he will retire. Morti- day for the postponed street sors of the U.S. Jaycee-Indeder, Debbie Lenters, Barbara
Winning prizes in the requirtough test. Unity now has an Reformed Church held their vey Knoll, Mrs. Harvey Knoll,
pendence Hall of Chicago “What
mer Buckley’s term as council- scrubbing.
Nykamp, Dawn Petroelje,Maroverall record of 8-9.
ed category “Christmas Spirit”
meeting on Monday evening. Arnold Slagh, Jerry Prince, man has also expired and he
Progress reports also were My Country Means to Me” Escia Russcher, Kris Vander LinThe fans will get a preview Miss Mildred Shuppert was Martin Voetberg, Bob Geer- has not indicated he will run given on other festivalevents. say Contest for seventh and
were Jay Vander Meulen, first; de, Debra Walters, Jayne Wolof the upcoming tournament as speaker for the evening. Miss lings, Mrs. Patilda De Young,
The group planning the costume eighth grade students, announcagain.
Fred Kelinheksel, second; Nick bert and Brenda Hulst. Unable
the Panthers travel to Zeeland Shuppert made a world tour of Cornelius De Young, Robert
Saturday noon, March 13, was show is looking for new talent ed the winners chosen by teachJohnson, third; A1 Potter, hon- to attend were Bonnie Bosch
Friday night. The Panthersand mission stations with a group Walters, Melvin Boerman and
set as deadline for filing peti- and a new script for the attrac- ers in each school.
orable mention.
and Amy Westveer.
Chix will tangle again next sponsored by Dr. John Piet Arnold Bos.
will be presented Receiving certificatesand
tions for council vacancies as tion which wUl
The open contest had Ralph
Tuesday in the first game of the rom Western Seminary. She
Others included Gerrit Ten well as for offices of municipal this year in the Salvation
ilvation Army
Army prizes at each school’s ceremoJohn Van Iwaarden’s "Moontournament. The Chix will be showed pictures of her tour.
Broeke, Don Ebels, Andrew judge, associate municipal building. Attempts are being nies will be Sam Starks, son of
shot” and “The Rapids,” and
out to avenge an earlier 57-52
The Rev. Gordon L a m a n, Blauwkamp, Ray Kraak, judge and city constable. Nora made to line up more small Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Starks,
Don Craycraft’s "The Swan” as
loss at the hands of the Panth- missionary of Japan, was guest Charles Monhallon,Dick Voetinating petition forms are avail- children in authentic Dutch E. E. Fell Junior High; Kathwinners, respectively. Judges
Admitted to Holland Hospital ers.
minister at the morning wor- burg, Peter Ver Plank, Ray La- able at city hall.
costumes.
leen Pathuis, daughter of Mr.
for the month were Harold Tuesday were Mrs. Rollin
Friday night will end the ship service in Faith Reformed mer, Preston Nagelkirk, Russel
The Wednesday night pro- and Mrs. Fred Pathuis, St.
Waldyke’s“Flower Garden," Oshier, 194^ East Seventh St.;
league competition for both Church. The evening sermon Raak, Norman Schut, Elmer
gram in Civic Center will fea- Francis de Sales Junior High;
Brondyke, Stuart Westing and Kathy Ellen Skaggs, 212 West
teams. Zeeland could remain topic was “The Tree That Veldheer, Melvin Graveling, E.
ture ballet and modern dance Craig Vander Bie, son of Mr.
Nick Eller broek
Ninth St.; Wynand Vander out of the cellar with a victory
Haveman, Jason Geerlings,
Sweetened Bitter Waters.”
groups from the Interlochen and Mrs. Melvin Vander Bie,
The program included a half Berg, 97 West 13th St.; Mrs.
while the Panthers could tie
The Rev. Angus Brower, Bernard J. Walters, Mrs. HenArts Academy plus a woodwind Central Christian Junior High;
hour taped slide show entitled James Hamelink, 137 Fairbanks
with the Chix with a victory.
quartet from the academy Jane Vreeman, daughter of Mr.
“The Work of His Hands,” Ave.; Elizabeth A. A. Dilla- The Panthers are 4-11 overall missionary from Africa, was ry Blauwkamp, Dena Broekguest ministerat the morning huis, Arend Driesenga, Jerome The Holland Hairdressers Af- faculty. The Interlochenper- and Mrs. Gary Vreeman, Magiven by Jim Van Iwaarden.
bough, 356 West 17th St.; For- and 1-6 in the league.
service in the First Baptist Vander Meer, Ed Wabeke, Ken filiate held an all-day workshop formers will be guests of local plewood Christian Junior High;
Next month’s meeting will est Graham, route 2, Fennville;
West Ottawa (50)
and tryout for Styles Body or families during their appear- Jean Nykerk, daughter of Mr.
Church. The Rev. Herbert Winstrom.
feature an awards banquet. Per- Mrs. Tenis Van Kooten, 14 East
FG FT PF TP Vander Lugt, a former pastor Also donating blood were ganization on Monday.
ance in Holland.
sons in the area who have slides 14th St.; Luther GaHsway, 325
and Mrs. Harry Nykerk, West
Visser, f ...... .
8
2
3
conducted the evening service. Mrs. Ken Winstrom, Herman
Three guest artists from MusThe Holland Garden Club is Ottawa Junior High.
or black and white prints for West Main St., Zeeland; Allen
Farabee, f .... . 1 0 1
2
“A Gentile
with Telgenhof, Roger Prince, Glen kegon, Larry Stout, Alice Demp- planning its flower show around
exhibitingin the Fine Arts Show
The runner-up and honorable
T. Bennett, 168 South Division; Van Huis, c .. .
2
3 18
Kamper, Ken Rouwhorst, Duane sey and Bernice Muleready, the theme. “The Swan,” in mention winners are Shirley
Great
Faith”
was
the
sermon
are asked to contact Jim Van Mrs. Leon Wenzel, 69 West 13th
Van Dyke, g .. .
1
3 topic of the Rev. Harry G. Hop, Alvem Hop, Gerbe’n Voet1
were on hand to instruct mem- keeping with Windmill De Monhollen, Patrice Chambers,
Iwaarden, chairman of the St.; William Wilkinson,route
Vizithum, g .. .
1
0
5
Arnold, pastor of the First burg, Henry Van Kampen, bers on the new trend in hair Zwaan which will be ready for Jim Leenhouts,Linda Van Egphoto section.
2, Fennville;Aggie Baas, 52 Boeve, f ..... . 1 0 3 2
Christian Reformed Church, at Dewey Knoll. Donald Carroll, styles. Mrs. Stout also served Tulip Time this year.
mond, Gayle Ver Hoef, Sam
East Sixth St.; Bernard Jan- Dykema, f .... .
0
1
10
the morning service. His eve- Mrs. Donald Carroll, Roger with Twilo Stasik for the Styles Other progress reports were Greydanus,Diane Rosendahl,
sen, 196 West 19th St.; Mrs. Bauer, g ...... .
2
0
2
ning subject was “A Spiritual Van Nuil, Arlan Hassink, Verne Body tryout.
of
given on parades and floats, Elizabeth Meengs, Marcia WaJohn Overway, 73 Blast 21st St.;
Smith, Mrs. Harold Vander
Conflict.”
The Styles Body is a new ot and other festival attractions. terway and George Molenaar.
Fred Young, 4247 58th St.
Totals ....... . 21 8 12 50
At the Third Christian Re- Zwaag, John Voetburg, Julius ganization being formed within Mike Lucas announced that the
Discharged Tuesday were
Unity Christian (64)
formed Church the Rev. Ar- Vander Zwaag, Willard WoRers, the local group to bring new Schmitt Brothers quartet of
FG FT PF TP thur Hoogstrate, pastor, the Holland Navis, Mrs. Rollatd hair styles to other hairdressers
The 1915 graduatingclass of Kathy Aalderink, route 1, HamTwo Rivers, Wis., long a bar1
ilton; Peter Alfaro, 438 Center, Vande Bunte, f .
1
3 11
Holland High School is planning
topics were “God at the Helm” Navis, Richard D i e r m e r, La as well as to study new trends bershop favorite in Holland,
Fennville; Cruz Beltron, 301 Nyenhuis, f .. .
1
2 13
its 50th anniversary reunion to
and “The Struggle for a Soul.” Vern Baumann, John Vene- and methods and to pass the will headline the Parade of For Paying
East Seventh St.; Arthur J. Aalbers, c ... 10 7 4 27
be held in late spring or during
The Rev. L. J. Hofman, pas- berg, Jack Vannette, Mrs. Jack information on. Membership in Quartets for the Friday night
Decker, route 1, Fennville; Mrs. DeGood, g ... ..
5
1
2
the summer.
tor of North Street Christian Vannette, Roger Berends.
the Styles Body is obtained by program.
March 1 is the final day In
...
0
3
0
The planningcommittee will Karl Ellerbroek, 126 East 15th Huizenga, g
Others in the group were Mrs. doing a hair style in the latest
Reformed Church, chose for his
Envelope stickers with a wind- which tax payments will be acSt.; Mrs. Jerry Luurtsema,1753 Gerrits,
0 2
... .. 1 0
welcome information as to the
sermon topics “A Discriptionof Roger Berends, Herman Wolt- trend and answering judges’ mill imprint and dates of the cented at the city treasurer’s
State St.; Mrs. Leena Merrill, Van Ek, g ....
0
2
4
jers, Julius Bartels, Henry questions.
whereabouts of the following
Hypocrisy” and “I BeUeve.”
1965 festivalMay 12 through 15
0
0
2
members of the class: Marlon route 1, Hamilton; Don Morris, Haveman, f ... ...
The Rev. Raymond Graves, Sieraema, Carl Boes, Wesley
New members are Alice Bartz are available to the public at After that date the bills are
0
1 • 0
Hamilton, Elmer Krukienier, 11 Blast 17th St.; Mrs. James Dykema, f .... ..
pastor of the Bethel Christian Glass, Ron Hulst, Ruth Hulst, of Saugatuck and Letty Den $3 a thousand.
turned over to the counties for
Anna Lundberg, James Mills, L. Strikwerda,129 West 37th
Reformed Church preached on Henry Tenckinck, Ken Tenck- Uyl and Marcia Piers from HolThe regular Tulip Time pro- collection,and the penalty is
Wayne Rank, Isabel Schuhahn, St.; Allen Timmerman, 43 East Totals ...... . 27 10 17 64 the subjects “A Plea for Unity inck, Jack Van Slooten,William land. Officers appointed are gram will be available later raised from three to four-and-a35th St.; Frank Van Etta, 69
Assink, Rex Foss, Bill Lowe, Margret Gearhart, chairman; mis week at Tulip Time head- half per cent.
Carroll Van Ark and Albert P.
of Thought” and “Man’s FaU
Fi
West Eighth St.
Two Cars Collide
\ anselow
Into Sin.”
Lawrence Veldheer, Helena Twilo Stasilt,co - chairman; quarters in Civic Center and
City Treasurer Jack LeenThe committee will also apCars driven by Roger
The sermon topics of the Rev. Brinks, GUlis Lankheet, Larry Letty Den Uyl, secretary; Mar- Chamber of Commerce head- houts reported that the city has
preciate receivingthe names Heater Starts Fire
Visscher, 716 Lugers Rd.,
James De Vries, pastor of Ha- Cook, Larry Dickmrn. Among cia Piers, treasurer and Alice quarters in Hotel Warm Friend. collected 84.6 per cent of the
and addressesof persons who Holland firemen were called Jesse Vanderborgh,65, of
ven Christian Reformed Church, other fivers were Gerrit Bartz, historian.
The order calls for 120,000 co- faU levy of (619,092.48. The towere at any time members of to put out a mattressfire at a South Shore Dr., were involved were “The Glory of Christ” Schreur, Edgar Hop, Robert
A business meeting was held pies.
tal received through Tuesday
the class between the years rooming house located at 75 in a Collisionin front of Van- and “Proper Prayer.”
Tift, Jim Galer, Joe Jellema, after the tryout. Plans for the
Mayor Bosman who also is was (524,209.67.
1911 and 1915 but who did not East Ninth St. at 3:30 p.m. derborgh’shome Thursday afDale Smith, Ruth Schrier, Al- Spring Hair Fasti***Show to be president of Tulip Time Festi“Temptation Common to
Leenhouts said that
per
complete the four years.
Wednesday. Firemen said the ternoon, Holland police said. was the morning sermon topic ford Ter Haar, Erwin Deur, Al- held on March 24 were diaceil val, Inc., presided at the meet- cent of the personal protfrty
Persons are akaed to contact fire was caused by an electric Vanderborgh had stopped to dis- of the Rev. Fred Hildenbrand, via Meyers, Kathryn Poppema, ed.
ing. Others attending were Paul taxes have been collected. He
or send information to either heater located near a bed in charge a passenger when the pastor of the Free Methodist Harriet Kara ten, Reymon
Next meeting of the hairdreae- Van Kolkeo, William H. Vande said that the lag la In real esLillian C. Van Dyke, 244 West one of the rooms. Firemen re- Visscher auto struck the
Scbutt, John Dykema, Don El- era group will be on March 15 Water, Jacob De Graaf, Dale tate p
MIV rear Church.
23rd
feuu St.,
o»., Holland, or Mrs. Olive moved the smolderingmattress. of Vanderborgh’s
fanderborgh’scar,
car, police Among the 131 persona who linga, W. R. Roseboom, Alfurd at the Hotel Warm Friend to Frii, Mrs. Frank Working, The
RerUch Dodson,
l
P. O. Box 333, They said
was some
Both vehicles were head- gave blood at the Red Cross Meyen, Glen Hop, Eldon Mor- complete the plane (or the hair Rucoa Giles. Mrs. Marian
Traywnt City.
smoke damage to the (tom.
clinic last Tburqday, three rea, Mrs, Rufus Maat, Allan ityleehew.*
low; Don Rohlck, SyM» StM-
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Enaai

Many Appear

25, 196i

Planning Open House

Court

In

Week

Last
Lupi

Silquert,24, of 332

Maple Ave. was fined $15 and
received a suspended Mhday
jail sentence after pleading
guilty in Municipal

Court to

simple larceny. The

jail

was suspended on

-•

condition of

year.

W*.

m

Roy Arthur Harris, 24, of 134
West 16th St., pleaded guilty to
driving under the influence of

......

it

intoxicating liquor,

and

paid

$79.70.

^

i
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Nancy Joan Dykema

i?

c

Mr. and Mrs. Claude L. Dykeof 476 Van Raalte Ave. announce the engagement of their
daughter, Nancy Joan, to James

Billy Starrett,36, of Dayton,
Ohio, served 10 days in the Ottawa County jail in default of
1 $54.70 for drunk and dis-

conduct.

ma

He

td a 3<hday jail

r

freshman, eighth and seventh grade teams

Tom

(Sentinel photo)

(left to right) they are Larry, Ron. Bob,
and Kenny. The boys are the aons ot Mr.

respectively.

and

5 Pete Brothers Play Basketball
Basketball is the chief topic
of conversation these days in
the Arthur Pete family.

And

well it should

i

«ieo re-

way,

Mr. and Mrs. Earl E. Nienhuis of 33 West 37th St., announce the engagement of their
daughter. Sharon Lynn, to
Roger Lee Langejans,son of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Langejans,
248 West 21st St.
fall wedding is being

year-old Kenny is a member
of the seventh grade team.
With that many basketball
players in one family, naturally the talk centers on basketball and sports.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete enjoy the
lively basketball chatter and

planned.

A

BASKETBALL PARENTS — Mr.

and Mrs. Arthur Pete of 170
West 10th St., qualify as two of the biggest boostersof the Holland public school athletic program. They have five sons playing basketballthis season.Here the Petes are seen at a Holland
High basketballgame in the Holand fieldhouse.
(Sentinelphoto)

Besides basketball, Larry
has played varsity baseball and

was

..

Morning

of Art

By Junior

Welfare League

the Pete home

Allegan's Cdncer

Raymon

Schutt, route 4;

Michael Dekker, 620 South 160th

Ave.; Mrs. Harold Bosma and
baby, route 4; Mrs. Thomas
Verdoo and baby, 54 East 16th
St.; Mrs. Odie Kelch and baby,
route 2, Hamilton; Mrs. Wil-

liam Emerick, 526

Pinecrest

Dr.; Mrs. Gordon Brewer and
baby, 465 Rose Park Dr.; Jeffrey Haan. 30 Wall St., Zeeland; Robert Shanks, route 5;
Mrs. James Van Kley and
baby, 360 MarquetteAve.; Henry Bouwman, 954 Baywood Dr.;
Mrs. Minnie Jonker, 219 West
19th St.; Mark De Witt, 271
Franklin St.; Lori Barman, 201
Scotts Dr.; Mrs. Andrew Sla*
ger, 3429 Butternut Dr.

Crusade Will
Start on April
ALLEGAN -

1

Henry Barber,

Allegan, will chairman Allegan

county'sannual month - long
Cancer Crusade beginning April
1,

county Cancer Society presi-

Fun Set

.

Miss Margaret Ann Meyers

An April 24 wedding is being
planned by Miss Margaret Ann
Mrs. Jack Miller and Mrs Meyers, Grand Rapids, daughter of Mrs. ConstanceJ. ManRoger Doolittle, co-chairmen for
cewicz and the late Frank E.
the Junior Welfare League Fine
Meyers, and Richard Miner,
Arts Festival,are extending an son of Mr. and Mrs. Merrill
invitationto all the Holland • Miner, East 27th St.
Zeeland children in grades
Miss Meyers is a graduate of
Kindergartenthrough 3 to be Kentwood High School, Grand
Rapids, and Mr. Miner was
at the Civic Center on Saturday,
graduated from Holland High
Feb. 27 for a morning of art School
fun.

The

festival is planned

from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 with

a

small admission.

dent Dr. A. B. Nitchellhas an-

In previous years Junior Welfare League has providedKidThe county’s quota has been die Karnivals, Silver Skates
raised to $12,700based on popu- Carnivals, children’s plays,
lation at 22 cents per person. activity fairs and concerts but
At a recent executive board this is the first approachto promeeting, it was pointed out that viding an actual art experience
this amount had been raised in for Holland’s young artists.
The program will be divided
previous years when quotas
were lower and members into three differenttypes of art
agreed they could “do it again work, games, collages,and easel painting.The games section,
in 1965.”
County chairman, school edu- i under the leadership of Mrs.
cation, Mrs. Charles Bobson. re- George Becker and Mrs. Marsh,
ports the local unit has had all Elzinga, is designedto pronumerous requests throughout vide a challenging form of art
the past year for loan of the I entertainmentto the children.
Easel painting is designedto
film on smoking in relation to
give the children the opportunity
lung cancer.
; of creating an originalpainting
The local Cancer Unit and
motivated by their own thoughts
the Red Cross have been coand interests.This section is
operating in working out drive
under the direction of Mrs.
schedules whereby both agenRobert De Bruyn and Mrs.
cies will not be collecting counJack Wallchenbach.
ty-wide at the same time, exThe collage section will proecutive secretary Wilma Harlan
vide the experience of working
said.
with different types of materials and making original designs from different types of
articles and textures. The students will be working with yarn
scraps, wood scraps, pieces of
Judson T. Bradford of Holland cloth, and many other types of
nounced.

Bradford

To

Named

GOP Group

was selected as Ottawa county’s
representative on the Republican state central committee at
Holds Regular Meet
The Holland Emblem Club a county caucus Saturday in
No. 211 held their regular meet- Lansing in connection with the
ing in the club rooms Thursday State Republican convention.He
with Mrs. Beatrice Stokes, the succeeds Leonard Zick of Hol-

Holland Emblem Club

)

land.
president,presiding.. A
Plans were made for a joint
Others nominated for the post
meeting and initiation of officers were Mrs. N.J. Danhof of Zeeto be held in Benton Harbor in land. Ed Meany and June Storm

May.

of Grand Haven and Leonard
Mrs. Jewel Fauquher, Mrs. Zick of Holland. When Ottawa
Virginia Bids and Mrs. Helen county was a part of the 5th
Renner were winners of the Lit- congressional district, it named
tle Deers Club. Past presidents a man and a voman to the state
and charter members were hon- central committee.Now in the
ored and given giftB.
9th district, Ottawa as the larA valenthk. theme was car- gest Republican county in the
ried out in the table decorations. district is acjjrded one memLunch was served by the Mes- ber. Muskegon county also has
I, Helen Hud- one member and the other counties in (be large district elect

two menbers.

all their married

life.

right of way, $10; Joyce Carolyn
Artz, 216 Cambridge Rd., failure to yield the right of way,
$10; KathleenM. Schiefer,3901
120th St., careless driving. $12;
Carl John Dams, 6348 West
Members of the Holland
143rd Ave., speeding, $15; RichBranch
of the American Assoard D. Mokma, 19 East Eighth
St., speeding, $15.
ciation of University Womep

Cuba
AAUW Meet

Dinner, Talk on

Featured at

Two Hurt As

lege campus. Tables were dec-

Cars Collide
At Junction

orated with red, white and blue

flowers and candles to carry
out a patriotic February theme.

GRAND HAVEN - Two

ing, following which Mrs. Judson Bradford area representalive for world problems,introduced the speaker, Dr Donald
Herman, assistant professor of
poliltical science at Grand Valley State College.

per-

sons were in fair condition today in MunicipalHospital fol-

ed“rverHaeI^ortGtoksSPm“tlowing a Iwwar crash at

Beek,

Robert Zwier.
Tenth grade nonor roll includes Celia Arens, Myrna
Arens, Linda Baas, Henry
Berghoef, Charles Bos, Roger
Boyd, Karl Bratt, Gayle Bremer, Gary Brower, Wayne Brower, Joe Dahm, Evelyn De'Roer,
JoAnne De Haan, Larry Essenburg, Mary Jo Gebben, Tim
Geerlings, Lois Gritter, Kathleen Groenhof, Steve Hamberg,

(^qq Hamburg,

Philip Hek-

man, Timothy Helmus, Ruth
Lynn

Karsten, Nancy Kceman.
Others are Susan Kort, Belva
Kuipers. Sharon

Lamer, Mary

Lanning, Yvonne Lemson,
Joyce Mellema, Donna Meyer,
David Mosher, EJlen Plockmey*
er. Jerry Sail, Elaine Schaap,
Linda Scholten, Nancy Schrotenboer, Mary Staat, Jim Ster-

5,

Kampen. route 4, speeding, $15;
Clark Weersing.530 West 32nd
St., speeding, $12; Geraldine
Ann Wagner, 28 South Elm St.,
Zeeland, speding, $12; Lance K.
Stell, 115 East 13th St., speeding, $12; Wayne J. Westveld,
177 Glendale Ave., speeding,
$12; Donald J. Ryzenga. route
1, speeding,$17; Sharon Kay
Coombs, 332 Butler St.. Saugatuck, disobeyed red light, $10.
Jacob John Boeve, route 3,
disobeyedred light, $10; Mary
Kay Den Uyl, Macatawa Park,
disobeyed stop sign, $7; John
N. Elfers, 250 North Lindy St.,
Zeeland, disobeyed stop sign,
$7; Caroline E. Kooiker, 22 West
28th St., disobeyedstop sign,
$10; Donna Jean La Grand, 31
East 35th St., improper backing, $7; Darlene G. Dirkse, 244
East 13th St., disobeyed stop

Van Wyke, Joann Ver

Holst eg i\ Join. Janssen,

held a dinner meeting Thursday
speeding, $15;; Clarence W.
evening in the Terrace Room
Boeve, 1113 South Shore Dr.,
speeding, $12; Dale E. Van of Durfee Hall on the Hope Col-

Petes are strong supporters of the Holland public
schools athletic program and
give their youngsters lots of encouragement in sports.

David Swift, 555 Jacob Ave.;
Mrs. Minnie Gumser, Resthaven; Judy Vanden Berg, 236
North Franklin, Zeeland (discharged same day); Judy Monschein, 14578 Riley St. (discharged same day); Miner
Dykman, 68 Madison PI.; Art
Renkema, 8460 112th Ave., West
Olive (discharged same day).
DischargedThursday were

and Mr. Brewer is 74. They home

Lloyd A. Alofs. route

they are familiarfigures at
each basketball game. It keeps
them busy watching five teams

ton;

$10.

Fernando Marlines, South
Bend, Ind., failure to yield the

Sharon Lynn Nienhuis

Holland High sophomoreand
plays on the reserve team.
The other three brothers are
playing on the E. E. Fell Junior High teams. Bob, who is
14, is on the ninth grade team
while 13-year-oldTom plays on
the eighth grade team and 12-

Admittedto Holland Hospital
Thursday were Mrs. Minnie
Rot man, 382 West 20th St.;
Frank Van Etta, 69 West Eighth
St.; Michael Jousma, 170 East
27th St.; Leena M. Merrill,
route 1, Hamilton; Mrs. Fannie
Volkema, 1687 Ottawa Beach
Rd.; Mrs. John De Witt, 224
South Maple St., Zeeland; Robert Busscber, route 2, Hamil-

1*

4

a family has a complete basketball team under one roof. This is the case with the
Petes, who live at 170 West 10th
St. They have five bovs who
are playing basketballthis season on a Holla
ind public school
team.
The oldest of the quintetis 10ycarold Larry who is a junior
at Holland High School and a
guard on the Dutch varsity. His
15-year-oldbrother, Ron, is a

Hospital Notes

¥%

. met-

Named to tbe ninth grade
honor roll are the following:
Cheryl Arts, Paul Blauwkamft—
Jone Bosch, Janice Breaker,
Steven Bushouse,Karen De
Haan, Bob De Nooyer, Lloyd
Dozemap, Robert Dozeman, Susan Dubois, Bonnie Greydanus,
Mary Groenhof, Mary Hekman,
Nancy Hertel, Pamela Hietbrink, Mary Hoffmeyer, Bill
Hop, Rosemary Jipping, Gloria
Johnson, James Jonker, Ann
Jorritsraa,Bonnie Keen, Mildred Knoll, Leslie Kotman,
Linda Nienhuis.
Also John Otten, Susie Petroelje,Mary Poortenga,Judy
Prins, Ruth Roelofs, John
Roels, Donna Schipper, Dale
Scholten, Mary Slotman, Mark
Spykerman, Beth Streur, Beverly Todd, Jack Vanden Berg,
Mary Vanden Bosch, Kathleen
Vander Leek, Nancy yan Halse*
ma, Richard Van Hemert, Robert Van Langevelde,William

” f. #

be when

run cross coutnrj for the Dutch,
and Pete
an interested
spectator. It is expected the
other Pete boys will also play
>tber sports on the junior high
and high school level.
Larry has his sights set on
king a coach and its sure to
assume that sports will be
talked about for many years in

land Christian High School.

Mrs. Cornelius Karsten of 39 liouor law for three yean.
Douglas Brown, 17, of 569
South Maple St., Zeeland.
West
30th St., was fined $24.70
Plans are being made for a
and received a suspended Hklay
May wedding.
jail term for tampering with
property not his own. The jail
term was impended on condition the defendant’sparents confer with the municipal iudge.
Others who appeared m Municipal Court last week were
Grace Wolters, 204 Wert 13th
St., interfering with through
traffic, $10; Dennis Dwight
Ferris, 486 Washington Ave.,
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Brewer
failureto stop in an assured
(EBMiib«r9photo)
clear distance,$10; Robert W.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Brewer of were married Feb. 25, 1915, by
Strecher, route 1, failure to route 4, Holland, are planning the Rev. B. Nagel and are lifestop in an assured clear dis- to hold open house Thursday, long members of Pine Creek
tance, $10; David Lee Von Ins, Feb. 25, in celebration of their Christian Reformed Church.
271 West 36th St., failure to stop 50th wedding anniversary. They
The Brewers have one daughin an assured clear distance, will receive relatives, friends ter, Mrs. Edward Siegers of
$10; Opert P. Bird, route 1, and neighbors in Pine Creek route 4, Holland, ind two
East Saugatuck, failureto yield Christian Reformed Church grandchildren, Mrs. Dale Vanthe rigth of way, $10; Lavern from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m.
den Brink and Paul Edgar
Charles Mills, 435 Beach St.,
Mrs. Brewer, the former Siegers. M;. and Mrs. Brewer
failure to yield the right of Jennie Schulte, is 70 years old have lived in their present

FAMILY BASKETBALL TEAM - These five Mrs. Arthur Pete of 170 Wert 10th St. Larry
brothers can make up their own basketball plays on the Holland varsity while Ron is on
team. They are the Pete
brothers
and all five the reserves and the other three play on the
_____
________

—

has been released by the Hol-

tit

term which

roll for the first

semester of the 196445 year

-w

was suspended on condition of
H. Karsten. son of Mr. and no further violations of the

play mi a Holland public school team. Standing

Tbe honor

¥

term

no further violations in one

m

Honor Roll

0

r.

ken. Bruce S t u r i n g, David
Terpsma, Douglas Terpstra,
Kenneth Vander Kamp, David
Van Halsema, Jill Van Hemert,
Jerry Venema, Elly Verhagen,
Sheryl Wabeke, Susan Zwier.
Named to the 11th grade roll
are Beth Beelen, Beverly Boer-

8:30

man, Mary Bomers, Linda
Bouwman, Linda De Wit, Carol

Dyke, Janice Faber, Terry Genp,n}-,cS“tur(‘ay
a‘ lhe Ju5ctl°!! zink, Ruth Gruppen, Marilyn
of US-31 and M-45
01
and Mji5 ,n Gra,ld
Gunther, Jean Hart, Carolyn
Haven township.
Driving the cars were Daniel Haverdink,Earl H e m m e k e,

^

Jean Joldersma, Linda Karsten,
Ardith Kickover, Marsha Koning, Brian Kooiker, Nancy
Koop, Larry Kotman, Ellen
Nienhuis, Nicola Postma, Tom
Postma, Ann Prince. Linda Raterink. Glen Riemink.
Others include Linda Schrotenboer, Gary Smith, D i a n •
Stephenson, Jean Sturing, Lois
ten Hoor, Jayne Tien, Karen
Tinholt, F a y t h Vander Ark,
David Vander Meulen, Doris
Van Drunen, Betty Vreeman,
sign, $10.
Maynard Ter Keurst, Jeni- started to fail as soon as United the Lansing Regional Blood Cen- Karen Waldyke, David Wynter later Sunday night when her
garden, Valora Zoerhof.
son, failureto yield the right of States intervention ceased. He
condition became more serious.
The 12th grade honor students
way, $10; Cornelia Gras, 263 reviewed the tyranny of BaDennis Shoemaker.16, brother
South Division St., Zeeland, im- tista from 1952 to 1959, a perare Ruth Achterhof, Harold
of the driver, was admitted for
proper lane usage, $10; John H. iod during which he made a per- ,
concussion and other Alferink,Ben Becksvoort, MarStephens,155 West 15th St., sonal profit from graft of eight injuries His condition also was tha Beelen, Janet Boerema,
careless driving, $27 suspended hundred million dollars. Castro fajr
Nancee Bonnema. Shirley
on condition of no further viola- made his famous July 26, 1953 The ,wo drivers
Brandsen, Hazel Bredeweg, Caltions in one year; Marjorie Ann unsuccessfulrevolutionaryat- (or cutj and bruM
vin Bremer, Jean Brower, AnAltena, 140 East 37th St., im- temptto overthrowBatista and Bunk 14
01j
nette Bruinsma, Kay Compaan,
proper backing,$12 suspended by 1959 he succeeded in
in
shoeraal;er Par James Deur, Mary Diepenhorst,
on condition of no further vioRichard Dykema, Gary Ea! did not require medical treatlations in one year
The speaker stated that Cas- raent. The Garbrecht's three- sing, John Frieswyk, Louise
Norman David Lam. 882 West
tro was not a communist when m0nth-old daughter Sherri es- Hamer, Wilma Haveman, Mer26th St., speeding, $17 suspendrie Holwerda, Merle Jaarda,
he came into power but need- caped injuries
ed on condition of no further ed international support
Janice Jonker, Laurel Karsten,
violationsin one year; Jose A.
needed to use dictatorialmethCarrol Kloosterman, Kathy
Rozales, 246 East Ninth St.,
ods so he declared himself a Blaze Hits
Knoll, Lee Koning, Nancy Konspeeding, $27 suspendedon concommunist in 1960. Many say
ing, Paul Kooiker, Allen Koop,
dition of no further violations in
that Castro betrayed the revoDel wyn Langejans, David Leep,
one year; Thomas Elenbaas, 228
lution and the speaker agreed.
Rosemary Meeusen, Helen PadWest 15th St., speeding. $15
Castro promised to restore HAMILTON — Fire late Sat- ding, Sandra Peerbolt,Robert
suspended on condition of no
the constitutionof 1940, to hold urday afternoon destroyedthe Petroelje.
further violationsin one year;
Gil Rigterink home at 5453 136th
Also listed are Robert Pott,
Paul R. Overbeek, route 3, general elections,to give land Ave., west of Hamilton.
to the peasants, and not to naEdith Praamsma, Della RieZeeland, careless driving, $22
Hamilton Fire Chief Andy mersma, Jack Ritsema, Kaysuspended on conditionof no tionalize industry. He did not
keep these promises.Since he Dykema said the blaze was lene Schaafsma, Mary Schipfurther violationsin one year;
destroyedthe middle class in caused by defective electrical pers, Ruth Steenwyk, Sheryll
Eugene M. Haight, 496 Harrison
wiring. The rear portion of the
Swieringa,Marilyn Tubergen,
Ave., speeding, $17 suspended his revolution,illiteracy is actually higher now than before two-story frame home was com- Mary Tuls, Judith Vanden
on condition of no further violathe revolution, despite great pletelygutted by flames, Dyke- Bosch, Rose Vanden Bosch,
tions in one year; Linda D. Ritliteracy programs, the speaker ma said.
William Vanden Bosch, Jack
ter, Spring Lake, no operator’s
The fire was discoveredat Vanden Heuvel, Ellen Vander
said. Only thirty per cent of
license, $12 and 10 days in jail
5:10 p.m. by a neighbor of the
the population is literate.
Ploeg, Jacklyn Van Hemert,
with jail terra suspended on conRigterinks. No one was home
Although
the
U.S.
is
not
purJanice Van Huis, Ruth Van
dition of no further violations
chasing their sugar, Cuba is when the fire started.
in one year.
Wyke, Willie Vreeman, Ruth
Hamilton firemen, assistedby
producingmore than ever and
Walcott, Ward Walters, Janice
selling it all to Russia. Since firemen from Graafschap and Waterway, Thomas Wedeven,
Attic
Russia is the world’s largest Overisel, battled the blaze for Janice Weener.
sugar producer, they are at two hours. Dykema said dampresent paying Cuba more for age would run “several thousMarcia Lemmen Feted
sugar than the world market and” dollars. The loss was partially
covered
by
insurance.
Mrs. Kenneth Kooiker, presi- price and are anxiously trying
Surprise Shower
Shoemaker, 16. route 1, Zeeland,
and Terry Garbrecht, 18. Muskegon. State police charged
Choosing as his topic, “The Shoemaker with failure to \d
Cuban Revolution and the Im- the right of way after he t iled
to stop for a stop sign and his
plications for Latin America
car struck the Garbrecht car
and the United States”,Dr.
Herman in his informative and broadside
Garbrecht's wife, Alice, 18,
interesting talk, first briefly
received serious abdominal intraced Cuba’s history since the
juries and was put on the crititurn of the century.
cal list in MunicipalHospital.
He said that, although Cubans State police arranged for the
would be reluctant to admit it,
transfer of special blood from
democraticgovernment in Cuba

a

so'

doing

w

^

and _

_

Home

Near Hamilton

Marlene Kay Van Kampen
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Van

Kampen

of 6380 120th Ave., an-

nounce the engagement of their
daughter, Marlene Kay, to Robert Rotman, son of Mr. and

Mrs. Marvin Rotman of

54

Scotts Dr.

Miss Van Kampen, a graduated from Holland High School
is a junior at Michigan State
University. Rotman was graduted from Holland High School
and is now a senior at Michigan

Specials

Group Meets

dent of The Woman’s Literary to sell it to others.
Club, announced that the “Attic
The Latin American Youth Mrs. Richard Blocker Dies
Specials and Second Bests” Conferences held in Havana
In New York Hospital
event will again be held at the have as their theme that the
household articles.
club on April 30.
Cuban Revolutionis just the AUBURN, N.Y. - Mrs. DoroState University.
Plans were made at a com- first step in world-wideupris- thy Doan Blocker, wife of the
Junior Welfare League
mittee meeting at Mrs. Kooi- ing and that Latin America is Rev. Richard J. Blocker, pasGrand Haven Man Dies
ker’s home on Friday morning. next. Castro hopes to foment
Sponsors Game Night
tor of Sand Beach Church in
Mrs. Jerome Couniban will problems in other areas into Auburn, N.Y., died Friday in
After Fall in His Home
Junior Welfare League enterassist Mrs. Kooiker.' Other which he can move. However, Aurburn Memorial Hospital at
tained 28 students of the Holland
GRAND HAVEN - Bernard members on the steering com- the speaker said that the left the age of 64.
Junior High Special Education Walter De Stigter, 79, of 906 mittee are Mrs. J. H. Van wing parties in Latin America
She had lived in Auburn for
department Friday night at a ElliottSt., Grand Haven, died Dyke, treasurer, Mrs. Leo Sal- are doing well as has their
30 years. She was a member
games night in the Jefferson Saturday afternoon in Mercy isbury, recording secretary, common market.
of the Sand Beach Church and
School gym.
Hospital in Muskegon three and Mrs. Albert Nutile, pubIn the SinoSovietsplit, Cuba the Ladies Society and a forThe party was planned by hours after he fell in his home licity.
stands in the peculiar position mer Sunday School superinMrs. Larry Den Uyl, chairman, and went into shock.
Members of tbe club are of believing with the Chinese tendent.
assistedby 10 league members
He was born in the Nether- asked to save second bests of that violence is the method to She is survived by her busand the student teacher, Mrs. lands and lived in the local area clothing jewelry, furniture,un- use to overthrowsmall nations,
band; one daughter, Mrs. Earl
Daniel Boone and her husband. most of his life. He was a re- used gifts, and any other mis- while receiving much aid from
C. Kidder, Rockland,Me.; one
Refreshments were served by tired employe of Bastian Bles- cellaneous treasuresfor the Russia who claims that comson, Glenn A. Blocker, Grand
Mrs. George Daily and Mrs. sing Co. His wife, the former project.
munism can succeed by peace- Rapids, Mich.; one sister, Mrs.
Roger Doolittle.
Jennie Ver Woert, whom be
The next committee meeting fu’ means. So, Dr. Herman said, George C. Seibert,Dallas, TexOriginal plans were to attend married in 1916, died in 1951.
will be held in tbe club dining Latin American countries sup- as; two brothers, Sears Doan
the Holland - Traverse City basSurviving are a son, Gerrit, a room on Friday, March 5, at port Russia, but those who want
of Garden Grove, Calif.; James
game, but when the sister in the Netherlands, two 9:30 a.m. with chairmen of the violence get aid and arms from H. Doan of Riverside, Calif.;
ame was rescheduled the plans grandchildren and two great division and those heading Russia, via Castro, who favors
five grandchildren, several niewere changed. ^
grandchildren.
special aaaigniftnt*.
the Chinese view.
ces anttyMphews.

M

A surprise shower was given
for Miss Marcia Lemmen Wednesday evening at the home of
Mrs. Bob Heeringa. The hostess
was assisted by Mrs. Harold

Lemmen

and Mrs. William

Heeringa.

Miss Lemmen opened her
a white sprinkling
can with pink streamers atgifts under

tached to each gift. A buffet
luncheon was served.
Games were played and prizes awarded to Mrs. Henry Postma, Mrs. Warren Comport,
Miss Carol Duiyea and Miss

Mary

Heeringa.

Also present were the Mesdames Harry ’Fowler, Sr., Charles Fowler, PhillipFowler, Ida
Duiyea, William Heeringa,Sue
William Heyboer, Gerrit
Van Langevelde,Harold Lemmen and Marvin Nienhuis.
Miss Lemmen will become the
bride of Harry Fowler, Jr., oa
April

2.
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Married

in

Local

Church

Unity

:W

Wed

Hands

in

Third

PanthertrcV

64-50 Defeat
HUDSONVILLE - West OtUwa’s basketball team lost its
sixth game in a row as they
met defeat at the hands of
Hudsonville Unity

mM

V

Christian,

64-50 score before 800 fans at

the Unity gym Tuesday night

wM

The

Panthers had

difficulty

*

in

stopping big O't” Carl
Aalbers as he worked the baseline to get several easy shots
and score 27 points for the
Crusaders. He had 17 points in
the first half and added eight
more in the third quarter before he picked up nis fourth
foul and sat out most of the

+A

... i-f

Mg
wmm

1

fki

fouth quarter.
Unity hit an excellentpercentage against the West Ottawa
zone in the early stages of the

nme
sad.

up a 6-1
The Panthers roared

as they built

back and tied the score at 7-7
midway in the quarter and then
took the lead 9-7 on a turnaround jump shot by Bruce Van
Huis. The score was tied at 1111 and was 13-13 at the end of
SUCCESSFUL HUNTERS - Jakie Roelofs of
helped on the trip by their do^s. Roelofs' dogs
the first quarter.
Zeeland (left) and Alvin (Moon) Elders of
are named Sonny Boy and Prince and Elders'
The second quarter was close
Hudsonville bagged these 20 cottontail rabbits
dogs are both called port. Rabbit season ends
all the way as the Panthersdeduring two recent hunting trips to the JonesMarch 1.
:-?r*
fense forced the Crusaders to
ville area in southeastern Michigan. They were
(Prince Studio photo)
throw the ball away several
times without getting a shot.
completed their first gallons. Disselkoen, Herman Essen burg,
Neither team was able to get
They
were Donald Van’t Hof, Arthur De Groot and Marvin
more than a three point lead
Mr. and Mrs. David Allen Barber
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ten Brink Jr.
Donald Brinks and John Dyke- Meersman.
throughout most of the quarter.
At
the
morning
worship
serv(Princ* photo)
However the Panthers managed ice Sunday in Second Reformed ma. A total of 156 persons
Claudia Jeanne Reek became and Judy Barber/ sister of the
Phyllis Jean Kievit, daughter girl, Roxanne Cornell, niece of
came to donate. There were 29
to hold a briefs five-point24-19
Mrs. David Allen Barber in groom as bridesmaid, wore simChurch
the
Rev.
of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Kievit, the groom, wore a floor-length
walk-ins who had not been prelead about midway in the quarevening ceremonies on Feb. 5 liar gowns of rose pink taffeta
Beckering, pastor, preached on
390 MayflowerAve., became white dress and carried a basviously contacted.
ter.
with bell skirts and short sleevin Third Reformed Church.
the sermon topic “The Service
the bride of Henry Ten Brink ket of petals.
Unity came back on a basket of the Saints.” The choir sang
Mrs. N. J. Danhof served as
itching Dior bows.
The bride is the daughter of es and mat
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Kendall Marlink, nephew of
by Tom Nyenhuis and two foul the anthems “Breathe on me, chafrman of the clinic. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Reek, They carried
led pink and white
Ten Brink Sr., Hamilton, in an the groom was ring bearer and
shots by Aalbers to cut the lead
Danhof secured volunteer work163 West 35th St., and the groom carnations.
Breath
of
God”
and
“Send
evening ceremony Feb. 12, at Donald Kievit, brother of the
to one point. They tied the Forth Thy Spirit.”
ers.
Attendingthe groom as best
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. A.
In
the Holland Heights Christian bride, lit the candles.
score at 26-26 and then went on
Doctors were A. Vande Waa
Forrest Barber, 363 West 21st man was Eric Anderson. Bruce
Reformed Church.
Jack Ten Brink, brother of to take a 31-30 half time lead
Sunday was Missionary Em- and M. J. Frieswyk.
Yingling and James Reek were
St.
ALLEGAN
City councilThe church was decorated the groom, served as best as Aalbers scored ten straight phasis Sunday in the Classis of
Brass tree candelabra and ushers.
Registered
nurses
included
with palms and ferns, altar man. Groomsmen were Ron
Zeeland. The Rev. Gordon Lamen — in session until after bouquets of white snapdragons A reception for 150 guests was
points.
the Mesdames Sherwin Walbouquets of red and white Lemmen and Jay Timmer, and
West Ottawa hit on 13-37 in man, missionary on furlough ters, Arthur Lee, Jacob De midnight Monday
finally and pink carnations were used held in the church rooms. Judy
and candelabra. The ushers were David Kievit, and the first half while Unity had from Japan was guest speaker
Witt, Elmer Hartgerink and passed a resolution to approve in decorations of the church. Westerhof and Dave Mannes
Rev. Rodney Westveer officiat- Greg Carroll.
at the evening service. His ser12-30. Van Huis and Aalbers
presided at the punch bowl; Mr.
the business district assessment The Rev. Russell Vande Bunte
ed at the double ring ceremony. For the occasion the bride’s had a scoring duel in the first mon subject was “The Cost of WilUam Scheele.
performed
the double ring cere- and Mrs. Dale De Ridder at the
Practical nurses and aides roll requisiteto Allegan’s downDiscipleship in Japan” and the
Clarence Walters played appro- mother chose a dress of egg
half as Van Huis scored 16 and
mony.
gift table; Mrs. Frank Fleischpriate music and accompanied shell brocade with brown ac- Aalbers 17.
anthem was “Beside Still Wa- were the Mesdames Melvin town renewal plan. A few reRoger
Rietberg
played
the er and Marilyn Barber served
Boonstra, Robert Wiersma, Sy- ductions in assessments were
ters.”
Earl Weener who sang “Be- cessories and a corsage of
In the third quarter the Crusamade following a detailed re- organ for the ceremony and ac- coffee; Mrs. Marvin Jalving,
cause” and “The Wedding white carnations and pink roses. ders began to pull away. Led
The consistoryhas set the brant Schipper, Floyd Bos,
view of minutes taken at last companied Mrs. Rietberg,the wedding cake and Patty Reek,
Prayer.”
The groom’s mother chose a by the scoring of Vande Bunte, Sundays of the Lenten Season Andy Christiansen, Ralph Oersoloist.
guest book.
The bride, escorted to the al- dress of beige lace with brown Nyenhuis and Aalbers, Unitv aside as a trial period for the tel, Henrietta Van Spyker and Monday’s hearing.
For their wedding trip to ChiGiven in marriage by her
Also
approved
were
paving
Stanley
Rutgers.
tar by her father,wore a floor- accessories and a corsage of built up a ten point lead with proposed duplicate morning
father, the bride wore a pale cago, the new Mrs. Barber
length gown of tissue taffeta white carnations and pink 3:49 left in the quarter. They worship services. Beginning
Other workers for the clinic assessmentsfor Douglas,Cres- pink Ince over taffeta street- changed to a loden green cashwere
the Mesdames A1 Jans- cent and Sherman Sts.
and a rosepoint lace bodice. A roses.
on
Sunday,
March
7,
the
mornadded one point to their lead
Jaycees Richard Crandle and length gown featuring wrist- mere sheath with black patent
large cabbage rose complementA reception for 75 guests was and held an 11-point51-40 lead ing schedule will be: 8:45-9:45 sen, Ed Lamse, Theodore VanDoran
Wedge appeared at the length lace sleeves and a bell accessories,a white fur hat and
ed the back of the bouffant held at Jack’s Garden Room at the end of the quarter. Unity a.m.— The first worship serv- den Brink, Willard De Jonge,
meeting to report on progress skirt. A Dior bow held in place the corsage from her wedding
skirt which ended in a chapel with Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hirdes outscored the Panthers 20-10 in ice; 10:00-10:45a.m.— The Sun- David Plasman, Jan Janssen,
of their city park project. The her short veil. She wore
train. Her elbow-length veil fell as master and mistress of cer- the quarter.
day School session; 11:10-12:10Dwight Wyngarden, H. C. DickThe bride attended Western
strand of pearls, a gift of the
has been working
from a crystal and pearl crown. emonies, Mr. and Mrs. Ron
Unity scored first in the —The second worship service. m”an°“bua£°“kop.' John wTl’ organizaUon
groom
and
carried
pink
and
Michigan
University and the
— strictly with volunteer equipShe carried a single red rose. Stewart in the gift room and fourth quarter to build their
The Guild for Christian Serv- ters, Henry Steenwyk, Rudolph
ment
and
labor — for the past white roses fastened to a Bible. groom is a student at Davenport
As maid of honor Miss Karen Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Cornell at lead to 13 points and they held ice of Second Reformed Church, Van Dyke, Jay De Haan and
two years, to reclaim swamp She also carried the handker- College.He is employed at HanKievit,sister of the bride, wore the punch bowl.
this lead throughout the rest of will meet on March 2 at 7:45 Miss Marie Ver Hage.
land between Monroe St. and chief carried by her mother and
a floor-lengthdress of red velFor the wedding trip the the ball game. Both teams sub- p.m. to hear Dr. Anthony Lui- Helping to load and unload the KalamazooRiver near the grandmother at their weddings. sen’s Drug Store. They are at
vet and a matching pill box hat bride changed to a camel tan, stituted freely in the fourth dens speak on the subject “The equipment for the clinic were
Jan Haynes as maid of honor home at 165 West 17th St.
Elmer Ensing, Leon Veldhuis, C & O depot.
with a short veil. She carried two-piece dress and matching quarter. Unity won 64-50.
Nation and The Kingdom.”
When their project is coma white muff with a single red coat with a corsage of roses.
The Panthers hit on 8-29 while
March 5 is the day set aside Allen Goreman and Willard
pleted
Jaycees hope to enlist
rose.
The bride is employed at Hol- the Crusaders hit 15-30 for a for “Women’s Day of Prayer” Taylor.
the aid of other organizationsin
Following
are
the
donors:
Mrs. Barb Lemmen and Mrs. land Rusk Co. and the groom fine 50 per cent shooting aver- with services to be held in
furnishing picnic and recreaage in the second half. Unity Faith Reformed Church at 1:30 Donald Van’t Hof, Ed Dykem^ tional equipment. The gioup
Maxine Timmer, sistersof the
at Bohn Aluminum Inc.
Arthur
Kraai,
Nelson
Koeraan,
also made 10-17 from the char- p.m. Mrs. Riemstra from Grand
bride, were bridesmaids,and
was promised continued supThe couple will reside at 163 ity line while the Panthers hit Rapids will be the speaker. Judith Jongekryg, Hollis
were dressed identicallyto the
port from the council in the
8-25.
The theme for the day will be Brouwer, Simon Grassman,
honor attendant. The flower Vander Veen Ave.
matter of funds and city trucks
Coach Jack Bonham was “By Prayer with Thanksgiv- Mrs. Simon Grassman, Allyn on occasion.
pleased with the performance ing.” A nursery will be provid- Arendsen, Tom Gebben, Terry
Presented for study were a
Janice Hulst Feted
Foss, Mrs. Terry Foss, Mrs. P.
of junior forward Dave Dykema ed.
List
Gov. George Romney will stra, Sipp H. Houtman, Gary
prospectus on an employee reas he hit 10 points and hustled
The Rev. John Sergey, pro- Kooiker, Mrs. J. Weenum.
On Tenth Birthday
tirement fund but action was visit Holland on the first day of stra, Sip H. Houtman, Gary
Also giving were Milt Roelofs,
on the boards. Coach Andy Ten ducer and director of the Ruspostponed until a later date. the 1965 Tulip Time festival Vreeman, Don Gebraad and
Janice Hulst was honored by Harmsel praised his front line sian language Temple Time Louis Beyer, Howard Johnson,
Mike Lucas.
Possibilities
of subscribing to a
Plans for the Fine and Ap- the fourth grade girls of East of Aalbers, Vande Bunte, and program, was guest minister at Leon Sterken, Gerald Timmer, Michigan Municipal League job May 12, Mayor Nelson Bosman
View Christian School Tuesday Nyenhuis.
the morning worship service in Henry Geerlings, Louis Elzinga,
plied Arts Show to be held in
classificationsurvey were dis- announced at a monthly meetafternoonon the occasion of
The Crusaders were led by First Reformed Church. He al- Mrs. Julaine Hiddinga,Hilbirt cussed but no action was taken. ing of the Tulip Time board of
April and for the annual banVanden Bosch, Dineke Vonk,
her 10th birthdayanniversary. Aalbers with 27 followed by so provided special music.
City supervisors will be asked directors Tuesday afternoonin
quet were discussed at a meet- The party was given by Mrs. Nyenhuis with 13 and Vande
At the evening service the Don Wiersma, Jeff Walters, El- to meet with the council prior Civic Center.
ing of the Holland Color Camera Eugene Hulst who was assisted Bunte with 11 while Van Huis Rev. Gordon Van Wyke a mis- mer Hartgerink, Mrs. Hazel
The governor is expected to
to appointingnew supervisors
led the Panthers with 18 follow- sionary of the Reformed Church Janssen,Betty Raak, Erwin
Five Holland area students
Club Tuesday evening in Room by Mrs. Harold Wolbert.
or re-appointment of those now don a Dutch costume and his
working in Japan, was guest Poest, Lee Vanden Bosch, Ern- serving. March 15 was set for specially carved wooden shoes have won fheir local school esGames were played and fav- ed by Dykema with 10.
204 of Van Raalte Hall on Hope
Ten Harmsel will be trying miniet?r He preached on “The est K or ter in g, Dave Graf,
ors presented to each guest.
and join local burghers in the say contests and are competing
the combined meeting.
College campus. Wally Clark of
Lunch was served. Prizes were to even the Crusaders record Gospel of Hope.” Miss Charlotte Mick Nienhuis,John Vander
There will be two council annual street scrubbing cere- for the state contest award of
the Grand Haven Camera Club won by Janice De Vries, Luan- Friday night as they travel to Koenis from the Coopersville Woude, Ted Lucas, Merit
vacanciesto fill at the April 5 monies on opening day. Open- an 11-day trip to 10 national
and new member Jack Aus- na Rotman, Kris Tills, Karen Grandville for the regular sea- Bible Church sang two solos. Zwiers, Donald Brinks, Lloyd election.Marvin Hays, member ing day events were rained out shrines and the New York
son’s final game. The Bullldogs Betty Dykstra was accompan- De Jonge, Joseph Riedl, Jack
sicker of Holland were wel- Roekrfs and Gail Veneklasen.
for the past eight years and last year and the governorwas World’s Fair.
are sporting a three game win- ist.
Nieboer, John Flekstra, Gerald
Also invited were Chris Helmayor for two terms, has an- unable to return the following The Holland Jaycees, sponcomed.
ning streak and will prove a
The Aid Auxiliary of First Slagh, Gerald Blauwkamp, Har- nounced he will retire. Morti- day for the postponed street sors of the U.S. Jaycee-Indeder, Debbie Lenters, Barbara
Winning prizes in the requirtough test. Unity now has an Reformed Church held their vey Knoll, Mrs. Harvey Knoll,
pendence Hall of Chicago “What
Nykamp, Dawn Petroelje,Marmer Buckley’s term as council- scrubbing.
overall record of 8-9.
ed category “ChristmasSpirit”
meeting on Monday evening. Arnold Slagh, Jerry Prince, man has also expired and he
Progress reports also were My Country Means to Me" Escia Russcher,Kris Vander LinThe fans will get a preview Miss Mildred Shuppert was Martin Voetberg, Bob Geerwere Jay Vander Meulen, first; de, Debra Walters, Jayne Wolhas not indicated he will run given on other festivalevents. say Contest for seventh and
of the upcoming tournament as speaker for the evening. Miss lings, Mrs. Patilda De Young,
The group planning the costume eighth grade students, announcagain.
Fred Kelinheksel, second; Nick bert and Brenda Hulst. Unable
the Panthers travel to Zeeland Shuppert made a world tour of Cornelius De Young, Robert
Saturday noon, March 13, was show is looking for new talent ed the winners chosen by teachJohnson,third; A1 Potter, hon- to attend were Bonnie Bosch
Friday night. The Panthers and mission stations with a group Walters, Melvin Boerman and
set as deadline for filing peti- and a new script for the attrac- ers ip each school.
orable mention.
and Amy Westveer.
Cfcix will tangle again next sponsored by Dr. John Piet Arnold Bos.
will be presented Receiving certificatesand
tions for council vacancies as tion which will
The open contest had Ralph
Tuesday in the first game of the from Western Seminary. She
Others included Gerrit Ten well as for offices of municipal this year in the Salvation Army 1 prizes at each school’s ceremoJohn Van Iwaarden’s “Moontournament. The Chix will be showed pictures of her tour.
Broeke, Don Ebels, Andrew udge, associate municipal building. Attempts are being nies will be Sam Starks, son of
shot” and “The Rapids,” and
out to avenge an earlier 57-52
Blauwkamp, Ray Kraak, udge and city constable. Nom- made to line up more small Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Starks,
The
Rev.
Gordon
L
a
m
a
n,
Don Craycraft’s "The Swan” as
loss at the hands of the Panth- missionary of Japan, was guest Charles Monhallon, Dick Voetnating petition forms are avail- children in authentic Dutch E. E. Fell Junior High; Kathwinners, respectively. Judges
Admitted to Holland Hospital ers.
minister at the morning wor- burg, Peter Ver Plank, Ray La- able at city hall.
costumes.
leen Pathuis,daughter of Mr.
for the month were Harold Tuesday were Mrs. Rollin
Friday night will end the ship service in Faith Reformed mer, Preston Nagelkirk, Russel
The Wednesday night pro- and Mrs. Fred Pathuis, St.
Waldyke’s “Flower Garden,” Oshier, 194^ East Seventh St.;
league competition for both Church. The evening sermon Raak, Norman Schut, Elmer
gram in Civic Center will fea- Francis de Sales Junior High;
Brondyke, Stuart Westing and Kathy Ellen Skaggs, 212 West
teams. Zeeland could remain topic was “The Tree That Veldheer, Melvin Graveling, E.
ture ballet and modern dance Craig Vander Bie, son of Mr.
Nick Ellerbroek.
Ninth St.; Wynand Vander out of the cellar with a victory
Haveman, Jason Geerlings,
Sweetened Bitter Waters.”
groups from the Interlochen and Mrs. Melvin Vander Bie,
The program included a half Berg, 97 West 13th St.; Mrs.
while the Panthers could tie
The Rev. Angus Brower, Bernard J. Walters, Mrs. HenArts Academy plus a woodwind Central Christian Junior High;
hour taped slide show entitled James Hamelink,137 Fairbanks
with the Chix with a victory.
quartet from the academy Jane Vreeman, daughterof Mr.
“The Work of His Hands,” Ave.; Elizabeth A. A. Dilla- The Panthers are 4-11 overall missionary from Africa, was ry Blauwkamp, Dena Broekguest minister at the morning huis, Arend Driesenga,Jerome
The Holland Hairdressers Af- faculty. The Interlochenper- and Mrs. Gary Vreeman, Magiven by Jim Van Iwaarden.
bough, 356 West 17th St.; For- and 1-6 in the league.
service in the First Baptist Vander Meer, Ed Wabeke, Ken filiate held an all-dayworkshop formers will be guesta of local plewood Christian Junior High;
Next month's meeting will est Graham, route 20Fennville;
West Ottawa (50)
Church. The Rev. Herbert Winstrom.
and tryout for Styles Body or families during their appear- Jean Nykerk, daughter of Mr.
feature an awards banquet. Per- Mrs. Tenis Van Kooten, 14 East
FG FT PF TP Vander Lugt, a former pastor Also donating blood were ganization on Monday.
ance in Holland.
sons in the area who have slides 14th St.; Luther Callaway, 325
and Mrs. Harry Nykerk, West
Visser, f ...... .
2
8
3
conducted the evening service. Mrs. Ken Winstrom, Herman
Three guest artists from MusThe Holland Garden Club is Ottawa Junior High.
or black and white prints for West Main St., Zeeland; Allen
Farabee, f .... .
0
2
1
“A Gentile
with Telgenhof, Roger Prince, Glen kegon, Larry Stout, Alice Demp- planning its flower show around
exhibitingin the Fine Arts Show T. Bennett, 168 South Division;
The runner-up and honorable
Van Huis, c .. .
2
3 18
Kamper, Ken Rouwhorst,Duane sey and Bernice Muleready, the theme. “The Swan,” in
Great
Faith”
was
the
sermon
are asked to contact Jim Van Mrs. Leon Wenzel, 69 West 13th
mention
winners are Shirley
Van Dyke, g .. .
1
1
3 topic of the Rev. Harry G. Hop, Alvern Hop, Gerben Voetwere on hand to instructmem- keeping with Windmill De Monhollen, Patrice Chambers,
Iwaarden, chairman of the St.; William Wilkinson,route
Vizithum,g .. .
1
0
5
Arnold, pastor of the First burg, Henry Van Kampen, bers on the new trend in hair Zwaan which will be ready for Jim Leenhouts,Linda Van Egphoto section.
2, Fennville;Aggie Baas, 52 Boeve, f ..... .
2
0
3
Christian Reformed Church, at Dewey Knoll, Donald Carroll, styles. Mrs. Stout also served Tulip Time this year.
mood, Gayle Ver Hoef, Sam
East Sixth St.; Bernard Jan- Dykema, f .... .
0
10
1
the morning service. His eve- Mrs. Donald Carroll, Roger with Twilo Stasik for the Styles Other progress reports were Greydanus, Diane Rosendahl,
sen, 196 West 19th St.; Mrs. Bauer, g ...... ,
2
0
2
ning subject was “A Spiritual Van Null, Arlan Hassink, Verne Body tryout.
of
given on parades and floats, Elizabeth Meengs, Marcia WaJohn Overway, 73 East 21st St.;
Smith, Mrs. Harold Vander
Conflict.”
The Styles Body is a new or- and other festival attractions. terway and George Molenaar.
iFred Young, 4247 58th St.
Totals ........ 21 8 12 50
At the Third Christian Re- Zwaag, John Voetburg, Julius ganization being formed within Mike Lucas announced that the
Discharged Tuesday were
Unity Christian (64)
formed Church the Rev. Ar Vander Zwaag, Willard Wolters, the local group to bring new Schmitt Brothers quartet of
FG FT PF TP thur Hoogstrate, pastor, the Holland Navis, Mrs. Holland
The 1915 graduating class of Kathy Aalderink, route 1, Hamhair styles to other hairdressers Two Rivers, Wis., long a bar1
ilton; Peter Alfaro, 438 Center, Vande Bunte, f .
1
3 11
Holland High School is planning
topics were “God at the Helm” Navis, Richard D i e r m e r, La as well as to study new trends bershop favorite in Holland,
Fennville;
Cruz
Beltron,
301 Nyenhuis, f .. .
1
2 13
its 50th anniversary reunion to
and “The Struggle for a Soul.” Vem Baumann, John Vene- and methods and to pass the will headline the Parade of
For Paying
East Seventh St.; Arthur J. Aalbers, c ... 10 7 4 27
be held in late spring or during
The Rev. L. J. Hofman, pas- berg, Jack Vannette, Mrs. Jack information on. Membership in Quartets for the Friday night
Decker, route 1, Fennville; Mrs. DeGood, g ... .
5
1
2
tor of North Street Christian Vannette, Roger Berends.
the summer.
the Styles Body is obtained by program.
March 1 is the final day In
Others in the group were Mrs. doing a hair style in the latest
The planning committee will Karl Ellerbroek, 126 East 15th Huizenga, g ... ..0 0 3 0 Reformed Church, chose for his
Envelope stickers with a wind- which tax payments will be scSt.; Mrs. Jerry Luurtsema, 1753 Gerrits, g . .. .
0
2
0
welcome information as to the
sermon topics “A Discriptionof Roger Berends, Herman Wolt- trend and answering judges’ mill imprint and dates of the
at the city treasurer’s
4
2
jers, Julius Bartels, Henry questions.
whereabouts of the following State St.; Mrs. Leena Merrill, Van Ek, g ....
Hypocrisy” and “I Believe.”
1965 festivalMay 12 through 15
route 1, Hamilton; Don Morris, Haveman, f ... ...
0
0
2
members of the class: Marion
The Rev. Raymond Graves, Siersema, Carl Boes, Wesley
New members are Alice Bartx are available to the public at
After that date the bills are
0
0
1
Hamilton, Elmer Kruidenier, 11 East 17th St.; Mrs. James Dykema, f ....
or of the Bethel Christian Glass, Ron Hulst, Ruth Hulst, of Saugatuckand Letty Den $3 a thousand.
turned over to the counties for
L.
Strikwerda,129 West 37th
Anna Lundberg, James Mills,
!ormed Church preached on Henry Tenckinck, Ken Tenck- Uyl and Marcia Piers from HolThe regular Tulip Time pro- collection,and the penalty is
Wayne Rank, Isabel Schuhahn, St.; Allen Timmerman, 43 East Totals ...... . 27 10 17 64 the subjects “A Plea for Unity inck, Jack Van Slooten,William land. Officers appointed are gram will be availablelater raised from three to four-and-a35th St.; Frank Van Etta, 69
Carroll Van Ark and Albert P.
of Thought” and “Man’s Fall Assink, Rex Foss, Bill. Lowe, Margret Gearhart, chairman; this week at Tulip Time bead- half per cent.
West Eighth St.
Two Cars Collide
Vanselow.
Lawrence Veldheer, Helena Twilo Stasilt,co * chairman; quarters in Civic Center and
Into Sin.”
City -Treasurer Jack LeenThe committee will also apCars driven by Roger H.
The sermon topics of the Rev. Brinks, Gillie Lankheet, Larry Letty Den Uyl, secretary; Mar- Chamber of Commerce head- houts reported that the city has
preciate receivingthe names Heater Starts Fire
Visscher, 716 Lugers Rd., and James De Vries, pastor of Ha- Cook, Larry Dickman. Among cia Piers, treasurer and Alice quarters in Hotel Warm Friend. collected 84.6 per cent of the
and addressesof persons who
Holland firemen were called Jesse Vanderborgh,65, of 1046 ven Christian Reformed Church, other givers were Gerrit Bartz, historian.
The order calls for 120,000 co- fall levy of $619,092.48.The towere at any time members of to put out a mattress fire at a South Shore Dr., were involved were “The Glory of Christ Schreur, Edgar Hop, Robert
A business meeting was held
tal received through Tuesday
the class between the years rooming house located at 75 in a collision in front of Van- and “Proper Prayer.”
Tift, Jim Galer, Joe Jellema* after the tryout. Plans for the
Mayor Bosman who also is was $524,209.67.
1911 and 1915 but who did not East Ninth St. at 3:30 p.m. derborgh’shome Thursday af“TemptationCommon to All” Dale Smith, Ruth Schrier, Al- Spring Hair Fashion Show to be president of Tulip Time FestiLeenhouts said that 98 ptf
complete the four years.
Wednesday. Firemen said the ternoon, Holland police/ said. was the morning sermon topic ford Ter Haar, Erwin Deur, Al- held on March 24 were discu»- val, Inc., presided at the meet- cent of the personal property
Persons are aksed to contact fire was caused by an electric Vanderborghhad stopped to dis- of the Rev. Fred Hildenbrand, vin Meyers, Kathryn Poppema, ed.
ing. Others attending were Paul taxes have been collected. He
or send informatiooto either heater located near a bed. in charge a passenger when the pastor of the Free Methodist Harriet Kars ten, Reymon
Next meeting of the hairdress- Van Kolken, William H. Vande said that the lag is in real esLillian C. Van Dyke, 244 West one of the rooms. Firemen re- Visscher auto ktruck the rear Church.
Schutt, John Dykema, Don El- ers group Mil be on March 15 Water, Jacob De Graaf, Dale tate
23rd St., Holland, or Mrs. Olive moved the smoldering mattress. of Vanderborgh’s car, police
Among the 131 persons who zinga, W. R. Rozeboom, Alfurd at the Hotel Warm Friend to Fris, Mrs. Frank Working,
Bertsch Dodson, P. 0. Box 333, They said there was some said. Both vehicles were bead- gave blood at the Red Cross Meyers, Glen Hop, Eldon Mor- complete the plana for the hair Roecoe Giles, Mrs. Marian open from •
noon this
Traverse City.
smoke damage to the room. ed west on South Shore Dr.
clinic
Thurpday, three ren, Mrs. Rufus Mast, Alien style show.
Kouw, Don Rohlck, Sylvia Sttt- Saturday.
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was

quarreling.
church members quarrel today.
Quarrelscall (or the forgiving
spirit. Christianswho have been
forgiven should forgive.
I. There is a Christian wayj
of settlingquarrels. “Moreover
if thy brother shall trespass
against thee” .... what then?
Toe word “brother” suggests
the family life. Members of a
family ought to get along nice-

With the advent of seed cata-

ed varieties of vegetables for
Michigan. Catalogs are k so
colorful and tho varieties mentioned in most of the catalogs
seem so enticing that It’s almost impossible to resist buy-

^Here are a few of the recommended varieties:Urns Beans

-

bush - lane seeded: Fordbook 842. Small seeded: Thorogreen. For Green Snap Beans
— bush — round pods: Slendergreen; Tendergreen;oval pods:
Contender, and for those of you
who can get some seed, you
might Like Spartan Arrow, a
vanetyx developedin Michigan;

JSI1

ly. Jesus tells the person who
EX 2-3314 has been wronged to talk to the
person who has done the
......... . EX 2-3311
wrong. It is common for the ofahall not be liable
for any error or errora In printtaf fended man to say, “Let the
any advertUta*
man who wronged me come to
. ahall haJTbeen
huch adveiSg
and returned me.” The wronged man calls
obtained by p» '
' ertlaer
«
by him In time for corrections with on the wrongdoer but the latter
such errora or correction* noted
plainly thereon; and In auch caae will not listen. The broken reif any error ao noted la not correct- lationshlpis not mended. The
ed, publiahera liability ahall not as*
offended man asks a friend to
ceed auch a proportion of the entire
cost of auch advertlaementas the go with him to the offender
apaoe occupiedby the error bean and try to make peace but
to the whole space occupied by such
again there la no success. Then
advertlaement
the offended man goes to D1*
TEEMS or SUBSCEIPTION
One year, $3-t0; ala month*. church. Thus far the sinning
(LOO; thaw months. 91-00; afc^M brother has been shielded but
copy, 10c. Subscription* payable la
advance and will be promptly dis- the third step brings the sin
continued If not renewed.
into the open. Another attempt
win confer a favor is made but no success follows.
The words, “let him be unto
thee as an heathen man and a
WATER
publican” mean that the sinner
Every day we read more and nas expelled himself from
more about the problem of wa- God’s covenant people by his
ter. We In this area are fortun- stubborn refusals. In God’s
ate, living as we do on the family fellowshipmust continue

New Heart Monitor

shores of Lake Michigan. All and everything possible must
around the area people are real be done in order to msintain
isinff just bow important water it.

Of Hospital Auxiliary

__

te*

i

.....

.

really is.
H. A Holy God forgivesman’s
In the local area we also find sins. Peter asked Jesus, “Lord,
people who depend on ground how often shall my brother sin
water and welb who are find- against me, and I forgive him,
ing that they must continue to seven times? Jesus saith unto
test to try to find new sources him, I say not unto thee, until
of water. The problem of guar- seven times: but, until seventy
anteeing a good water supply times seven.”
for the future is growing more
Jesus then told the parable
and more important.
of the Unmerciful Servant, re-

As you travel around the corded only by Matthew to
country you find there are prob- drive home this truth. There
lems not only with developing wu a certain king woo bad a
new water resources, but also servant who owed him a huge
with preserving the suppliesthat sum which he could never pay.
we now have.
The king “commanded him to
Continuedstudy by our fed- be sold, and his wife and chileral coverament also is explor- dren, and all that he had, and
ing the commercial feasibility payment to be made.” The

m

I

flatlwds: Greencrop, Bountiful.

—

For Wax Beans — bush
round pods: Kinghorn Special;
oval pods: Cherokee Wax;
beets — Ruby Queen, Detroit
Dark Red and Crosby Green
Top; broccoli — Waltham- 29;
Brussle sprouts — Jade Cron,
Catskill.

NEW HOSPITAL EQUIPMENT -

Dr. William
Wcstrate Jr., chief of medical staff at Holland
Hospital, is shown here with the new external
defibrillator and monitor which is a gift of the

Holland Hospital Auxiliary.The monitor is
emergency equipment for cardiac patientswho
have developed serious abnormal heart beats
which, if not checked, lead to death.
(Sentinel photo)

Engaged

Diamond

Springs
Mrs Eva
an .
_ ....

The newest piece of equipCoffey is in Hastment at Holland Hospital is
.
,
external defibrillator and moni- in8s vlsltln8 at the *lome °* son
tor, a useful instrument for 1 and daughter-in-law,the Rev.
monitoring heart action for pro- and Mrs. Keith Coffey and
longed periods, which is a gift family.
of the Holland Hospital AuxiliMr. and Mrs. Herbert Lamp-

made

possible by profits
from operating the hospitality en called on Mr. and Mrs.
shop. Cost of the cardiac moni- Harry Weaver near Allegan on
Thursday afternoon.
tor was $1,525.
When the machine is in opera- Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Coffey
tion, the image of heart action and children on Saturday visitdisplayed on the miniature tele- ed son and daughter-in-law,Mr.
vision screen is somewhat simi- and Mrs. Johnny Coffey and
lar to the impulses of an E.K.G. baby and son-in-lawand daughmachine but can run indefinite- ter, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Yates,
ly. The instrument enables the both families at Owosso.
ary,

mfit
H
#

Gift

#

vhF

Cabbage - Be sure you buy a
yellows disease resistant variety. Some of the older varieties
are not resistantto Yellows.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodger Czerkies
Early varieties are: Y. R.
(Holland IllutlratlTt photo)
Golden Acre, WisconsinGolden
Miss Sandra Van Oosterhout, The bride’s mother chose a
Acre and Badger Market. Mid- daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Ed- royal blue sheath with matching
season variety — Globe. Late ward Van Oosterhout of 126 jacket and black accessories,
varieties— Wisconsin Ballhead River Hills Dr, became the
and Badger Ballhead.
bride of Rodger Czerkies,son of
Red cabbage: Savoy; leaf Mr. and Mrs. William Czerkies,
lettuce: Grand Rapids Salad 585 West 22nd St., in an eveBowl; bib lettuce: Sweetheart ning ceremony Feb . 4, in

and Green Mignonette;Sweet Beechwood Reformed Church.
Corn — We have a change in
The church was decorated
the recommendations from last with candelabra, pompons and
year. Early variety recommen- ferns Mrs. John Kammeraad
ded is Spring Gold, or Tasty played appropriate wedding
Vee No. 605. Both varieties are music and accompanied Warsuperior to North Star, i.^dsea- ren Plaggemars who sang “Beson variety is Gold Cup; later cause” and the “Lord’s
varieties are the same as re- Prayer.” The Rev. Chester
commended previously — Iowa Postma officiated at the double
Chief. Seneca Chief and Won- ring ceremony.

and a corsage of pink sweetheart roses and white carnations. The groom’s mother
chose an ice blue dress with
matchingaccessoriesand a corsage of pink sweetheartroses
and white carnations.
A reception for 125 guests was
held at the church. Mr. and
Mrs. Jay Keuning served as
master and mistressof cere-

monies; Mr. and Mrs. Joel
Czerkies were at the punch
bowl. Mr. and Mrs. Bill Czerkies in the gift room, and Gary

Van

Oosterhout. brother of the

derful.

The bride, escorted to the bride, passed the guest book.
There are many other recom- altar by her father, wore a
For a wedding trip to Florida
mended varieties,but you may floor-lengthgown of tissue taf- the bride changed to a light blue
want to try these if you have feta, featuring a moderately knit suit with patent accessornot tried them before. If you scooped neckline with scattered ies and a corsage of pink sweetare growing muskraelons be Alencon lace medallions on the heart roses and white carnasure you grow a fusarium resis- bodice. A chapel length wat- tions.
tant variety. A few of these are
teau train fell from a bow at
The bride is a graduate of
Burpee Hybrid, Supermarket the back. A double tier crown of Grand Rapids Junior College

physician to detect immediate- Mrs. Terry Skoglund and Hybrid, Harvest Queen and pearls and crystal held her fin- Division of Practical Nursing
of the desalinizationof sea wa- servant, who likely was a saly any change in heart beat and family of Allegan visited Mr. Delicious 51.
gertip veil. She carried a single and is employed at Holland City
ter.
trap, begged for mercy and got
Peppers — Green Bell. Early red rose
institute correctivemeasures. and Mrs. Justin Jurries and
Hospital.The groom is employRecently ,we read a warning it. The king “was moved with
variety
Vinedale, California As maid of honor, Miss Corla
It is used primarily for those boys last Thursday.
ed
at Home Furnace Company.
from Clifford Pugh of the Phoe- compassion and loosed him
Mrs. Carrie Menold was near Wonder and Yolo Wonder. Late
patients who have had severe
Czerkies, sister of the groom,
The couple is at home on West
nix Bureau of the U. S. Recla- and forgave him the debt.”
heart damage if the physician Allegan last Thursday afternoon variety is Keystone Giant. If wore a floor-length gown of red 14th St
mation Service. He reports, “If God to whom we owe much
feels serious abnormal heart visiting Mr. and Mrs. Owen you have any other vegetable velvet with matching headpiece
The groom's parents enteryou build a canal on land that forgives us who are bankrupt
varieties you might like to
beats (arrythmias)may devel- Dyer.
and carr-'d
single white tained the bridal party with a
sinks or cracks, you have no
Mr and Mrs. Harold Moored check, we have the recommend- mum. Miss Beverly Vande rehearsaldinner at Howard
debtors because Christ atoned
op.
canal.” Canals can be construct- for our sins on the cross. A
The external cardiac defibril- of Allegan visited Mr. and Mrs. ed varietieslist here in the of- Guchte and Miss Sue Fletcher Johnson's restaurant. Showers
Miss Mary Ann Boone
ed only over solid ground. Oth- Holy God pardons penitent sinlator is emergency equipment Jack Krause. Joanne. Julie and fice and will be glad to give you
were bridesmaids and were for the bride were given by
erwise, the water leaks away ners.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Boone Jr. and is only used for patients Jackie and Mrs. Alice Coffey this information.
dressed identically to the honor Mrs. Larry Nichols; Mrs. Jay
into the cracks and is lost.
IH. The forgiven are expected of Pensacola, Fla., announce who have developed otherwise last Sunday afternoon.
attendant.Jim Le Fabre served Keuning and Mrs. Joel CzerArizona and California are to forgive.The forgiven servant
Albert and Margaret Gates
Each year
mention a as best man and ushers were kies; Mrs. Darwin Van Oosterthe engagement of their daugh- fatal arrythmias of the heart
attempting to solve their water
who begged for time “found ter, Mary Ann. to Jack Van which, if not checked, lead to visited Mr. and Mrs. Ward Dean method of having early outdoor Bob De Weerd and Jim Reid- hout and Mrs. Ted Van Oostertroubles with
compromise one of ms fellow - servants,
at Martin last Friday evening. tomatoes.I would like to sugKampen, son of Mr. and Mrs. death.
I hout.
Lower Colorado River bill which which owed him an hundred
Following church services last gest again that our growers
The
function
of
the
defibrillaHazen Van Kampen of 133 East
has been introduced into Contor is to apply a high voltage Sunday evening Mr. and Mrs. can have ripe tomatoesby July
ce; and he laid hands on 22nd St.
gress. This bill was brought
mn8 and open house will be held
and took him by the
A summer wedding is being charge of electricity through Justin Jurries visited John 4th by following a very simple
on Saturday (rom ,0
tQ
about by a discoverymade in
the heart from outside t h e Broekhuisin Overisel.
procedure — that is, to use one
throat, saying, Pay me that planned.
Arizona where for many years
noon The program is scheduled
Saturday last week, Mr. and of the hormone sprays to set
chest, thus stopping all heart
thou owest.” The kindness and
the withdrawal of water by
to start at 2 p.m.
Mrs.
Lyle
Wakeman
and
Miss
action.
This
stops
the
heart
your
blossoms
as
they
appear.
mercy shown him had made no
pump irrigation has been de- impression on him.
completely momentarily and Jane Lampen viewed a couple There are many of these sprays
By Willis S.
D
kT.A1
pleting underground water.
permits it to start spontaneous- of basketball games at Owosso on the market, a few of which County EitenflonAgent.
Mrs ,Rlchard ,McN“! a"d »
This debtor made the same
Now at the halfway mark of
ly, or with medical assistance, College. That evening they en- are
Sureset, Tomato Tone,
plea which the forgiven debtor
This past week we held lead- frollP of w0™e"
C°nk'
a five-yearstudy, U.S. Geologiwith a normal beat. Serious ar- joyed supper with their daugh- Blossom Set. All that is neces- ership training meetingsin the >'> area wUI head up the genhad made. Compare verse 26
cal Survey engineers report that
rythmias may develop follow- ter Barbara and her friend, sary is to spray the blossoms as Holland, Coopersville,and Hud- era! achievementcommittee for
with verse 29. The plea fell on
the steadilyfalling water level
ing electric shock and heart Darlene Oswald. Bob Wakeman they appear with a small hand sonville districts. At these meet- the Coopersville district. They
deaf ears. “And he would not;
is doing more than making the
returned with his parents to sprayer. Tomatoes will not set ings the final arrangementsfor will be in charge of planning the
attacks.
but went out and cast him into
lifting of water more costly.It
The machine has storage spend the rest of the weekend fruit if night temperaturesgo achievement days were ex- program, narrating the script,
prison, till he should pay the
is causing depressions and
space for certain drugs often and then on Sunday Barbara below 60 degrees F. while the plained.Also reports were given decorating the stage, etc.
debt.” His bad deed was recracks deep in the soil, letting
Mrs. Robert Den Herder and
and Darlene also arrived in plant is in bloom. An early var- by the delegates who
used in starting heart action.
,
ported by other fellow servants
the water seep away faster.
Diamond Springs to visit t h e iety of tomatoes is the “Fire- the program planning confer- J 8roup of women from the
The next time you turn on who were horrified and told
family.
ball,” however the tomatoes on ence at Camp Kelt on Feb. 19 New Groningen School along
their master. The forgiven debtyour tap and drink of our Lake
Cleo Arndt of Douglas visited this variety are very small unand 20. Mrs. Gordon Top of with Mrs. A. W. Hoogstrate and
or was called and punished.
Michigan water supply, think
Mr. and Mrs George Barber less you supply adequate plant Zeeland. Mrs. Sierd SpooLstra some leaders from the Zeeland
The meanness of the forgiven
about water. We also ask you
Is
last Friday afternoon.
food and moisture. Other early of Hudsonville, and Mrs. Jerry Christian School will head up
man
is shown by the fact that
to remember not to use our
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gates varieties are Early Chatham, Southland of Coopersville re- the committee in charge of the
he was forgiven the sum of
lakes for a dumping ground. We
last Thursday evening visited Red Cloud, and Early Wonder.
Holland District Achievement
ported on leaders planningan,,
ten million dollars but would
want to keep our water supply
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Dannenberg The old standbys in midseason
seasonal or year-around
..
... _. 4
not forgive the man who owed
Hope College’s annual Inter- at Hamilton.
and try to improve it.
and late varieties are still good. program for their members to: Th" ™sJnv'U'
him the paltry sum of $25. We
national Night sponsored by the
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Kragt
.
scheduling charge
Ed Brandt
sin far more against God than
AWS ActivitiesBoard and the and boys were dinner guests It is time to prune your apple, get a better idea of scheduling and a group of leaders from the
of events and details of conpeople sin against us. We all
InternationalRelations Club, last Sunday in Byron Center at pear and peach trees. A few
Bauer area.
flictingdates.
shquid show a forgiving spirit.
will be held Saturday evening the home of her brother-in-law
The Ottawa County Junior
things to keep in mind when
Miss Judy Ann Dobmeyer
on
at 8:30 p.m. in Phelps Hall.
and sister. Mr. and Mrs. Men- pruning trees are: 1. Remove cru
Swine Show is scheduled to be
Mr. and
Arthur DobThe Share-the-Fun deadline | ^1^ at the Zeeland Livestock
The entertainment will include no Hunderman and daughters. all dead, diseasedand broken
Steven Nykamp Honored
meyer, Continental, Ohio, an- songs from Nyasaland, China,
GRAND HAVEN - A Spring
date
for entries is March 1. The Pavi|ion on Tuesd March g
Miss Carol Wakeman of Mari- branches: 2. Remove suckers,
nounce the engagement of their Japan and America,and dances
Lake farmer was arrested On His Eighth Birthday
FFA and
on. Ind., spent last weekend at water sprouts and other super- festival is open to any 4-H There will
Tuesday on charges of failure Mrs. Ronald Nykamp enter- daughter, Judy Ann, 1029 Lake from Ecuador, Africa and the Kalamazoo visiting her sister,
member who was enrolleddur- 4.H members having hogs and
fluous growths that are undeto dispose of or bury dead ani- tained at a party Saturday at Ave., Fort Wayne, Ind., to Philippines.
at this show 6amf saie.
Marilyn and her parents, Mr. sirable in the tree; 3. Remove mg the summer of 1964 or is
mals, and when he made a ges- her home in honor of her son, Robert J. Stitt. 609 West JefroUed in a 4-H Club at the pre- Richard Machiele,Cuunty ExInteresting displays from and Mrs. Owen Wakeman at
weak,
unproductive
wood
and
ture as if to strike the agricul- Steven,
celebrated his ferson St., Fort Wayne, Ind., Arabia, Cameroon, Canada, Diamond Springs.
sent time. Acts may consist of
tension director,said there will
promote a more vigorous growth
tural representativehe was eighth birthday anniversary
son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond China, Ecuador, India, Japan,
instrumental, vocal, novelty be approximately50 hogs and
of
young
fruiting
wood:
4
Stitt,
route
1,
Holland.
charged with simple assault.
dances, and other routines. also 10 or 12 head of beef
Guests were Steven’sclassKenya, the Netherlands, NigerThin the centers enough to adAndrew Vicser, 51, living on mates from the second grade
Miss Dobmeyer is a graduate ia, Nyasaland, Peru. Philippines
Small group acts consist of one
Ingallinera
animals. The objective of this
mit sunlight, permit good air
148th Ave. in Spring Lake town- at Maplewood Christian School. of Miller City High School, Milor two persons and large group
and Austria will be exhibited all
is to point out commercial
circulation and allow thorough
was confronted by state Included were Randy Aalderink, ler City, Ohio and of Interna- evening.
acts consist of three or more
Dies in
grades of meat. Interested perspraying
to
control
insects
and
trooper Gene Shipley
and Greg Akhuis, Ed Arens, Jim tional Business College.She has
ipic
persons. These acts will perJack van Der Schalk, t h e
sons are invited to attend this
diseases;
5.
Lower
tops,
if
Cridler of the State Busscher. John Dykhuis, Ken also attended Indiana University Netherlands: Akiko Ishii,Japan;
DOUGLAS — Mrs. Lucia Inform on March 3 at the Allen- show and sale.
necessary,
to
facilitate
sprayDepartment of Agriculture. Ellens, Jack Goeman, Randy Extension and is now employed Mary Esther, Philippines,and gallinera.65. of route 2, Fenndale Townhall with the best of
Near the barn the men found Laninga, Jim Lemson, Paul as a secretary at the Lincoln Steve Carter, Arabia along with viile, died Monday at Doug- ing, thinning and harvesting.
these acts selected to perform
Driver Slightly Hurt
three calves and a lamb which Schierbeek, Dale Schippers, National Bank and Trust Co. of Sue Dampman, Teaneck, N.J. las Community Hospital followin the various district achieveThe
area
Junior
Livestock
had been dead a week or two David Scholten, Wayne Schol- Fort Wayne. Mr. Stitt, a grad- and Steve Wilcox, Rockford, ing a short illness. Her husband
ment days and the winners of As Car Strikes Home
Show is planned for March 9 at
and just inside the barn door ten, Chris Oosting and Billy uate of Saugatuck High School, 111., have made all the arrange- died October, 1964.
the acts to perform at the
the Zeeland Livestock Sale county achievement day pro- Richard L. Stehle, 19, of 255
is attending the Indiana Instianother calf and two pigs, also Vander Zwaag.
ments for the annual event
Surviving are one son. Eman- Barn. At this time FFA and 4-H
Felch St., was slightlyinjured
dead.
Games were played, movies A May 29 wedding is being which is open to the public. uel Ingallineraof Eugene, Ore.;
gram.
Club members will show livewhen the car he was driving left
Visser pleaded guilty before shown and refreshments served. tute of Technology,
Last year 300 visitorsenjoyed nine daughters,Mrs. Charles stock fed during the winter.
planned.
Justice Eva Workman when
In Coopersvillearea the the road and struck a house on
the evening.
Felece of Chicago. Mrs. Robert Both hogs and steers will be
arraigned Tuesday on the as- George W. Ralya, 83,
Achievement Days will be held Beeline Rd., near James St.,
Van Keuren of Grand Rapids, shown and sold.
sault charge and paid $15 fine
March 12 and 13. Leaders are at 9:52 p.m. Monday.
Mrs. AJ Wassink, Mrs. Robert
Stehle was released after
and $4.30 costs. He also pleaded Dies in Grana Haven
reminded that they should take
Rinninger, Mrs. Gerald Van
Park
Township
Taxes
treatment
at Holland Hospital
guilty to the charge of failing
GRAND HAVEN - George W.
along
sheets,
hangers,
pins,
and
Dyke, Mrs. Harven Pieper and
Petitions
Bert Rater ink submitted to a
to dispose of the animals and Ralya, 83, who had made his
proper identificationfor each for lacerationsand abrasions of
Mrs. La Vern Onken, all of Hol- Now at 90 Per Cent
will return for sentencing Thurs- home with his sister and brothhernia operation last Friday at
girl’s garmelit. Exhibits will be the left knee.
land, Mrs. Stanley Nick of
The board of appeals approved
Ottawa County deputies said
the Zeeland Hospital. He is in
day. He was ordered to dispose er-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Park township tax collections brought in from 4 to 8 p.m. on
Omaha,
Neb.,
and
Mrs.
James
Stehle
was driving north on Beeof the dead animals in the Scott, 1309 Franklin St., Grand three applications and denied satisfactorycondition.
Friday,
March
12
and
placed
Hutchins of Fennville; 15 grand, today stood at $381,900 or 90
one at a meeting Tuesday night.
meantime.
Haven, died early
Larry Smith left Monday to children; one brother, Andrew per cent of the total levy of in the halls and gym of the line Rd. when he lost control
The board gave permission to
in the Riverside Nursing Home
enter the military service for a Partipilo of Chicago; two sis- $424,830,according to Treasur- Junior High School. Open house of his car on icy pavement.The
Ronald Overbeek to convert a
where
he
had
been
a
patient
six-month
term. He will be sta- ters, Mrs. Flimomnio Scottello, er Harvey L. Tinholt.
will be until 10 p.m. on Friday auto skidded 111 feet off the
Greenhouse Tour
one-family dwelling at 242 Pine
for the past six weeks. He attioned at Fort Jackson,S. C. Mrs. Mildred Lombardo, both of
evening and will be from 10 a.m. road before striking the Glenn
For
the
convenience
of
Park
Enjoyed by Children
Ave. into a two-family dwelling,
tended the Methodist Church of
At the morning service of the Chicago.
to
noon on Saturday. The pro- Schrotenboer home at 466 Beetownship residents, 1964 taxes
and approveda petition by Telehe
Dunes.
gram
will start at 2 p.m. on line Rd. Deputies charged
local
church,
the
sacrament
of
may be paid and 1965 dog liMr. and Mrs. Leonard Dick
Rad Service Co. for converting a
Stehle with driving too fast for
Surviving is a daughter, Mrs.
Saturday.
baptism was administeredto Order of Eastern Star
censes
may
be
obtained
Saturand Mrs. Ravmond Kuiper of
building at 1380 Washington Ave.
conditions.
Gei^e
Pelton
of
Grand
Haven;
The
Holland
District
Achievethree
infants
of
the
congregathe Garden Therapy Committee
day, Feb. 27, from 9:30 a.m.
into
radio communication
the LTother-in-law and sister,
ment Days will be held on
tion. David Alan, son of Mr. Honors Master Masons
of the Holland Garden Club acto
3
p.m.
at
the
township
office
service center. The third appliMarch 17 and 18. Exhibits will Open House Held
companied the children cf the Mr. aid Mrs. Scott; two grand- cation approved was one made and Mrs. Peter Boss, ^ Brian
A special meeting honoring next to the fire station on be brought in to the Holland
special educationroom of Jef- sons; Oi^e great granddaughterby Frederick Van Wieren for Dale, son of Mr. and Mrs. RobOpen
Master Masons was held by the Ottawa Beach Rd.
Civic Center on March 17 be- house was held Thursday night
ferson, Washington and Lincoln and a sister-in-law, Mrs. Nettie
The collectionfee at present
construction of
one-family ert Hoeve, and Kevin Mark, son Star of Bethlehem Chapter No.
tween 1 and 8 p.m. Judging will
Schools on a tour of the city Hamstra of Grand Rapids.
of Mr. and Mrs. Ivar. Kraker
dwelling at 93 East 37th St.
40 O.E.S. Thursday evening. is 3 per cent. After March 1, it be done on Wednesday evening. in FerrysburgSchool for Corp.
greenhouse on Monday. Fred
received
the
baptismal
sacraA petition by Marvin Lemmen
Eulala Padgett, the Worthy becomes 4% per cent plus fees Open house will be held on| Roy J. Collins who is retiring
Tietsma of the park department Marriage Licenses
from the Michigan State Police
for constructionof a one-family ment.
Matron, gave the welcome and and interest.
Thursday from 1 to 6 p.m. The
guided the tour.
Ottawa County
Mr. and Mrs. Allyn Phiger a tribute. Responses were given
dwelling at 862 West 25th St. was
Tax payments may be mailed program is scheduled to be held after 25 years of service. He
Followingthe tour the childhas been with the local post
Wayne Hecksel, 23, Coopers- denied.
announce the birth of a daugh- by Lambert Schuitema and to Treasurer Tinhok, 1156 Wauon Thursday evenin'* at 7:30. since 1956. The officer was presren were treated to cupcakes vilie, and Janet Lerake, 21,
The board also gave the Ninth ter on Feb. 15.
kazoo Dr., until March 1. On
Chester Weigel.
Achieve- ented with a complete set of
decorated with cherries for Nunica; Paul H. De Jonge, 20, Street Christian Reformed
The Rev. De Haan’s sermon
The tables were decorated In that date be will turn over the ment Days will be held qn
George Washington’s birthday and Marilyn Kaye Lamar, 19, Church an extension of time to topics on Sunday were “Christ:
fishinggear. The Collins family
a patrioticmotif by Anna V. 1964 tax rolls to the Ottawa March 19 and 20. Exhibits will
and ice cream. Sirs. Dick made Jenison; Russell Groenewoud, June 1 for purchase of a build- the Only Begotten Son,” and
expects to remain in Grand
Toole and lunch was served by county treasurerwho in turn be brought in from 4 to 8 p.m.
the cupcakes and tho Garden 18, and Jgnet Kirkpatrick, 18, ing permit for ao additionto the
Haven, residing at 442 Grant
..... . the Guest In a Phari- Dorothy Pattison and her com- collectsall delinquenttaxei
on March 19. Judging will be St They will leave March 1 for
Clu| furnished the ice .cr
Grand Haven.
,
•ee’i Home.”
mittee. , *
from that time on.
done 04 March 19 In the eve- a month’s vacation in Florida.
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Joyce McKinney
T o

Robert James

Is

Wed

Zeeland

Hope Hands

The

Hoffman Wheaton

American Legion Auxil-

tbc representatives from Zee-

115-100 Loss

land High School who wiO attend WolverineGirls State this

Anothtr outstanding perform-

year from June 15 through 21

ance vas recorded by Hope
College’s basketball team bore
Saturday night as they ran up

Hie two girls and their alternates were chosen from a select
list of Junior Claas girls with
the amistance of ZHS Counselor
______

their highest point total this sea-

son in defeating

Gilbert D. Kirsten Unit

S3,

Wheaton,

Miss

Mary Hager and member*

115-100before 2,400 fans in the

^Mlm^Gayle Yerkev, daughter

Civic Center.

biggest this season as they
turned in some fine accompttshments such as soaring over
the 100 mark and in breaking a
Wheaton win string

of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Yerkey, 226 S. Park St.. Zeeland,
and
Gwen Van Dorp,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Van Dorp, 520 W. Central
Ave., Zeeland, were the delegates selected.

They were at their best and

JmIss Nancy Meeuwien,

The win was one of Hope’s

Min

daughter af Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Meeuwsen, 129 Cherry St., and
Miss Mary Zandee, daughter of
Mrs. Minnie Zandee, 271 S.
Park St., were cboeen as alter-

hit an excellent52 per cent with

43 baskets in 83 tries on halves
of 22-42 and 21-41 and in outrebounding the Crusaders, 56-41.

Wheaton’sloss was its first to
in seven games and the
victorywas Hope’s 10th straight

All girls are active in school

home this season. And the
way it was accomplishedwas
most pleasantto Coach Russ
De Vette
His determined Dutchmen
at

succeeded in breaking Wheaton’s vaunted zone press, crush-

minutes.

Hope’s all around play was
again brilliantas the winners
ran their offensive well and
used the long pass to combat
against Wheaton’s patented

ANKER GRABS REBOUND -

Roy Anker (50), Hope Collegea
6’7” center, snags a rebound against Wheaton College Saturday
night in the Civic Center. Anker led Hope in rebounding against
the Crusaders as the Flying Dutchmen took a 115-100 win. Clare
Van Wieren (54) is poised for action while the Wheaton players
are Chuck Shank, Steve Miller and Lee Kleidon.
(Sentinel photo)

press.
It

was only

few minutes

for a

late in the second half that the

Crusaders scared Hope, who
had opened Hs victory bid early
in the second half. With Hope
Mrs. Robert James Hoffman
leading 90-78 and 8:30 left, the
Marriage vows between Miss double bow headpiece with boufCrusadersbegan to move.
Joyce M. McKinney, daughter fant veilingand carried a cresThey scored 10 points in the
cent of white with yellow carof Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ray
next two minutes while holding

Me

Kinney of 1014 Washburn

a—

a-ir
Saginaw, Miss
Mia

...

is

sc

3$ T

nates.

Hope

ing it so well that they made
it pay off at the free throw line,
where Hope made 29 of 47 including 12 in the final four

miMft

Fine Arts

Show

Set April

24

Plans are being made

for

Holland’s second Fine and Ap-

all artists over 18 years of age

Each

and community activities. Miss
Yerkey it a member of ZHS
Student Council and is secretary-treasurerof the Grand Valley Student Council. She is on
the school's Peeper staff and Is
active in the Girl Scouts.
Miss Van Dorp is in the ZHS
Band, a member of the Future
Teachers’ Chib and is on the
staff of the Stepping Stone. She
is also a member of the Junior
play^casi.
alternatesare equally ac-

tive. Mias Meeuwsen is

Mr. and Mrs. Herman De Jong

in

Jr.

„

(jMft Studio)
the Student Council, the Junior
were
Attending the couple a
t
Miss Jeanne Louise Ende,
class play, the Junior class exdaughterof Mr. and Mrs. Leon Karen Brandsen, sister of the
ecutive board, the Annual staff
bride, and Gene De Jong, brothand presidentof the Future Ende of 64 West 27th St., and
Herman De Jong Jr., son of er of the groom.
Teachers’ Club.
The bride’s mother was attirMiss Zandee is vice president Mr. and Mrs. Herman De Jong
Sr., of 174 Oak Park Dr., were ed in a two-piece aqua suit wkh
of the Athletic Sisters,treasurmarried Jan. 30 in an afternoon brown accessorieswhile the
er of the Junior class, a memgroom’s mother wore a white
ber of the Pep Band, Future ceremony.
The
Rev
Gordon
Van
Oosten- winter wool dress with gold acTeachers' Club and is active in
burg officiated at the double cessories.
Girl Scouts.

The District No. 10 Solo and ring ceremony performed in
Ensemble Festivalfor Junior Trinity Reformed church at 4
High was held Feb. 13 at North- p.m.
'Hie bride, given in marriage
view High School in Grand Rapby her father, wore a powder
ids. It was an all day affair and
blue taffeta dress featuring a
Zeeland had 19 entries.
Those receiving1st Division lace bodice and sleeves.A light
rating were: Marsha Haan, blue veil completed the ensembassoon solo; Karen Ver Plank ble and she had a corsage of

artist will have a 20foot booth for his displays. Tables will be available for crafts
and ceramics. Commercial exhibits will be housed in the north
exhibit hall.
New this year will be a photo
division with exhibits in three and Laura Pluister, clarinet yellow roses.
areas, color transparencies, duet; Vivian Vande Velde and
black and white prints and color Wilma South, cornet duet; Debprints. Exhibits for hanging bie Haan, piano solo; Melva

.

The newlyweds greeted guests
at a reception held at Jack’s

Garden Room

Restaurant.

Punch bowl

attendants were
Barb De Jong and Dan Wehrmeyer.

plied Arts Show which will be
Pl.-W, Saginaw, and Robert Fleischmann of
shook off the lapse and Bill staged Saturday, April 24, from
James Hoffman, son of Mr. and Carol Brettrager of Saginaw
Potter respondedwith two basMrs. Louis H. Hoffman of 807 and Mrs. William Miller of Hol10 a m. to 9 a m. in Holland
kets in the next minute
The groom is employed by
Central Ave., Holland, were land. Carol Ann Bourbonnais of
Then leading by six, 95-89, the Civic Center under the direcKeeler
Brass Co. The couple resolemnized in a double ring Saginaw was flower girl. All
tion of Joe Moran, city recreaceremony at a nuptial mass uore matching dresses and winners broke the contest.They tional director.
sides at 328 Hoover Blvd.
scored 10 straight points opencelebrated Saturday in St. headpieces of willow green the
Holland’s first art show two
ing with baskets by Clare Van
Stephen’s Church in Saginaw.
same as the maid of honor.
Wieren
and
Roy
Anker,
a
free years ago in Civic Center atThe Rev. William R. Gannon They carried a crescent of yeiHolland
throw by Don Kronemeyer, two tracted more than 3,000 perwas celebrant of the mass with low with white carnations.
must be mounted on mounting Morren, tympanni solo; Randi
sons,
resulting
in
overwhelming
each by Carl Walters and Floyd
Timothy
nmoinv casey
Casey anu
and La
ua Venn Frederick
rreaencK aeouisiie
Sebulske ui
of Pittsriuaj u.. .
Pays $81,421
enthusiasmfor the project.The board 16 by 20 inches. Ted Vander Velde, tenor sax solo;
Emmery, both of Grand Rapids, I burgh, Pa., was best man and Brady and climaxed by
>
show
provided
an
opportunity Jungblut, local photographer, Randi Vander Velde and Nancy
reverse layup. That made the
and Patrick Osbourne of Spring- James Hoffman and William
For Licenses
for all artists of the area to has offered his services to Yntema, alto sax duet; and Rolf
score 105-89 with three minutes
field. Ky , serving as acolytes. ! Miller of Holland and Thomas
meet, discuss their work and “dry press” mount pictures for Vanden Bergh, piano solo.
held
the
marMrs. Paul Oberle was organist. | Me Kinney of Saginaw were to Play and Hope h<
Got your license plates yet?
present their art to the public. anyone wishing to enter the
Thursday afternoon, Feb. 11,
The bride, given in marriage ushers. James Danhoff of Sag- 8^ the rest of tne way.
Participating artists could sub- show. This service will be of- the women of the Second ReWhile you’re telling yourself
by her father, wore an ivory inaw was ring
Walters two free throws were
mit their work for sale if they fered Saturday,April 10, from formed Church and their guests
how hard it is to get the time—
satin wedding dress styled in The newlyweds greeted 400 on technical fouls, the second
chose, and local industries il- 9 a m. to noon in the youth gathered in Fellowship Hall for
and the money— to pick them up
•
•
of
which
banished
Wheaton
princess lines with Alencon guests at a reception held at
lustrated a cross-sectionof ex- room in Civic Center. Costs to a PatrioticTea program.
assistant coach Tom Byron from
before Feb. 28, consider the
lace appliques embellished down the League of Catholic Women’s
the
exhibitor
will
be
that
of
ceptionallygood commercial
Tables were decorated in red,
the skirt front. The gown fea- Home in Saginaw. Reception at- the floor for protesting a foul art in the area.
mounting boards.
folks at Holland Motor Express,
white and blue. In the center of
tured a bateau neckline and tendants were Miss Alexandra call. A total of 54 fouls were
Moran is assisted by the fol- the room a log cabin was disEntry blanks are being forInc.
long tapered sleeves with a Ezop, Miss Patricia Danhoff,
29 against Wheaton,
warded to known artists in the lowing committees:
played.
According to president
pannier back ending in a Miss Janet Anderson and Mrs. I Anker’s rebounding was spec- area who might be interested Screeningand publications —
Mrs. Dirk Dykstra opened the
Charles Cooper, they had to
chapel train. A matching pill- David Orem all of Saginaw and tacular as the 6 7 junior grab- in displaying their work. The Jean Visscher, Bob Visscher,
meeting with appropriate devobox headpiecesecured her veil Miss Cynthia Mader of Bay bed 18 and was especiallystrong only art excluded lists “paint- Harry Brorby.
come up with $81,421 for 463
tional thoughts.
of illusion.She carried three
on the offensive boards. It was ings by number,” green-ware
Registration — Eleanor Van
plates for their tractors, trailPrayer was offered In behalf
long-stemmeddeep red Duchess Following the receptionthe Brady again on the defensive from commercialmolds and Haitsma, Stan Harrington.
ers, and trucks registered in
of those who are fightingin the
couple left on a skiing trip: boards as the 6’3” freshman copies in any art media.
Commercial — Dave Dicker- war torn areas of the world. The
Michigan. Add to this the liMiss Ursula Berg of Midland through Northern Michigan. blocked several shots with unDeadline for filing entries is son, Joe De Neve.
cense fees they pay for equipPledge of Allegiance to the
was maid of honor and wore
The bride was graduated believable last-secondleaps. He April 12. Civic Center will be Working exhibits—Bob Evans. American Flag and the singing
ment registered in Illinois,Kenwillow green satapeau floor- 1 from Aquinas College and is on got nine rebounds,
Program and facilities — of “Onward Christian Soldiers”
open April 23, the day before
tucky, Ohio and Indiana, and
length overskirt dress styled the teaching staff of Marywood A
* fourth foul
t'"'] sent Brady to the show, from 5 to 10 p.m. Don Rohlck, Verne C. Hohl.
their tabs come to more than
concludedthe Quiet Time.
Publicity — Barbara Padnos
with three-quarter length sleev- ' Academy in Grand Rapids. The the bench with 12:20 left but he for exhibitorsto hang their ex$100,000.
Miss Charlotte De Pree and
Miss Nancy Wheaton
sheath overskirt with polonaise groom is a senior at Aquinas returned when Wheaton pulled hibits. All exhibitsmust be and Dody Frederickson.
Mrs. Peter Brill amused the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ivan
Wheaton
Photography— Holland Color audiencewith humorous anecback treatment. She wore a College in Grand Rapids. They within three. Anker’s fourth also ready by 10 a.m. on opening
of 28 West 25th St., announce Michigan;one sister, Mrs. Gerbenched him with 11 minutes to day. Exhibits will be taken down Club with Jim Van Iwaarden,
es, scoop neckline and easy 1 will reside in Grand Rapids.
dotes from the lives of “The the engagement of their daughald Bailey of Pontiac; four
play but he returned for Hope’s after 9 p.m. the day of the Jay Vander Meulen, Mrs. EdFirst Ladies” and the Presi- ter, Nancy, to David Hume, son
brothers, Fred of Columbiaville,
ward
Burns
and
John
Killmastfinal surge.
show.
dents. The program was ar- of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hume.
at
St.; Mrs. John Heidema, 160
Joe of Grand Haven, Albert of
Brady led Hope with 26. eight
er.
The
exhibit
will
be
open
to
ranged by the women of Group
Hope Ave.; Mrs. Chester Har
Miss Wheaton attended Ferris
Flint and Faye of Cleves-, Ohio.
of 13 from the floor and 10 of
per, 259 East 11th St.; Harm
1.
and Michigan State University
Admitted Monday were Jodi Henry Hagelskamp,route 1, 13 free throws. Don KroneTea and coffee were served and is employed at Macatawa
Van Hoff. 5351 ButternutDr.; Hamilton; Rebecca Stevens, meyer. who had 10 of 18, had
at the individual tables. Mrs. Inn. Hume spent three years in
24 and Van Wieren, who hit
Jerald De Vries presided at the the Air Force in England and
Kerry Kortman. 202 West 16th 313^ Central Ave.
nine of 15, had 23. Van Wieren
business meeting which preced- is now employed at Fitzpa
itzpatrick
Discharged
Saturday
were
St.; Mrs. Harold Volkers,185
had 12 rebounds,nine in the Is
ed the program. Officers for the Electric.
LaVonne
De
Frell.
route
1;
West 26th St.; Mrs. Ernest Wilyear 1965-66 are Mrs. Jerald A September wedding is being
Oscar R. Johnson, 345 North second half.
Van Wieren’s six baskets in
son, 217 East Lakewood Blvd.;
De Vries, president, Mrs. planned.
145th Ave.; Nick Spykerman,
Mr. and Mrs. James Nienhuis James Heuvelhorst,first viceConnie Mokma. 239 Waverly 502 West 48th St.; Mrs. Edward the first nine minutes of the Soil
will be honored at an open president; Mrs. George Vander
Rd.; Kathy Rooks, 709 Mary- Smit, 5447 112th Ave.; Wayne second half sparked Hope to a
GRAND HAVEN - Michigan, house Saturdayin celebrationof Weide, second vice-president; Henry E. Medendorp
land Dr.; Audriann Hill, 121 Baker, 1112 Lincoln Ave.; Mrs. 79-67 lead. Hope led 50-49 at
Elm Lane; Frederick Almanza, Benjamin Baldus, 212 West half and an Anker tip in the once largely covered by trees, their 35th wedding anniversary. Mrs. Robert Hoover, secretary; Dies in Grand Haven
The open house is being Mrs. Arthur Engelsman, secre185 East Fifth St.; Mrs. Mel- Ninth St; Mrs. Thomas Betz, second half’s first minute put was extensively logged. Hilly
GRAND HAVEN
Henry
planned by their children and tary pro-tern, and Mrs. Carl
vin Hoffman, 1681 Washington 131 Manley Ave.; Mrs. Glen Hope in front 53-51 and they
areas subject to erosion were will be held at 476 Howard Ave.
never
again
trailed.
The
lead
Danielson,
teasurer.
Ave.; Evert Habers, 210 East Boeve and baby, 121 West 19th
Elwin Medendorp.M, of 1327
16th St.; Allen Timmerman, 43 St; Mrs. Henry Geerling, 281 changed four times in the first logged off. Rain ran off the bare No invitationshave been sent
Groups and committees were WashingtonSt., died at his home
East 35th St.; Kathy Aalderink, East 12th St.; Mrs. Howard half.
soil and caused gullies. Wind but friends, relativesand neigh- organized at the January meetearly this Monday. He had been
bors are invited to call from log.
Walters, who had 14, made
route 1, Hamilton; Bob Van Guinn, 699 Gail Ave.; Raymon
erosion on sandy soils void of
in ill health for several years,
2
to
4
and
7
to
9
p.m.
The next meeting of the LadVoorst, 460 East 24th St.; Schutt, route 4; Mrs. Robert four of 12 from the floor and trees caused many problems.
but had attendedchurch servDorothy Megow, 272 West 14th Hyma and baby, 352^ Lincoln six of seven free throws while Forest fires took their toll. One
The Nienhuisesare the par- ies Aid will be on March 11.
ices Sunday night.
Potter had 12. hitting five of
St.; Sophia Benjamin, 105 East Ave.
Police Chief Larry Veldheer
of the answers to the question ents of seven children, Mrs.
He was born in Moddersville
14th St.; Mrs. John Hoeve, 110
Admitted Sunday were Rich- nine basket tries. Hope now is of what can be done to replace James Stoel, Mrs. Roger Kragt, attendedthe West Michigan and came to Grand Haven in
THE
Law EnforcementAssociation
East 18th St.
ard Cornelissen, 1530 Elmer St.; 14-6.
these forests and stop soil ero- Ronald Nienhuis, Miss Karen
1939. He was an employe of
Discharged Monday were Mrs. Harry Blystra, 804 West Wheaton, 13-8, made 40 of 101
Nienhuis, Mrs. Ron Morley, meeting in Muskegon where he
sion is to plant trees.
heard Muskegon Prosecutor the Oldberg ManufacturingCo.,
Dorothy Megow, 272 West 14th 32nd St.; Pascal T. Carroll, from the floor for 40 per cent
Many Ottawa County soils are Miss Rosemary Nienhuis and
and was president of its first
Paul Lodas speak on “How Far
St.; Bob Van Voorst, 460 East route 2; Mrs. Alex Eding, route on halves of 19-46 and 21-55. Bill
best suited for the growth of Paul Nienhuis who is serving
union. He had also been emWill
the
Pendulum
Swing?”
24th St.; Mrs. Minnie Gumser, 1, East Saugatuck;Mrs. Alfred Province had 28 and hit 12 of
A State Farm Homeowners
in the Navy at Muffet Field,
trees. Trees depend on soil.
Resthaven; Rex De Boer, 183 Tedaldi, 691 Coolidge; Mrs. 15 before fouling out with 7:47
He pointed out that the Su- ployed at the Camfield Mfg. Co. Policy. It’s the low-cost
Calif. There are 12 grandchilFrom
it they get their support,
preme Court is handing down and several other shops in the package policy that proElm Lane; Sonia Van Eyl, 114 Elmer Atman, 256 Waverly Rd.; left. John Pfund had 22.
dren.
nutrients,and water needed for
area as a tool and die maker.
East 31st St.; Mrs. Henry Schol- Mrs. Jerry Luurtsema,1753
rulings that are “really handHope (115)
growth.
How
well the soil can
He was a member of First vides broader coverage for
FG FT PF TP
ten, route 1; Mrs. Robert El- State St.; Dewey Freeman,
cuffing the law.” Referringto
your home and belongings
furnish these items determine Birthday Party Given
Christian Reformed Church,
zinga, 324 Westmont.
5
3 23
President Johnson’s“Great So1094 Lynden Rd.; Mrs. L. G. Van Wieren, f .
and for you, in case of lawformer
deacon
and
Sunday
the
kind
and
growth
of
trees.
For
Steven
Van
Vuren
Admitted to Holland Hospital West, 517 Lakewood; Arthur Brady, f ...... . 8 10 5 26
ciety” Lodas stated that we
protection
Soil Surveys show the approxSchool teacher. He was active
Friday were Mrs. Wilson Hens- Guajardo,9 East Sixth St.
9
must
first
have
a
safe
society.
.
1
Anker, c ......
Steven
Van
Vuren
who
that’s
15%
in
Scouting
and
was
an
assist
imate
boundaries
of
the
differley, 354 River Ave.; Henry De
4 14
6
Lodas also showed a film
Discharged Sunday were Walters, g
marked
his sixth birthday anant
district
commissioner
of
the
ent
kinds
of
soil
that
occur
on
'er
than
the
same
Ridder, 2044 South Shore Dr.; Arthur Hazzard, 116 East 19th Kronemeyer, g . 10 4 4 24
called, “America Wants to
Ottawa District. He was also
Mrs. Helen McAlpine, route 1, St.; John Kleis, Resthaven; Potter, c ..... .
3 12 each tract of land. By locating niversary last Friday, was hon- Know.”
2
ored at a party Saturday afterwoodlots
and
forest
plantations
East Saugatuck; Donato Ortiz, Mrs. SantiagoGaitan, route 3, Buys, g ........ .
The Calvinist Cadets are hav- a sergeant of Co. 315 Michigan
7
1
that appear to be growing ra- noon given at the home of his ing a supper at Zeeland City State Troops.
.. policies. Get
route 1, Hamilton; Mrs. Rus- Zeeland;Debra Neely, route 1,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. David
Survivors include the wife, the all the facts-call
sell Hopkins, 283 West 21st St.; FennviUe; Mark Diepenhorst,
Hall on Friday, Feb. 26 from
Totals ........ 43 29 25 115 pidly, and then studying closely
former Annette Vander Wall; me todayl
he kind of soil that they are Van Vuren, 355 West 18th St. 5 to 7 p.m. .
Allen Fisher Jr., 4671 Pine Dr.; 1761 Vans Blvd.; Mrs. Carlton
Wheaton (100)
Barbara Gottke, 28tt West 17th Brouwer and baby, 4690 120th
A Mother-Daughter Banquet two daughters,Mrs. Maynard
FG FT PF TP grown on, one can learn what Games were played and favors presented to each guest. will be held Feb. 25 at 6:30 p.m. Juell of Grand Rapids, Ada at
St.; Oscar R. Johnson, 345 Ave.; Mrs. David Dykstra and Huibregtse, f
8 trees grow best on what soil.
.
0
North 145th Ave.; Keith Smith, baby, route 1, Byron Center; Province, c ... . 12 4 5 28 The Soil ConservationService Lunch was served by Mrs. Van at the First Christian Reformed home; a son, Allen Henry, a
Vuren assisted by Miss Ruth Church.
student at the University of
308 Ottawa Ave.; LaVonne De David Nyboff, route 2, Hamil- Weavers, c ...
4 10 calls this “woodland suitabiliPlasman.
Frell, route 1; Edwin Hale, ton; Mrs. Bert Brink, route 2, Miller,g ......
5 13 ty.
Hamilton; Mrs. Russell Hop- Pfund, g ......
route 1.
4 22 From these woodland suitabil- Guests invited were Erwin
Discharged Friday were Keith kins, 263 West 21st St.; Mrs. Shank, c ...... ..
8 ity studies it has been deter- Essenburg,Carl Genzink, Mark
2
Smith, 308 Ottawa Ave.; Bar- Minnie Rotman, 382 West 20th Otterby, g .... ..
2 11 mined that there are a number Hulst, Alan Slenk, Douglas
5
bara Gottke, 28Vi West 17th St.; Mrs. Harry Ash, 1527 Olsen, ....... ..
0
1 0 of soil factorsthat must be con- Vogelzang,Randy Vugteveen,
St.; Tracy Van Hekken, 367 Jerome; Mrs. John Elferdink,
THE HG DUTCHMAN SALUTES
sidered when managing exist- Jon Morris, Brian Lake, Bobby
Johnson, Scott Van Vuren and
West 20th St.; Mrs. Ray Harris 342 River Ave.; Mrs. Herminio Totals ......
29 100 ing woodlots for maximum proBilly Achterhof.
and baby, 375Vk East Central Perez, route 4; Joseph Kutis,
duction. Soil factors which need
Ave.; Mrs. James Davison and local hotel address.
to be considered are the suitsTicketed After Mishap
baby, FennviUe; Robert Busschbility of the soil for different Car, Truck Collide
er, route 2, Hamilton; Mrs. Two Cars Collide
the potential Holland police charged James
kinds of
Henry V. Dekker, 60 West 19th
AGENT
productivityof the soil for dif- A. Hopp, 51, of 274 Lincoln
Cars driven by Johanna Van
St.; Mrs. Gerald Martinieand
Your State Fora Your State Fora
Langevelde, 64, of 254 East 12th tain an assured clear distance ferent kinds of trees, will the Ave., with failure to yield the
baby, 3517 Beeline Rd.; Mrs.
family Imuran co family tniuraaco
trees growing on this particular right of way after the stake
Ramon Gayton, 76 West Seventh St., and Frank H. Harmsen, 67, followinga three-caraccident at
The
entire
community
applauds
the
efforts
of
of 112 Cypress Ave., collidedat 11:06 p.m. Friday in front of soil be bothered by insects and truck he was driving collided
St.; George B. Tinholt, 316 LakeRoss Giles, and the many chric-minded citizens
with a car Monday noon at the
2:05 p.m. Monday at the inter- 262 East Eighth St. Police said disease?
PHONES
shore Dr.; Robert McFall, 1681
associated with HEDCOR, in bringing the new Beech
These and Other facts must be intersectionof 10th St. and
section of 12th St. and Lincoln the Van Spyker auto struck the
EX 6-8294 and EX 44133
Perry St.; Mrs. Lamar
Nut plant to Holland. Each and every person conGrisham, 397 Mayflower, Mrs. Ave., according to Holland po- rear of a car driven by Diane known in order to realize the College Ave. Police identified
25 West 9th St.
cerned is to be commended for his teamwork.
Neal Jacobusse, 50 East 15th lice. The Van Langevelde auto K. Bruurslma, 20, of 703 East maximum returns from wood the driver of the car involved
crops.
Soil
survey
information
was
beaded
east
on
12th
St.,
in
the
mishap
as
James
K.
Lincoln
Ave.,
Zeeland,
forcing
St.; Ellsworth Pat Exo, 15807
Authorized
Riley; Miner Dykman, 68 Madi- pohee said, and the Harmsen the Bruursema auto into the helps the woodland owner or Riemersma, 22, of Alma, Mich.
IXPRSSS. INC.
manager
to
make
proper
decicar
was
headed
north
on
Linrear of the third car, driven by
son.
Gewerql Offices, Holland, Michigan
Admitted Saturday were coln Avt. when the mishap oc- Phyllis Schrotenboer, 33, of 411 sions about woodland use and The mourning color of
dent Egypt was yellow.
management.,
West 48th St.
Susan Brondyke, 311 West 17th curred.
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Ottawa County
Farm News

Christian

Tops Godwin;

The

11th

Victory

Exteasioa Director
Several new recommendations
for weed centre1 on field crops
have been unveiled,.The new
recommendationsinclude herbicides or herbicide combinations
(op weed control in corn and
potatoes.For corn, the combination of atrazine plus linuron

the Godwin fkldbouse Friday

night.

•.

j

In taking its Uth victory this
seaeon against six defeats, the
Maroons were superb in every
department. Coach Art Tuls had
planned the Christian strategy
well and his players put it into
effect almost flawlesslyto hand
the Wolverines their fifth defeat
compared to 11 victories.

attended Holland Christian Hementary and High Schools.Van
Paasaa earned his B. A. at
Hope. The years 1957-1959 were
•pot In the U. S. Army. He
received his M. S. degree from

Michigan State Universityin
1962, and then taught at Lake
Forest College for one year before returning to Hope. Editor’s
note.)

(Lorox) and one pound of active ingredientof each per acre
is being added to the recom-

mended

By Paul Vaa Faasee

—

The

1601 Flores Dr., Garland, Tex.

their best of the season.

list. This combination

must be applied pre-emergence.

It would be difficult to tell
Miss Rita Schipper
whether it was the beautifully
executed Christian defense or
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Schipper,
the hot shooting which did the
route 1, Hamilton, announcethe
most damage to the Godwin
engagement of their daughter,
cause. Putting the two together
Rita, to Ronald Taylor, son of
gave the Maroons a great team
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Taylor,
victory and certainly one of

Recent warm days remind us
that spring will soon be here

By Rickard Machiele
Ottawa County

.WYOMING - Holland Christian used a great defense and
a 53 per cent shooting average
to trounce high scoring Godwin,
88-63 before 2.000 fans here in

(Paul Van Faasen joined the
Hope College faculty as Biology
instructor in September, 1981
He is a native of Holland, and

Geertman-Slagh Rites

atrazine plus

linuron

combinationreduces the possibility of soil residue problems
with atrazine and also reduces
the possibilityof damage to
corn with linuron. In research
plots the combination has given
weed control equal to that obtained with atrazine alone at
two pounds of active ingredient
per acre. The atrazine- linuron
combinationis not available
commerciallyas a m i x t u r e;
therefore, the materials roust
be mixed in the sprayer by the

Both are students at Garland
The Maroons played tight deBible College in Garland, Tex.
fense throughout, seldom letting
Plana are being made (or a applicator.
the smaller Wolves get unmolate summer w
For potatoes,linuron (Lorox)
lested shots at the hoop. Besides
is
recommended for 1965 at the
that the losers had another 10
rate of two pounds of active
shots blocked by Maroon de-

ingredientper acre. This should
be applied late pre-<?mergence,
after weeds have emerged bull
before potatoes emerge.

fenders with center Harold
Alferink doing the most damage, particularlyon Bob Van’t
Hof, Godwin’s ace scorer. In
addition to doing a fine defensive job, Alferinkled in rebounds and accounted for at
least four offensive tipins.He
got fine help on the boards from
Tom Wedeven, Jack Kalmink
and sub Paul Steggerda to give
the Maroons a 52-24 rebounding

There is a need in the county
for additionalslicing cucumber

Mrs. Glen E Phelps
Miss Karen Ann Margot and Eli en Lennon were bridesGlen E. Phelps exchanged marThe attendants wore red edge.
riage vows Saturday afternoon, velveteen dresses and carried
Coach Gene Nyenhuis tried a
Feb. 6. in a double ring cere- bouquets of white carnations variety of defenses, all includmony at the Ganges Methodist with streamers.
ing the press, but his club paid
Paul Van Faasta
Church. The Rev. Henry C.
Gordon McGowan, college dearly for each as the Maroons
spring, when raw winds give Alexanderofficiatedat the cer- roommate of the groom, was repeatedly worked through for
emony.
best man. Ushers were James easy layups or wide open corner
way to warm breezes.
The bride is the daughter of Mahoney and John Smith.
shots by Wedeven or Kalmink.
Spring, when sounds of snow
For the occasion the bride’s The biggest problem for the
plows and crunching ice are re- Mr. and Mrs. Harvard F. Marplaced by the song of a robin got of Ganges and the groom mother chose a two-piece gold losers was their inability to conMiss Nancy Lee Fosdick
and the call of a frog. Spring, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Er- brocade dress, gold - flowered tain the Maroon guards, Tom
when the dead barren land- win Phelps of 1625 Wendler hat and beige accessories.She Deur and Larry Klaasen. Both Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Foswore a corsage of yellow sweet- handled the ball almost with- dick of Douglas,announce the
scape becomes alive with S. W., Grand Rapids.
Mrs.
May
Winne
played
apheart roses. The groom’s moth- out error in addition to rack- engagement of their daughter,
brightlycolored birds and flowers appearing in the pale green propriate music and accompan- er chose a dress of olive green ing up 33 points between them. Nancy Lee, to Stanley J. Noof new leaves. Spring, when ied Ruthanna Alexander who lace with winter white accessor- Deur led with 22 markers and wak, son of Stanley J. Nowak
roadsides we see discard- sang, “B e c a u s e” and “The ies and a corsage of yellow sat out the last quarter as did Sr., of Glenn.
Wedeven and Kalmink.
sts of wild flowers, Lord's Prayer.”The church sweetheart roses.
Miss Fosdick was graduated
children and their was decorated with nine branch
A reception was held in the Godwin hit its first three shots in the class of 1964 from Saugparents and thrown away be- candelabraand white and red church parlors. Mr. and Mrs. and from then on couldn't get atiick High School. Mr. Nowak
cause the flowers wilt before French feathered carnations.
Jay Venema sister and brother- an offense going against the was graduated in the class of
The bride, given in marriage in-law of the bride, were mas- Maroons.The 53-point total was 1961 from Fennville High School
they can get them home
Apparently some people nev- by her father, wore a gown of ter and mistress of ceremonies. their lowest in two years with and is presently in the Navy
er learn. Every spring they peau de sole with a fitted bo- They were assistedby Mr. and the previous low mark being with his home base at Newport,
pick the flowers and every dice and panels appliqued with Mrs. Dale Phelps, brother and 55 against Christian in the A R.I.
spring they throw them away lace and pearls. The back chap- sister-in-lawof the groom, Mr. district tourney finals last seabecause the flowers wilt before el train was detachable.Her and Mrs. Orrin L. Ensfield and son. The Wolves have been
elbow-length veil of English silk Mrs. James Thompson.
they can get them home.
averaging over 82 points per
When we pick the flowers we illusion ws held in place by a
The couple resides at route 2, game this season. They conremove the possibility that the pill box hat of peau de soie. Fennville.
nected on just 19 out of 68 tries
plant will reproduce.The in- She carried a cascade of white
The bride and groom both are for 28 per cent. Meanwhile the
evitable result of lack of re- carnations and red French fea- seniors at Western Michigan winners collected37 fielders on
production is extinction of the ther carnations.
University, Kalamazoo.
70 tries for its 53 per cent.
species.We cannot allow this to
Miss Patti Margot, sister of
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Phelps
Led by Van’t Hof, Larry Holhappen. We must preserve our the bride, was maid of honor; were hosts at the rehearsal din- lemans and Tom Dykstra, Godnatural resources for the gen- Miss Sharon Ensfield and Miss ner at SirloinVillage.
win moved out to a quick 7-4
erations we precede. We must
margin on the Maroons. They
become aware of the consecharge of the service in the managed to lead 9-6 before
quences of our actions.
Christian Reformed Church Holland knotted it at 9 and 11.
Several years ago construcDeur and Wedeven
Sunday. In the observance
- it then corntion of a new steel mill began
The Guild for Christian serin the northernIndiana dunes. vice of the Reformed church Calvinist Cadet week the local ^I^glve.thi;MLaTns_thelr
first lead-one which they never
Completion of the project will met last week Tuesday evening. Cadets with their counselors at- lost. Alferink hit for eight in
tended the evening service in a
result in destruction of an area After Bible study the group met
group. They also served as ush- the period and Wedeven for six
unique in North America. Ex- for a program on foreign misto give the winners a 23-17 lead
ers.
pressway construction in Cali- sions with ‘‘The Church’sMisat the quarter.
The Rev. Neal J. Mol of the
fornia threatens a portion of sion to New Nations” as the
Christianreally iced the game
the redwood forest and the only theme. “Tell the World that Reformed Church chose as his
in the second period as they outarea where we find the Cali- Jesus Saves” was sung as the sermon subjects Sunday, “The
scored Godwin 26-12 in the eight
fornia condor. A proposeddam opening hymn. The opening
Second Coming” and “Joy That minutes. Deur connected on 14
Judith Ann Den Bleyker
on the Colorado River will use prayer was offered by Mrs.
points in the period with some
part of the Grand Canyon as a Neal Mol. A duet, ‘‘BringThem Is Made Full.” The Senior choir
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Den
fine moves to pace the Maroons.
giant reservoir.
In,” was sung by Mrs. Kenneth sang “Seek Ye the Lord” in the
John Isler led the Wolves with Bleyker of route 5 announcethe
Michigan cities and factories Dannenberg and her daughter, morning service. In the evening
four in the quarter which found engagement of their daughter,
empty wastes into streams, pol- Mary. They were accompanied the intermediatechoir sang,
Christian leading 39-21 at the Judith to Dale Nienhuis, son of
luting them. We cannot allow by Mrs. Wayne Folkert. Mrs. “The Solid Rock.” The Senior
midway mark and 49-29 at half- Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nienhuis
this type of thing to happen. Too Norman Kleinheksel then intro- youth fellowshipwas led by the
of 485 East 24th St.
time.
often the catastrophic results duced the film, “To Children outreachcommittee at their
The Maroons had no intention
of these activities are seen With Love." The closing mom- meeting precedingthe evening
of lettingup against the danwhen it is too late to recover ents were in charge of Mrs. service. A study on “New Nagerous Godwin outfit which
them.
Melvin Dannenberg. A business tions” which is the current
More leisure time is avail- meeting at which the president, world missions theme was be- came out in a half court zone
press to open the third period.
able. Hunting and fishing are Miss Dorothy Immink presided, gun. Six members and one visiChristian solved it and freed
more popular. Camping is an was held. A social hour was tor and their counselors attendKalmink and Wedeven from the
increasingly popular vacation. held. Those on the refreshment ed the recreationalrally at the
corners for easy one handers.
If we continue to destroy, where committee were Mrs. Harvey HudsonvilleHigh school last
With 2:12 seconds left in the
will we hunt, or fish, or camp? Lubbers, Mrs. Lloyd Lubbers, week Thursday evening. Those
Where will we vacation? Soon Mrs. Justin L a m p e n, Mrs. attending were Rev. Neal J. period, the winners were out in
a schoolboy will know a marsh Glenn Rigterink,Mrs. Joe Mol, Mr. and Mrs. Dale Voor- front 65-35. By the end of the
period, the Maroons were ridonly from a picture book.
Schipper and Mrs. Jay Rigter- horst, Mr. and Mrs. Ted Sterning a 71-40 bulge and looking
What can we do? How can ink.
berg, Norman Mol, Linda Nabstrong.
we save our natural resources?
Regular family night was held er, Margo Naber, Rein Vander Tuls substituted three new
Part of the solution seems to
in the Reformed church last Hill, Lynda Klynstra, Linda players in the final period with
be the expansionof the state
week Wednesday evening. Both Vander Beldt and Lila Jansen. substitute Vic Sharda leading
and national forests.
of the Christian Endeavor The Ladies’ Aid of the Chris- the Maroons with eight points,
We in Michigan should
.
{il
“To tian Reformed Church met last just ahead of Alferink’sseven.
ly press for the establishment
for their week Thursday afternoon. Mrs. Godwin managed only two basof Uk, Sleeping Bear Dune Na- Chadren W,th Love
program. In the junior group William Dykhuis offered t h e kets in the last quarter but did
tional Park. The hurt to a few
Debra Folkert was the chair- opening prayer and read scrip- connect on nine out of 14 charpeople for a short time will be
man. Prayer was offered by ture. The president,Mrs. Rich- ity tosses. Holland had a 37-point
compensated by the great benard Wolters, led the Bible disJanet Koopman, Scripture was
efit to the area in a few years
cussion on the theme of “God’s advantage at one stage in the
Miss Joan Nagelkirk
read by Nancy Johnson,special
last period and were out to
as the number of visitors inmusic was by Karen Hoffman ters also presided at the busi- break its 88 point scoring mark
creases, and we will have
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Nageland Janet Koopman was the ters also presidedat the busi set a week ago, but they missed
saved a unique area from dekirk of 123 South State St., Zeeness
meeting.
Mrs.
Stanley
pianist.In the intermediate
struction and exploitation.
several good opportunities in land, announce the engagement
group
Barbara Nienhuis was Lampen read the missionary ar- the closing minutes.
We should press the state to
of their daughter, Joan, to Danticle
and
Mrs.
Donald
Wolters
the chairman. Scripture was
assure us that the state forest
At the free throw lane, the iel George Bakker, son of Mr.
read
a
piece
entitled
“Praying
areas such as the Allegan read by Steven Naber, prayer Hands.” Several birthday songs Maroons hit on 14 out of 22 and Mrs. John Bakker of 298
was offered by Karen Redder,
state forest will not be turned
were sung. The meeting was tries while Godwin connected on West 23rd St.
over to private hands. Perhaps special music was by Gary closed by repeating the Lord's 15 out of 24. Isler led the losers
A July wedding is planned.
the Allegan forest should be Ramaker and Donna De Witt prayer in unison.
with 11 ahead of Van’t Hof’s 10,
made a national park. These was the pianist. Closing prayer The Girls’ League of the Re- while Alferinkfollowed Deur
Drivers Escape Serious
was by Larry Sternberg.
state and national forests must
formed Church were the guests with 19.
Student Ronald Slater was in
Injuries in Accident
be inviolable.
Holland Christian (88)
of the League of the Rose Park

Overisel

active-

We should press the cities to
save natural areas. Holland

.

^

We should support anti pollution measures. We must
jealouslyguard and protect undeveloped natural areas.
God has made man the pinnacle of creation and put him
over other living things. Man’s
natural park, a refuge for ego interpretsthis to mean that
birds, wild flowers, and even we were given the world to do
people. We cannot allow marsh- with k what we will.
es to be filled in for parking
As President Theodore Rooselots, nor wooded areas to be velt said on seeing the Grand
bulldozed for housing develop- Canyon, “Leave it as it is . . .
tion.

City has purchasedland on the
Graafschap Road to develop
into a natural park. It must not
be landscaped, seeded with
grass, and criss-crossed by
paVed walks. It must remain a

ments. We must save even
some sandy waste areas.

the ages have been at work on
it and man can only mar it.”
President Johnson has begun
And another familiar quote:
an extensive wilderness preser- “The heavens declare the glory
vation and conservationpro- of God and the firmament
gram. We should wholehearted- showeth His handiwork.”
ly support it and ask our senaMan was not given the earth
tors and representatives to do but rather was put on it, to use
likewise. We should support and enjoy it, not to destroy

promoting cooiervA-and rape

it,

of

—

.

””

growers. The Lake Michigan
VegetableCo-op has been organized here in the county for
a couple of years. They hav#
equipment for grading, waxing,
and also have a plastic mulch
applicatoravailablefor the
growers in the association. If
any of our cuke growers are
interestedthey might like to attend the meeting of this group
which is planned for Feb. 22
and will be held at the Allendale Township Hall at 8 p.m.

The Ottawa No. 2 D. H. I. A
has a new supervisor.Fred
Langeland who tested for some
time has resigned and is now
replacedby David Schmidt of
Coopersville.

The Ottawa No. 1 D. H. I. A
reports the following high herds
in milk for the month of Jan-

TARS

Coopersville,48 lbs.

York, Sokolski

gown

street-

of red velvet fea-

turing a bell -shaped skirt, long
sleeves and moderately scooped
neckline coming to a V in the
back. Her headpiece consistedof
a red velvet wedding ring with
pouf veil. She carried a single
white

mum.

For the occasion Mrs. Slagh
chose a two-piece aqua knit
dress with black accessories
complemented by a white carnation corsage. Mrs. Geertman,
the groom's mother, selected a
black sheath with black accessories. Her corsage included
red and white carnations.

About 130 guests attendeda
reception held in the church

basement with Mr and
Bert De Haan, uncle and

Mrs.
aunt

of the groom, serving as master and mistress of ceremonies.

Punch bowl attendantswere

Discuss

Former Spring Lake

Constitution

GRAND HAVEN -

Fred Bot-

Two new members

Lead Archers

attended tema, 90, who served as Spring
a meeting of Teenage Republi- Lake fire chief for 41 years,
cans Thursday in Republican
died Thursday afternoon at the

Headquarters.The new memLee York led the Chicago bers are Ann Hoekstra and home of a daughter, Mrs. HerRound with 778, and Dick So- Alyce Langejans.Refreshments bert Parpart, 211 South Lake
kolski topped the regular round
were served by John Otten.
St., with whom he had lived for
with 778 in the Holland Archery
A
report was given by Diane three years. He had been in ill
Club shoot at the Armory
Thursday night.
Other Chicago Round scores
were Lee Schuitema, 772; Dave
Vanden Brink, 708; Jerry Brink,
706; Dale Streur, 704; Ron

Overweg, 676; Joe

Sokolski,

662; Max Bakker, 648; Paul
Morley, 628; and Vern York,
602.

.

-

2 4 3

.

1 1 0
0 0 10

19 16 15

length

Fire Chief Dies at 90

.

Totals

played on the piano by Mrs. Nor-

Her attendant wore a

Miss Bernice Geertman. sister
of the groom, and Ivan Berens,
and presiding at the gift table
er, Allendale, 61 lbs.; Leon heer and Harley Prins served as were the Misses Judy Slagh and
Cheri Van Dyk, Connie Slagh,
Sterken, Zeeland, 57 lbs.; Hen- ushers.
The bride, given in marriage sister of he bride, and Egbert
ry Baker, Byron Center, 56
lbs.; John Schout, Allendale by her father,was attiredin a Geertman,brother of the groom,
55 lbs.
white satin ballerina - length were in charge of the guest
Ottawa No. 2 Association — gown featuring a rose chantilly book.
high milk: Ed Cribley, Coopers- lace bodice with long sleeves
A two - piece deep pink suit
ville, 1770 lbs.; James Busman. tapered at the wrists and sab- with brown accessorieswas
Coopersville, 1476 lbs.; Gerrit rina neckline. The bouffant skirt chosen by the bride for a northBoth, Coopersville, 1378 lbs.; was designedwith a panel of ern wedding trip. The couple
Glen S t r 0 v e n, Coopersville, chantilly lace down the front will reside on route 2, West
1365 lbs.; Roger Holmes, Nuni- and a bow at the waist in back. Olive
ca, 1321 lbs.
A graduate of West Ottawa
Her shoulder - length veil fell
Ottawa No. 2 Association —
High School, the bride attendhigh butterfat: Ed Cribley, 72 from a crown of seed pearls and ed the Chic University of Coslbs.; James Busman, 57 lbs.; she carried a single long stem- metology. The groom is emGlen Stroven,50 lbs.; Gerrit med red rose.
ployed at Roamer Boat Co.
Buth, 50 lbs.; Roger Holmes,
49 lbs.; Oscar Hecksel and Son,

.

evening.

(EiMnb«r« photo)

Rie North Holland Reformed
Church chapel decorated with
bouquets of mums, white candelabra, palms and kissing candles
was Hie scene of a double ring
ceremony Friday evening when
Miss Sandra Lynn Slagh and
Gerald Geertman Jr. exchanged
their wedding vows.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Slagh of
120th Ave. and the groom is the
son of Mrs. Gerald Geertman of
route 2, West Olive and the late
Mr. Geertman.
The 7 o'clock rites were performed by the Rev. Lambert
Olgers following wedding music

uary: Albert Potgeter,Allenman Slagh. The soloist, Miss
dale, 1553 lbs; John Schout,
Wanda
Coeling,sang “The
Allendale, 1516 lbs.; Gerald
Lord’s Prayer” and “0 Promise
Poest, Zeeland, 1497 lbs.; Frank
Van Netten, Hudsonville,1483 Me.”
Wedding attendants were Miss
lbs.; Henry Baker, Byron CenDeanna
Slagh, sister of the
ter, 1480 lbs.
bride,
as
maid of honor, and
Ottawa No. 1 Association —
High butterfat: Gerald Poest, Alvin Geertman, brother of the
Zeeland, 67 lbs.; Albert Potget- groom, as best man. Dale Veld-

Regular Round scores were
Gene Hiddingaand Fred Hieftje, 756; John Lam, 748; Bill
Brown, 746; Steve Kline, 740;
Jim Van Duren, 736; Ken
Fought, 734; Marv Wabeke,
732; John Mulder and Bob
Kloosterman,730; Stu Harrington and Oscar Lemon, 712; Warren Kievit, 706; Jerry Kline
and Augie Stassen, 690.
Other Regular Round scores
were Jim Tenckinck, 688;
Duane Brink, 682; Steve Svoboda, 679; Jerry Van Hekken,
678; Carol Gras, 674; Juke Ten
Cate and Doug Kort, 672; Lee
Hiddinga, 671; Milt Dangremond and Nelda Van Duren,
670; and Ken Lugten, 664.
Larry Bakker, Harlan Morley and Jim McGregor, 654;
Dave Stansby, 650; Jerry Gras,
638; Jack Ten Cate, 626; Ron
Vander Vliet, 620; Reka Brown,
FG FT PF TP
615; Ron Pas, 600; Marcia MulReformed Churdh of Holland.
ZEELAND — Cars driven by der, 586; Peter Kerstein, 495;
9
Judy Kooiman was able to re- Kalmink, f .... 4 1 1
Stanley Junior Klein, 22, route
turn home from the hospital Wedeven, f .... 7 0 2 14 2, Hamilton,and Carl E. Ros- Eunice Bakker, 384; and A1
Alferink, c
Van Dyke, 297.
1
4 19
following an appendectomy.
ner, 22, Oak Park, Mich., were
The Rev. John L. Bull sul*-. Deur, g .... .... 10 2 1 22 badly damaged in a crash at
mkted to his second operation Klaasen,g .... 3 5 2 11 12:45 p.m. Thursday on M-21 Eko Smith Dies at 91
2
ft3
4
in the Zeeland Hospital last Steggerda, f
Sharda, f ... .... 2 5 2 9 at 72nd Ave. in Zeeland town- In Riverside Home
week Saturday.
ship.
Henry Russcher has a broken Hulst, g .... .... 0 0 2 0
GRAND HAVEN
Eko
State police charged Klein
Deur, D., g .... 0 0 1
0
wrist.
with failure to yield the right Smith, 91, formerly of East
Mrs. Justin Schipperspent a
Saugatuck, died at the RiverTotals ..... ... 37 14 18 88 of way. He had been waiting
few days in the Holland Hospiside Nursing Home in Grand
in
the
median
strip
for
a
train
Godwin (53)
tal for a bleeding ulcer.,
Haven Friday evening. He had
to
pass
and
then
pulled
across
FG FT PF TP
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Gunnethe westbound lane of the high- been a patient there for the
man returnedhome last week Hollemans, f ..
8
past three years. He was a
from a few weeks stay in Flor- Dykstra,f ... .. 2 0 1 4 way and was hit broadside by member of Fourth Reformed
the Rosner car. Both drivers
Isler, c .......
3
2 11
Church.
Maggie Lampen visited Mrs. Post, g ...... .. 0 0 4 0 received bumps and bruises but
Surviving is one son, Henry
Gertie Redder of Zeeland Jast Van’t Hof, g
.. 5 0 0 10 did not require medical help.
Smith of Kalamazoo. His wife,
Scholten, g ..
week Wednesday.
0
1
2
Emma, died 12 yean ago.
The Sunshine band and Cadets Edwards, f .. .. 2
3
1
7 —
Melville,
g .....
3
— —
of the Christian Reformed Potter, g ..... .. 0
0
1
1 Harmsen, g ....4
A gallon of seawater contains
Church held meetings Monday Klunder, g ..
0
0
1
about a quarter of a pound of
<
Buist, c .......
3
1
7
-

Mr. and Mrs. Gerald GeertmanJr.

53 salt.

Stephenson of the Tulip Time health for five weeks.
He was born in Spring Lake
committee on progresson the
and was a plumber by trade.
float for Tulip Time and other
He was a member of the Spring
ideas for the festival.
Lake fire department for more
Plans for attending the state than 60 years, serving as chief
convention were discussed with for 41. He was a member of
most members deciding to at- Spring Lake Reformed Church.
tend. The new constitution His wife, the former Clara Boltwhich was carefullystudied and house, died in 1961.
discussed after being submitSurviving are three daughters,
ted by the committee will be Mrs. Parpart, Mrs. Edwin Balready for ratificationat the gooyen of Grand Rapids and
next meeting.
Mrs. Mannd Bogema of MusCopies of the statement of kegon; a brother, Charles of
policy drawn up by the com- South Pasadena, Calif.; a sismittee were distributedto mem- ter, Mrs. Henry Bonnema of
bers for study before the next Muskegon; four grandchildren,
meeting.
five great grandchildren, and a
Ten TARS from the Holland daughter-in-law, Mrs. Stephen
area attended the Lincoln Day Bottema of Spring Lake.
banquet held in Zeeland on
Feb. 10. Mary Bomers and
Two Girls Apprehended
Linda Karsten assisted Mrs.
Danhof in decorations.Bill After Evading Matron

Van Wyke

delivered Lincoln’s

Gettysburg address.

GRAND HAVEN— After
a

quite
chase, city police took into

custody a 15-year-old Holland
girl and a 16-year-oldManistee
girl who evaded Mrs. Lester
Potrafka, matron at the OttaCourt of
wa County Youth Home, at a
Boy Scout Troop 49, sponsored shoppingtrip at a food market
by Moose Lodge No. 116 of Hol- on Beacon Blvd. Thursday aftland, will hold a dinner and ernoon.
Court of Honor on Monday, Feb.
Because of good behavior, the
22 at 7:30 p.m. in the Wauka- girls were given the privilege
zoo School gym.
of accompanying Mrs. Potrafka
Troop committee chairman on shopping. Officers in four
James Van Dyke and advance- police cars aided in the search
ment chairman Richard Ray- for the girls who cut across lots.
mond are in charge of the Police provided first aid for
event. Lawrence Hettinga is in- cuts and scratches after the
stitutional representativeand girls were apprehended. They
Harlan Smith is a member of were returned to the youth
the troop committee.
home by sheriff’s officers.

Troop 49 Plans

Honor

Jack Shoemaker is

Lodge

governor. E. J. Vander Kooi is
Scoutmaster assisted by Ro-

Window Hit
GRAND HAVEN

-

Another

bert Morris and Randall Mey- act of vandalism was discovers. Other troop officialsare ered Friday night at the CardGeorge Hovlng Jr., Webb Dal- ner-Denver plant which has
man, Raymond Streur and How- been on strike for about 16
ard Bourn an.
weeks. City poUce said a large

During the past two weeks,
the troop had outings in the
Allegan State Forest at Camp
Taylor and near Ely Lake.

m

front showcase window was
struck by what is believed to
have been a pellet or BB shot,
leaving a small

hole. I

_

-

THREE CARS IN CRASH
Schiefer, 31, of

car at

West

Olive, driver of the

was injured slightlywhen her

left,

cor crashed into the station wagon at right,

driven by Myron Trethewey, 48, of 772
Mary Ave., at 10:53 p.m. Friday at the
intersectionof Butternut Dr. and Rose Park
Dr. Mrs. Schiefer was released from Holland
Hospital after treatment. Driver of the
third car involved in the mishap, shown at

Mr, and Mrs. Edward J. Bareman
(Van Pulton photo)

Two bouquets ot mums, palms
and c andelabra decorated the
Fellowship room of the Fourteenth Street Christian Reformed Church on Feb. 5 for
the wedding of Miss Janice
Marie Barveld and Edward J.
Bareman.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Barveld of 250 East 15th
St. and the son of the late Mr.

and had black accessories.
For her daughter’s wedding
Mrs. Barveld chose a blue silk
crepe dress with black accessones and a corsage of carnations and roses.
Rodger Barveld, brother of

City Issues
Nine Permits
For Building

Day Chairmen
For Michigan

by Ottawa County deputies as

Marry

Hoekstro, 43, of 459 Rose Pork Dr. Deputies

said the Schieferauto, headed south on
Butternut Dr, collided with Trethewey's car

as Trethewey was making a left turn off
Butternut Dr. and forced the Trethewey
auto into Hoekstra's car which was standing on Rose Park Dr. at a stop sign.

'

and Mrs. Henry A. Schut
(do VrlM photo)
Mr. and Mrs. Henry A. Schut School St., Hudsonville, an Feb.
of 5193 36th Ave., Hudsonville, 25 from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m.
plan to celebrate their 50th for relatives, neighbors and

(Sentinel photo)

Named
Week

Berean Society

wedding anniversary Feb. 25. friends.
Nine applicationsfor building
Their children include Albert
Mrs. Schut is the former Elizathe bride, seated the guests and
permits for a total of $32,099
beth De Kraker. The couple was Schut, Mrs. George (Janet)
he and Mrs. Barveld served as
m constructionwere filed at the
married at the home of her Westrate, Mrs. Gerald (Germaster and mistressof cere- office of City Building Inspector
Arthur Becker and Gus Feen- of a theme. For SpiritualFounparents by the Rev. Henry trude) Wieringa, Joe Schut,
monies at a reception held for Gordon Streur during the week,
stra, co-caramunity chairmen of dations Day, it was considered
and Mrs. Leonard Bareman 50 guests followingthe wedding
The Missionary Helpers ol Walkotten and are the parents Mrs. Howard (Rae) De Jong
They follow:
Holland for Michigan Week, to- that former ministers of the
were married by the Rev. Tenis ceremony. Miss Diane Groters
the Berean Bible Church spon- of six children, 23 grandchildren and Mrs. Ken (Betty) WierMaar Sroes, 11 East Eighth day announced the appoint- area be honored.
Van Kooten with the bride’s presidedover the guest book
sema.
sored a mother and daughter and five great-grandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs. Schut will encousin Mrs. John Van Dam, and Mr. and Mrs. James Dries- St., interior remodeling, $4,000; ments of their “day chairmen’’
program Thursday evening.
The children will be hosts at tertain their children and grandfor the week of events May 16- Lincoln School PTA
* 1 the groom’s brother. Ro- enga served punch. In the gift Harvey Knoper, contractor.
Valentine’sDay decorations
Fred Bertsch, 552 Lake Dr., 22.
bert Bareman, in attendance. room were Mr. and Mrs. Richwere used and the theme was an open house at the Protestant children at dinner at Bosch’s on
Holds Pancake Supper
The Rev. Jack Walchenbach
Piano music was provided by ard Scholten.The Rev. Dick Van remodel siding and interior,
“The Tie That Binds” featur- Reformed Church basement on Feb. 27.
Ellen Nienhuis.
Halsema spoke briefly and $1,800; Five Star Lumber Co., of Hope Reformed Ohurch will Lincoln School PTA held their ing the opened Bible.
be chairman of SpiritualFoun- meeting Tuesday in the form of
contractor.
The bride, given in marriage closed with prayer.
There were 52 present and
Marsilje Travel Agency, 174 dations Day, Sunday, May 16. a pancake supper with ap- each mother and daughterwas
by her father, wore a two The couple resides at 10417
piece white wool dress with Paw Paw Dr. followinga north- Central Ave., finish storeroom, Our GovernmentDay will be proximately 150 parents and given an artificial corsage and
black patent accessoriesand ern wedding trip. The bride is $500; Rhine Vander Meulen, chairmaned by attorney Don- children attending.
program as she entered.
carried a white Bible covered employed at the Board of Pub- contractor.
ald H. Hann; and Harold J.
Following the supper a movie,
A singspiration was led by
J. Sas, 143 East 18th St., tile Karsten will chairman Hospi- “Modern Math,” from the Mich- Miss Lorraine Knoll and the
with white carnations and red lic Works and the groom is
roses. Mrs. Van Dam was at- assistant manager of Fitz- ceiling, $160; Kenneth Beelen, tality Day.
igan Education Association was president, Mrs. George Riemercontractor.
tired in a gold brocaded dress patrick Electric.
Our LivelihoodDay will be shown.
sma, introducedeach mother,
W. Hoeksema, 715 College co-chairmaned by Robert P. The fourth and fifth grade who in turn introduced her Harold L. Homkes et al toi
Ave., change cupboards,$100; Bemecker, safety supervisor rooms were in charge of the daughter.
Melvin Neal Haveman and SAUGATUCK - The Saugabounding. 27-26 but John Davis,
Kenneth Beelen. contractor.
for the Holland Motor Express event. Those working were Mr.
Mrs. Nick Beyer was the old- wife. Pt. Lot 3 H L. Williams tuck Board of Education deter6’5” Tigers center got six deBruce Ter Haar, 124 West Co., and George C. Becker, of and Mrs. Alvern Woodwyke, Mr. est mother with four generamined a special operating millfensive rebounds and set up
Estates, Twp. Park.
27th St., panel wall and remove Home Furnace Co.
and Mrs. Allen Borr, Mr. and tions present. Miss Sharon
numerous scores. Day led the
Mary Streur et al to Renetta age of 6 mills for two years
wall, $700; self, contractor.
Education Day will be chair- Mrs. Chris Karafa, Mr. and Riemersma and Mrs. George
winners with 24, including nine
Glen Wedeven, 644 Central maned in Holland by Miss Mar- Mrs. Glen Brower, Mrs. Ray Riemersmasang a duet accom- Rowan Lot 16 Chamber of Com- at a meeting Thursday evening.
of 13.
The millage issue comes up
Ave., remodel living room and garet VanVyven, elemen- Vander Meulen, Mrs. Barb De panied by Mrs. Ira Schipper. A merce Sub. City of Holland
Beltman had 17 for Holland
dining room, $200; self, contracRobert
J.
Klomparens
and for public vote on March 23.
tribute
to
mothers
was
given
by
tary coordinator for- Holland Koster, Mrs. Cecil Serier and
with eight of 12 from the floor
Mrs. Adrian Van Houten and a wife to C. Gordon Schamper ^js js an jncrease 0f 41^ mills
and Lawson had 14 while Mil- tor
Schools, and in the West Mrs. Paula Fowler.
MUSKEGON HEIGHTS - lard had 12. The Dutch lost Milo Nivison. 259 West 33rd Public
tribute to daughters was pre- and wife, Pt SEVi SEV4 24-5-16 for operating.It amounts to
Ottawa District,by Dan Paul,
Also helping were the PTA ofAvenging an earlier season two.
St., new house and attached
Twp. Park.
the ball 15 times and the Tigers
principal of Beechwood School. ficers, Mrs. Marvin Klorapar- sented by Mrs. Cal Jansen. Mrs.
$10.35 per $1,000 of assessed
point loss to Holland. Muskegon
Fred Smith addressed the group
Joseph P Takens and wife to
made several baskets after ih- garage. $13,335; Harold Lange- Herrick Public Librarian Mrs.
Heights basketball team whipens, Mrs. Donald Kimber, Mrs. on “A Pattern for Living.”
Bruce A. Boven et al Lot 39 valuation and was made nectercepted passes and steals jans, contractor.
Hazel Hayes and her assistant,
ped the Dutch, 90-74 here FriFrederick Van Wieren, 93
Luncheon was served from a Lamplight Estates No. 1, Twp. essary by the opening of the
with an effectivepress.
Mrs. A. A. Dykstra, will co- Eugene Working and Mrs. Ruth
day night in an LMAC second
East 37th St., new house and
table decorated with greens Georgetown.
Douglas School and increased
Smith.
chairmen
Our
Heritage
Day;
Holland
(74)
place battle in the Bolt gym
attached garage, $11,304; self,
and two red candles centered
Home
Builders Land Co to enrollments.
and officer Leonard Ver Schure,
FG
FT
PF
TP
before 900 fans.
contractor.
by a Bible opened to Ezekiel Raymond J. Kennedy and wife,
At the last meeting of the
Leenhouts,f ..
0
of the Holland Police Depart- L. Boersens Observe
The victory placed the two
16:44.
Lot
253 Heather Heights No. 2, board Feb. 11, the board heard
0
Brolin, f ..... . 2
ment.
will
serve
as
Youth
Day
4
Golden Anniversary
teams in a tie for second place
faculty recommendationsfor
Twp. Georgetown.
0 14 Kate Garrod Post Fund
Lawson, c .... . 5
chairman.
with 6-3 record. Both are 1(M
Dr.
J.
Chamness
Speaks
17
Beltman, g .... .. 8
1
Committee Has Meeting
LeRoy DuShane and wife to improving the school curricuAt a recent meeting of the Mr. and Mrs. Lambert Boeroverall.
2
6
Pete, g ...... .. 2
Walter
Victor and wife, Pt. lum, based on a 1^-year cursen of Jamestown celebrated At Montello Park PTA
committee
with
the community
riculum evaluationstudy conHitting on a fine 54 per cent Johnson, g .... .. 1
The
annual
meeting
of
the
2
2
SE'-4 SEV4 24-5-16 Twp. Park.
their golden wedding anniverof their shots, the Tigers start- HoUeman, f ...... 3
9 education committee of the co-ohairmenand Ottawa County sary with an open house at
4
Dr. James Chamness showed
John R. De Jonge and wife ducted at the request of the
ed to break the game open in Colenbrander, f .. 4
0
8 Woman's Literary Club was co-chairmen George Purcell and Jamestown Christian Reformed
to
Vernon Lewis and wife, Lots board. This report was presentslides and spoke on “Poisonsin
ed by Mrs. Frances Seymour
the second quarter and com- Millard, g .... . 5
12 held Thursday afternoon at the
1
David Pushaw, some ideas for Church Tuesday from 2 to 4 and Your House” to the Montello 556, 57 Schilleman’s Add. Twp. and Mrs. Helen* Cunningham.
pleted the job in the third Kleinjans, c ... .. 0
1
0 home of Mrs. Andrew Hyma.
Holland.
6 to 10 p.m.
Areas for improvement given
period.
This committeeadministers the festivities were discussed.
0
2
Stroop, g .... .
Marilyn G. Van Orden et al
The party was given by Park PTA Tuesday.
The winners enjoyed bulges of
Totals ...... . 31 12 14 74 the Kate Garrod Post Educa- Since Michigan Week follows their children and their hus- He reported that 400 children to Joseph E. Shaw and wife, major emphasis by the faculty
24 points midway in the third
tion Fund, established by the the Tulip Time Festival, a genlisted:
Muskegon Heights (90)
bands or wives, Mr. and Mrs. are killed each year by acci- Pt. N4 NWv4 94-16 Twp. Port
1. Increased educational opquarter but Holland managed
club in 1917. It’s a rotating fund eral cleanup is in order, and
ly
by
dental
poisoning,
mostl;
FG FT PF TP
William (Bertha) De Vries,
* u. j
to chop the score to 10 points
for loans without interestmade VerSchure ventured the prohousemedicines
and
ordinary
Richard
M.
Fletcher
et
al
to
portumties
for students not goDay f .........
2 24
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boersen,
early in the fourth quarter, 71t0 coUe,8e;
1 3 11 to girls who need financialhelp posal to have the youth in the Mr. and Mrs. Albert N. (Jean- hold items left carelessly with- Mary S. Davis Pt. N4 NWV< m?2.°?Increased
Smith, f ...... .. 5
educational opin pursuing professionalor community take on the project. ette) Dykema and Mr. and Mrs. in reach.
61. before the Tigers soared
3 16
9-6-16 Twp. Port Sheldon
J. Davis, c .. .. 8
portunitiesfor students planning
again to take the 16-pointwin.
technical training.
It
also
was
planned
to
have
a
14
2
David
John
conducted
devoRoger
Koning
and
wife
to
Richard
A.
(Loretta)
Vander
McGregory, g .. 7
to continue education after
The treasurer,Mrs. John Radio Youth Day.
Close in the first period with
1
18
A. Davis, g .. .. 7
Klok. Besides the four children, tions. PresidentEl Slenk pre- ClarenceVan Wieren and wife,
four ties, the Tigers managed
Winter,
reported
that
during
high school.
2
0
Houston, f ... .
Bernecker and George Becker the couple has 16 grandchildren sided. The matter of a Tulip Lot 20 Sandy’s Sub. City of Hol3. Expanded services of a reto get the last basket and led
the current year 14 girls have
1
0
Time
float
representing
the
land.
Evans, f ...... .. 0
and
six
great
grandchildren.
brought up the possibility of
medial
nature for students need20-18 at the buzzer.
received
aid.
2
2
ClarenceTamminga and wife
school was discussed. The new
Scott, c ...... .. 1
having Holland factories open
But in the second period the Myles, g ..... .. 0
1 0 1 Girls interested in obtaining their doors for open house, not Grand River Ice Jam
fourth grade teacher, Mrs. to Norman J. Zwiers and wife, ing additional help, particularwinners made their first spurt,
loans from the fund are asked
0
2
Lana Ten Brink, and her hus- Lot 22 Lakewood Heights Sub. ly in reading.
Riley, g ...... ..
only on Our Livelihood Day,
4. Expanded library services
12 straight after Holland had
to contact Mrs. Clarence KlaasCauses
River
to
Flood
12
14
90
band, were introduced.
Twp. Park.
Totals ...... 39
for students at all grade levels.
scored the first three to take a
en, committeechairman, or but for the entire week. Open
Peter
Vander
Leek
and
wife
house is a custom for several
GRAND HAVEN - An ice The kindergartenclass won
Joseph Domitrz, chairman
21-20 lead. The 21-20 lead, made
Mrs. John Winter.
the bust of Lincoln for the com- to Harvey G. Kragt and wife,
of the faculty salary study comon a basket and free throw by
Other members of the com- local factories during the Tulip jam on Grand River last week
Lot
6
Wintergreen
Sub.,
Twp.
ing month for having the highmittee are Mrs. Hyma, Mrs. Festival, so this would merely flooded the area of 120th Ave.
mittee emphasized the need for
Mike Lawson, was the only time
est percentageof parents pres- Park
be
an
extension
of
the
plan.
and
North
Cedar
Dr.
in
RobinHolland led in the game.
Russell Vande Bunte, Mrs. Roy
Miss VanVyven, as coeduca- son Township. Several homes ent.
Heasley and Miss Maibelle GeiIt must have irked the wintion
chairman, would like to in the area are surrounded by
Serving lunch were Mrs. John
ners because they scored 12
The Jefferson School PTA ger. Mrs. Kenneth Kooiker, LitLotl^BlklO Assessor’s’ Plat imPro'(e professionalcompetDe
Graaf, Mrs. Keith Daniels
have
a
contest
among
school
water,
but
none
was
in
any
imence through graduate courses,
erary
Club
president,
also
atstraight points and four minutes Valentine tea was held last FriNo. 2, City of Holland.
and Mrs. Daniel Donalson.
students, possibly in the form mediate danger.
plus the need for a scale that
elapsed before the Dutch day at the school with Mrs. tended the meeting.

Stages Mother,

Daughter Meet

Saugatuck

Ottawa County

Board Studies

Real Estate
Transfers

School

Needs

Dutch Drop

90-74

Game

To Heights

.0 0 3
0
4
1
2
0
3
0
2

0

1

0

Sheldon.

9 6

,

1

1

0
0
4
0

0
0

1

0

Has
Valentine Tea
Jefferson

Hope Church to

scored again. With the score 32- Harry Frissel giving devotions
21, Holland did manage to out- and the Thomas Jefferson orscore the Tigers, 8-4 the rest of chestra under the direction of
the half to trail 26-29 at half. Mrs. Calvin Rynbrandt presentHolland had 23 shots in the sec- ing numbers.
ond quarter but hit only five.
Classes participatingand
Cal Beltman, who had scored their teachers were kindergarthree baskets in the first quar- ten, Mrs. Paul Rillema; first
ter, got sot of the points in grade, Mrs. Harold Tregloan;
the second quarter rally. Steve first and secono grade, Mrs.
Millard got the other two, the Ruth Roos; second grade, Mrs.
first of five baskets in the C. W. Blom; third grade. Mrs.

game.

Monte Emmons; third and

In the third quarter, the Ti- fourth grade, Mrs. Henry Hidgers tore the basket 12 times ding and fourth grade, Mrs.
in 20 tries and midway in the Grace Dorn an.
period held a 56-32 lead. They
Groups were accompanied by
also led 58-34 with 3:28 to play Miss Belle Kleinheksel,elemenbefore Holland started to come tary music teacher.
back.
Introducedwere the student

David Day led the third quarter attack with four baskets
and four free throws while
John Davis and Rick McGregory chipped in with three baskets each and Art Davis had
two baskets and three free
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Pouring were Mrs. Herbert
Coburn and Mrs. Emil Stoike.
Hostesses were Mrs. Dale
Bouwman, Mrs. Donald Le
throws.
Poire, Mrs. John Lorence and
Coach Don Piersma’sreserve Mrs. Herbert Coburn, chairunit turned in a fine perform- man.
ance in the third period andtrailed 67-51 at the quarter’s Friday Bridge Winners
close. Millard had three baskets, Dan Colenbranderand A1 Are Announced by Club
First place pairs at the FriHolleman,two each and Randy
day
Duplicate Bridge Club were
Johnson., one basket. Holland
Mrs. Ivan Wheaton and Mrs
bit 10 of 20 in tbe period.
Piersma praised this group William Wood, north-south,and
for the way they moved the Mrs. J. B. Vander Meer and
ball, hustled and got the re- Mrs. W. A. French, east-west.
Other north-southwinners
bounds. The second group managed to cut the score to 10 were Mrs. George Heeringa and
im Murdoch, second,
points in the fourth quarter. Mrs. William
Holland made 43 per cent of its and Mrs. John Husted and Mrs.
shots on 31 baskets in 74 tries Kenneth Haynes, third.
Other east-west winners were
including quarters of 7-16; 5-23;
Mrs. Edgar Gallmeier and Mrs.
10-20 and 8-15.
The winners enjoyed periods Fredrick Richardson, second,
of 10-10; 7-14; 12-20 and 10-20 and Mrs. Joe Borgman Jr. and
for 39 of 73. Both teams made Mrs. C. E. Stewart, third.
Friday will be the monthly
12 free shots with Holland trying 21 times and the Heights, master point same. All games
are held at the Warm Friend
16
Holland was awarded the re- Hotel at 1 p.m. Friday. r

J.

-r

to

m
mm

wiU encourage weU

qualified,

high caUber teachingpersonnel
to remain in Saugatuck as weU
as attracting qualified replacements when vacancies occur.
In recent years, many teachers
left for positions in other

have

Georgetown.
Henry Hulst and wife to Ben- school districts.
The board also is studying
jamin Kroeze and wife, Pt. Lot
operational needs resulting
1 Village of Harrington. City of
from opening the enlarged
HolhuttC
Van noven Brothers to Lloyd Douglas elementary school. As
expected, district expenditures
E. Drew and wife, Lot 34 Baldfor heat, Ught, utilities,custowin Heights Plat No. 1, Twp.
dial salariesand suppUes, teachGeoregtown.
ing suppUes, transportation exJohn R. Evenhuis and wife to
John Geurink and wife, Pt. penses and insurancehave increased significantly. MU^.ge
NWV4 30-6-14 Twp. Blendon.
Exex. and Adm. Est. John requestedin the March 23 elecShoemaker, Dec. to Gerald Van tion wiU reflectthese increases.
Other considerations are hirEizenga and wife, Lot 73 and
ing two additional teachers to
pt. 74 Roosenraad’sPlat No. 1,

mm
t

7
of

Bernard VandePol and wife,
Lot 19 Sunnyview Sub. Twp.

5

'J

teachers, Miss Carol Van Lente,
Miss Carol Elferdink and Miss
Ellen Walters.

Walter

Martiny Jr. and wife, Lot
Blk 5 Visscher’s Add. City
HoUand.
CorneliusDood and wife

mm

provide for enrollmentin-

City of Zeeland.

creases, additionalexpenses for
Clara Dailey and wife to G.
R. Mutual Federal Savings & fuU-year operation of the Douglas school, and payment for
Loan Assn. Pt. EV* 23-6-13 Twp.
two buses.
Georgetown.

Clarence

Van Wieren

and

wife to Roger Koning and wife, Bridal Shower Given
Lots 2, 3 StewartsAdd. City of For Miss Wilma Boeve
Holland.

A

Franklin Anderson and wife
bridal shower was held
to Roger Langworthy and wife, Wednesday evening at the home
Lot 139 Essenburg Sub. No. 4, of Miss Sandra Brinks, 54 East
Twp. Park.
19th St, in honor of Miss WULambert Schuitema and wife ma Boeve who wiU become the
to David W. Van Ommen, Pt. bride of Robert Simmons on|
Lot 9

New Groningen Plat &

E«A NEy4

pt.

Twp. HoUand.
Grace Hamberg to Henry
Postma and wife, Pt. Lot 2 Blk
66 City of HoUand.
Renetta Rowan to Fred H.
Beekman and wife, Lot 11 Blk
A Cedar Plats Add. City of Hol-

WORK PROGRESSING - Workman

at the site of Windmill

tion which is supervised by Jan (Diek)

Medendorp of

the

De Zwaan on Holland's Windmill Island development have

Netherlands. Good weather conditions have allowed activity

nearly completed putting shingles on the exterior of the

0* site development and bulldozers and earthmovers have
been wooing on areas between the. windmill and the

upper structure of the 200-year-oldoctagonal mill. The
six floor levels inside are nearing completion and stairways are being constructed.Putting into place the huge
windmill cap will be the next major phase of thor construc-

canals. This picture, looking west, shows Mrs. Roger Snow,

I

wife of Sentinel photographer-reporter
in foreground.
(Sentinel photo)

23-5-15

land.

R. L. Gutierrez and wife to
Quincy Auto Parts, Pt. NEty
NWV4 8-5-15 Twp. HoUand.
John H. Bouwer and wife to
Lester D. Van Wieren and wife,
Pt. NH SWfrlVa 10.5-15 Twp.
Holland.

March
:n 5.
&.
Games
mes were played with dup*
Ucates prizes going to Carla
1, Linda Price and Mrs.
Price.
Gene Wells. Bride bingo also
was played.
A pink and white color
scheme was carried throughout
the rooms ana0 a buffet lunch
was served by the hostess.

Present were Mrs. Wayne
Evink, Mrs. Wells and the
Misses Elaine Nehls,
Price, Linda
Wierii, Sharon Vi
and
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Enaaaed

'Bus Stop'

TOSS

some differentkinds of

KTAsaritt

Fennville

Drive
regress

group met on Feb.

Community Chest drives begins

Featuredin the cast are Dartoday. Workers in the outlying lene Dirkse, Mrs. Don Hilleareas received materialsand brands, Gil Bussies Jr., Mrs.
were briefed at a kick-off meetiH| Tuesday night in Allendale

Has Progressive

the

President,Karen Bekker; treasure#, Gretta Webster; scribe,

The second grade Sweet Sixteen Blue

Birds

of Holland

Heights met at the school on

'

p.m.

8 at

Dinner Party

home of our leader, Mrs. Mooi.
We elected officersas follows:

<

High School auditorium. The
The fund drive for the Ottawa production under the direction
County Chatper of the Ameri- of Mrs. Robert Greenwood will
can Red Cross in areas not run Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights starting at 8:15
covered by United Fund and

Fire

The E-ha-Wee Camp

Miss Inei Billings entertain- Guest speaker on Sunday
ed Wednesday afternoon honor- morning in the Haven Reformed
ing Mr. and Mrs. Clare Arnold Church was Rev. Bernard Hak
on~ their 21st wedding anniver
airy. Guests included Mrs
Richard Jonathas, Mrs. Lillian
Bale, Floyd Arnold and Warnie
DuelL
Mrs. Charles Wadsworthattended the wedding of Miss was presented by the Haven
Katherine Croft and Roger BilYouth Choir.
lings last Sunday. Roger is the
Pastor Warren Burgess conson of Mr. and Mrs. Burr Bil- ducted the evening service at
lings of Grand Rapids. The wedHavea. He spoke on “The Parading was held at the Gracq lytic.” The Senior choir sang at
EvangelicalFree Church in this
_ service.
s<

Pinal dress rehearsal for Holland CommunityTheatre's production of “Bus Stop” was held
Wednesday in preparation for
Holland
Thursday'sopening in Hoi

Hospital Guild

Carol Meabergen, scribe.

evening service on Sunday.

Opens Here
Thursday

plants.

We played games and
took turns telling what we
would like to be when we
grow up. We also learned

Feb.

15.

Rockford.

Cathy Moore. After that we
had our ceremonial. D a r c e y
Ver Hey treated with brownies. Cathy Moore, scribe.
On ' Jan. 18 the Chic ag ami
fifth graders of Lakewood
school held their first, ceremo-

progressive dinner was giv.
JfFriday
night by the members of the HousekeepingGuild
for tbeir husbands as a fundraising project.
Dinner was served at the

homes of Dr. and Mrs. Richard
Schaftenaar, Dr. and Mrs. S.

nial at the home of their leader, Mrs. John Caauwe. Our as-

Mrs. Brulachart, called
Wbohelo to us and we marched
sistant,

Walter Kuipers and Dr. and
Mrs. Alvin Bonzelaar.
Decorations were In red, white

and blue to accent the patriotic

The R.C.Y.F. met following song to end our meetings. We
Mrs. Richard Barron is ill at the evening service in the parAttending were Dr. and Mrs.
all enjoyed a treat furnished by in singing. We lit the candles Robert Albers, Dr. and Mrs.
her home.
sonage basement. The topic,
and receii
received our honor beads
Mr. and Mrs. John Bast, Mr. “Prison Letters" was discussed. Suzanne McNeal.
William Arendshorst, Dr. and
On
Feb.
2 we started sanding
and Mrs. William Van Hartes- The Women’s Prayer Group
The “Four Peeps" of WaukaMrs. Vernon Boersma, Dr. and
Town Hall.
pieces of wood for our rainveldt and Mrs. Clare Schultz atMrs. Bonzelaar, Dr. and Mrs.
Guest speaker was Mrs. Paul
The three - act r o m a n t i c
will meet on Thursday morning zoo school met at the home of
gauges. On Feb. 12 we finished
tended the Bit-O-Fun Club, SatNelson Clark, Dr. and Mrs.
Goebel of Grand Rapids, who comedy takes place in a small
at 9:30 at the home of Mrs. Hen- their leader on Feb. 8, and
making our rain - gauges and
urday
evening
at the home of
Carl
Cook, Dr. and Mrs. Donald
made
valentines
for
their,
called herself the “oldest living Kansas town during a March
Bobbie Louise Simmons
ry Strabbing.
tacked test tubes on the wood DeWitt, Dr. and Mrs. Jerome
Red Cross volunteer.”Mrs. blizzard.The technical staff is Mr. and Mrs. Lester W. Sim- Mr. and Mrs. Alva Hoover.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Ross of mothers and one for their
Mr and Mrs. Floyd Stauffeer Grandville were Sunday guests teacher and two extra for any- with pieces of leather. We are Dykstra,Dr. and Mrs. Arnold
Goebel has. in fact, been active puttingfinishing touches to work
mons
of 1686 Columbus St., Hol- called on Dolores Bryan at
going to measure the rain fall Dood, Dr. and Mrs. Edward
In Red Cross for well over 20 on the street-cornerrestaurant
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Brow- one else special.Debbie Weathyears and drew from that ex- set designed by Paul Blain. Ac- land, announce the engagement Douglas Community Hospital er, also attending services with erwax treated with cupcakes for one month and earn a Helbing, Dr. and Mrs. Harold
honor bead. We also Hommerson, Dr. and Mrs. Kuiinday
perience, plus travels in many cording to Nancy Norling, tech- of their daughter, Bobbie
them at Haven Reformed On Feb. 15 we took turns Frontiers
made our mothers a dish pers.
R. L. Hutchinson,
G.
countries which fly the Red ical (Urector. the “Bus Stop" Louise, to Sp/4 Danny M. DawChurch.
reading aloud out of a story
scrubber of white and red nylon
Also attending were Dr. and
Cross, Red Crescent or Red set is one of the most ambitious kins, son of Mrs. W. C. Daw- Barron, K. Carlson, D. Groff,
Mrs. Donald Stehower of Ham- book. We also made plans to
F
Foster and E. Raak spent ilton. Republican County vicenet for Valentine’s Day. Susie Mrs. Richard Leppink, Dr. and
Lion as a symbol of brother- undertakenby the group.
visit places of interest this
kins of Pioneer, La., and the
Friday in Columbus, Ohio, on chairman, along with County
Hoffman treated with brownies Mrs. Robert Mahaney, Dr. and
hood, for her short inspirationSandy Decker is serving as late Mr. Dawkins.
spring. Christi Huyser treated
business.
al talk.
Mrs. William Rottschaefer, Dr.
Chairman Fred Hilbert and Mrs. with apples. Christi Huyser, Kristy Baker, scribe.
stage manager. Miss Norling
Both are graduates of Pioneer
William Watts, Jr., was home
On' Feb. 8 the fourth grade and Mrs. Schaftenaar, Dr. and
Members of the volunteer ser- heads the set construction and High School, Pioneer, La Mr
Hilbert and county secretary, scribe.
vices provided by the Red Cross painting crew of Mr. and Mrs. Dawkins is presently stationed for the weekend from his teach- Mrs. Mary Ellen Wynatt, all of
On Feb. 16 the Whistling Camp Fire girls of Longfellow Mrs. Henry Ten Pas, Dr. and
ing duties at PinconningHigh
in the county also spoke on their Robert Hamm. Mr. and Mrs.
Wayland, were in Lansing re- Blue Birds of Holland Heights school, went to the library and Mrs. Edwin Vender Berg, Dr.
with the U. S. Army at RedSchlool.
work. Ray Schaubel of Grand Robert Hampson, Mr. and Mrs. stone Arsenal, Ala,
cently to confer with State met at the school for refresh- saw slides about wild flowers. and Mrs. Otto Vander Velde, Dr.
William Van Hartesveldt Sr. is
Haven, county water safety Fred Davis, E. Dale Conklin, A December wedding is being
Nancy Vanden Bosch brought and Mrs. Charles Wang, Dr. and
Chairman Elly Peterson on wospending several weeks in men's activitiesin the coming ments furnished by Laurie De- browniesas the treat. On Feb. Mrs. Warren Westrate, Dr. and
director since the beginning of Mr. and Mrs. Don Casterline,
planned.
Florida,
his son ana
and year. while there, they also met ters and then went to the 15 we met in the gym for their Mrs. William Westrate Jr., Dr.
Honda visiting
visiting ms
the water safety program in Ot- Robert Kouw ' Don cranmer!
wife, Mr. and Mrs. James Van Jwjth
Governor wmlun House of Tropics in Zeeland. Valentine party. They ex- and Mrs. John Winter, Dr. and
tawa County, reviewed the pro- Leslie Woltman, Ted Jungblut,
We were told about the differgram which provides swimming Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Victor,
Millikin and Robert Danhof,
changed hand made valentines Mrs. William Winter.
Earl Gre ringer is a patient wh Ls
, advisor Gov. ent kinds of fish we saw and
mstruction for county young- Mr. and Mrs. Gil Bussies Jr.,
and played "Down in the Paw
Proceeds of this year’s project
bought a Newt to take to school
at the Douglas Community Hos- „rn„r Rom8„fV
sters. Cornell Tans, first aid
Paw Patch.” They had ice will be used to purchasedrapernor Romney
Richard Steggerda,and Mrs.
where
we
are
studying
about
pital.
director also spoke briefly; Mrs.
The Rev. Ralph Ten Clay was
cream and sprite and also a eries for the obstetricsdepartCharles Armstrong.
amphibeons. Sheryl Layman,
Mr. and Mrs.
B Climie
Aubrey Ernst reviewed the role
bag with red hots, nuts, candy ment at Holland Hospital. Mrs.
Mrs. Armstrong also heads
scribe.
of the registered nurse in the the prop crew which includes
hearts, little mints and a suck- Robert Albers is president of
The 0 da kon ya Camp Fire
Red Cross program; Mrs. K. C.
formed Church. He spoke on the
er, The regular treat was the Guild.
Mrs. Victor.Debbie Noe. Esther
group of Beechwood school
they attended a family party in
Retzlaff spoke on the services
topic. “The Offerings God Exbrought bo- Patty Weller which
Cranmer and Mrs. Harold Treghonor of the 86th birthday anmet on Feb 16 at the home of
to families of men in service
pects." The Adult choir furnishwas valentinecookies. Marie
loan. Costumes are under the
niversary of Mrs. Climies
Mrs. Ijong. She showed us
provided by the Red Cross;
ed the special music. The eve
Mrs.
supervision of Mrs. John Hempmother, Mrs. Peter Bergen.
some of her antiques. We had Sherburne,scribe.
Blanche Van Volkenburgh,exel, assisted by Conklin. Don
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Geurink was the guest pianist.
ALLEGAN-Adrian Bazan, 82,
Special music was by the Hymnroute 1, Allegan, died Tuesday
The Tulip Time Housing Bu- monica AccordionChoir.
night at the Allegan Health
reau Thursday mailed out regThe women of the Baptist
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Tulip Time housing bureau at with prayer. Special music was and Richard of Grand RapEX 6-4221.
by Steve Jacobs on his cornet. ids; three grandchildrenand

The sponsor, Robert Oetman,

six great grandchildren.

Many biros have a poor sense was in charge of the program.
Prayer services will be held
of smell. The buzzard depends
The Wednesday evening pray- from th* Nyberg Funeral Home
almost entirely on sight to lo- er meeting tonight will be held in Allegan Thursday at 8 p.m
cate his special diet and the at 7:30 at the home of Mr. and Chapel sendees and burial will
horned owl’s favorite dinner is Mrs. Bob Bradford.
be in Pilgrim Home Cemetery
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